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A set o' dull, conceited hashes 
Confuse their brains in college-classes, 
They gang in stirks, and come out asses, 

Plain truth to speak; 
An' syne they think to climb Parnassus 
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is the belief that one's work is terribly important. 
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Abstract 

Chapter 1 begins with a brief description of the terminology commonly associated 

with polyboron chemistry and some relevant synthetic routes. This is followed by a 

discussion of observed structural distortions in carbaborane and carbametallaborane 

complexes. To illustrate this the structures of mono- and diphenyl-substituted closo-

carbaborane are described. This is followed by a survey of a selection of the known 

metalla-complexes containing phenyl-substituted carbaborane ligands. The chapter 

ends with a brief description of a few (Mi..2  ) -carbametallaboranes. 

Chapter 2 describes the synthesis and structural characterisation of the complex, 

1-Ph-3,3-(PMe2Ph)2-3,1,2-PtC2B9H10, 1. Crucially, the plane through the metal 

fragment is rotated away from its predicted (on the basis of an E.H.M.O. calculation) 

orientation with respect to the ligated carbaborane ligand. 1 is thus considered to be 

ground-state destabilised, by virtue of phenyl substitution, and this may influence the 

observed facile isomerisation. At +55°C (328K) 1 undergoes a polytopal 

rearrangement to yield two 3,1,11-isomers 2 and 3. In the former the (C-Ph) unit 

occupies position 11 while in 3 the (C-H) is situated at this location. The structures of 

these complexes have been determined by another group. This type of isomerisation 

is well known and several reported examples are discussed as well as the principal 

suggested mechanisms. The diphenyl substituted carbaborane complex, 4, is then 

described. A crystal structure determination reveals this to be the 3,1,11-isomer 

1,1 l-Ph2-3,3-(PMe?h)2-3,1,1 1-PtC2B9H9. In this case the 3,1,2-isomer is not 

isolated,, and isomerisation occurs at, or below, room temperature. Increased steric 

demands of the carbaborane ligand are thought to facilitate this process. 

In Chapter 3 the spectroscopic characterisation of the two series of complexes, 

analogous to 1 and 4, containing other phosphine/phosphite ligands, are described. 
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This shows that the behaviour of these species is largely independent of the electronic 

and steric properties of the phosphorus ligands. All the analogues of 1 undergo 

polytopal isomerisation at elevated temperature. Complexes with smaller phosphine 

ligands tend to form two 3,1,11-isomers, whereas complexes with larger phosphorus 

ligands tend to form a single isomer. Each analogue of 4 forms with a 

3,1,1 1-framework, and, even for the complexes with the smallest metal fragment no 

3,1,2-species is isolated. Finally, a preliminary study of the electrochemistry of each 

series of complexes is described. 

Chapter 4 discusses the palladium analogues of 1 and 4. A partial structure 

determination of the complex 1Ph-3,3-(PMe 2Ph)2-3,1,2-PdC2B9Hio, 16, shows it to 

be less distorted than 1. There is no evidence for the formation of a 3,131-isomer at 

elevated temperature. However, the study of this species is complicated by its ready 

conversion to another carbapalladaborane of unknown structure. The diphenyl 

species, 17, is formed as the 3,1,11 -isomer. Next, the phenyl-carbaborane complexes 

which incorporate the (Pd(1,5-COD)) fragment are described. The monophenyl 

complex, 18, is stable to isomerisation. A structure determination of the complex 

1,2-Ph2-3-(1,5-COD)-3,1,2-PdC2B9H9, 19, shows it to be the first example of an 

f ML } complex with the (C 2B9H9Ph2)2 
 ligand, in which the (C-Ph) units are 

adjacent on the metal-bonded face. The flexibility of the (1,5-COD) ligand is thought 

to enable the adoption of this polytopal arrangement, by tilting away from the 

cage-phenyl groups. 19 is subject to isomerisation at 110°C (383K). The platinum 

analogue of 18 is also stable to isomerisation. However, the analogue of 19 

isomerises at room temperature. These results illustrate the previously noted 

enhanced stability of second-row transition metal carbaborane complexes to polytopal 

rearrangement, with respect to their third-row analogues. 

Chapter 5 describes the experimental techniques employed in the synthesis, 

characterisation and structural analysis of the compounds discussed in chapters 2, 3 
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and 4. Supplementary crystallographic data are tabulated as well as the co-ordinates 

used in the E.H.M.O. calculations described in chapter 2. 
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Abbreviations. 

COD cyclooctadiene 

Cp cyclopentadiene 

Cp* pentamethylcyclopentadiene 

Cy cyclohexyl 

dppe diphenyiphosphinoethane 

Et ethyl 

FAB fast-atom bombardment 

i.r. mfra-red 

Me methyl 

mes mesitylene 

n.m.r. nuclear magnetic resonance 

p-tol para-tolyl 

p.p.m. parts per million 

Ph phenyl 

t.l.c. thin layer chromatography 

LX 



Abbreviations for Specific Compounds. 

1 1-Ph-3,3-(PMe2Ph)2-3, 1 ,2-PtC2B9H10  

2 11Ph-3,3-(PMe 2Ph)2-3,1,1 1-PtC2B9H10  

3 1-Ph-3,3-(PMe 2Ph)2-3, 1,11 -PtC2B9H10  

4 1,1 1Ph2 3,3-(PMe2Ph)2-3,1,1 1-PtC2B9H9  

5 1-Ph-3,3-(P(OMe)3)2-3, 1 ,2-PtC 2B9H10  

6 1,11 -Ph2-3,3-(P(OMe)3)2-3, 1,11 -PtC2B9H9  

7 1Ph3,3(PMe3)2-3,1,2-PtC2B9Hio 

8 1,11 -Ph2-3,3-(PMe3)2-3, 1,11 -PtC2B9H9  

9 1-Ph-3-(dppe)-3, 1 ,2-PtC 2B9H10  

10 1-Ph-3,3-(PEt 3)2-3, 1 ,2-PtC2B9H10  

11 1,1 1-Ph2-3,3-(PEt3)2-3,1,1 1-PtC2B9H9  

12 1Ph3,3-(PPh3)2-3,1,2-PtC2B9H 1 0 

13 1,11 -Ph2-3,3-(PPh3)2-3, 1,1 1-PtC 2B9H9  

14 1-Ph-3,3-(P(p-tOI) 3)2-3, 1 ,2-PtC.2B9H10  

15 1,11 -Ph2-3,3-(P(p-tol)3)2-3, 1,11 -PtC 2B9H9  

16 1-Ph-3,3-(PMe2Ph)2-3, 1 ,2-PdC2B9H10  

17 1,11 Ph2-3,3-(PMe2Ph)2-3,1 , 1 1-PdC2B9H9  
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18 1-Ph-3-(1 ,5-COD)-3,1 ,2-PdC 2B9H 10  

19 1,2-Ph2-3-(1 ,5-COD)-3,1,2-PdC2B9H9  

20 1-Ph-3-(1 ,5-COD)-3,1,2-PtC 2B9H 1 0 

21 1,1 1Ph2-3-(1,5-COD)-3,1, 1  1-PtC2B9H9  

22 1,1 1-Ph2-3-(dppe)-3,1,l 1-PtC2B9H9  
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Chapter 1 Background. 

1.1 Introduction. 

Stock111  first recognised the existence of boron hydrides, or boranes, in the early 

twentieth century. However, the predicted hydrocarbon chain-type structures of these 

species could not be satisfactorily explained in terms of the bonding theories accepted 

at that time. This was principally due to boron atoms having fewer valence electrons 

than valence orbitals. As the technique of X-ray crystallography developed it was 

established that boranes adopt novel structures. For example, the simplest borane, 

B2H6121  (or diborane) has the structure shown in figure 1.1, containing two 3-centre 

2-electron B-H-B bonds and no direct B-B linkage. 

Figure 1.1 	 H 
Hi,,,,  

B 	 B 

H 	 H 

Higher boranes form regular polyhedra with (BH) fragments occupying each 

vertex. The bonding in these polyhedra is delocalised and this alleviates the formal 

electron deficiency. RationalisatiOn of these and related struCtures led to the 

development of electron counting rules which are outlined in section 1.2. 

Formal replacement of a (BH} vertex with a tCH} vertex gives rise to a series of 

more stable (with respect to air and moisture), neutral polyhedra; the carbaboranes. 

The existence of these was predicted on the basis of calculations 131  and many 

examples were duly synthesised. Initially the small carbaboranes e.g. C2B3H5  and 

C2B4116141  were reported and larger species, such as the pseudo-icosahedral 
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C2B 10H12151 , followed. 

It was noted that the frontier molecular orbitals of the anionic carbaborane 

[C2B9H 1  ]2 
 are of a similar nature and energy to those of the cyclopentadienyl anion 

[C5H5] (Cp) 61 . These orbitals are depicted in figure 1.2. The Cp ligand had been 

widely used in organometallic chemistry 71 , so it seemed plausible that the 

[C2B9H1 1 ] 2 
 ion would act as a ligand to metal ions. 

Figure 1.2 

[C2B9H 11  12 
	

(C5H5 ) 

it M.O.s of (C2B9H 11)2  and (C5H5) 
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Hawthornet 81  synthesised the first metal complex with a carbaborane ligand in 1965, 

the ferrocene analogue [(C 2B9H11 )2Fe12 . In the years that followed a vast number of 

carbametallaboranes have been reported. These can be described in two 

complementary manners; as metal-ligand complexes or as heteroboranes containing a 

metal vertex. Both of these approaches are used in this thesis, where appropriate. 

The development of borane and heteroborane chemistry has flourished in part due 

to the wide range of applications which these compounds have found. Substituted 

boranes have been used for the treatment of brain tumours, via the technique of 

boron-neutron capture therapyt 9101. This relies on the behaviour of the 10B isotope 

when it is exposed to thermal neutrons. Under these conditions the following occurs: 

103+1n..{11B}...94He+7Lj*+231Mev .4 7Lj + y + 0.48MeV. 

When the WB nucleus and a neutron interact, they produce a metastable particle 

which then undergoes fission to produce energy, a Li nucleus and a He nucleus (a 

particle). The a particle travels the distance of a cell diameter (circa 1O.tm) 

eliminating any intervening matter. In this way, tumour cells can be destroyed. The 

boron containing complex currently favoured is [B 12H11 SH]2  (BSH), which is 

enriched with 10B before introduction into the body. Much researcht 11121  is being 

directed towards the search for boron complexes which bind more efficiently to the 

tumour cells or, indeed, become incorporated into the body of the tumour (rather than 

binding solely to the surface). 

Carbaboranes have been used in the formation of polymers of high thermal 

stabiity 131 , for example the siloxane polymer: 

-[Si(Me)2-CB 10H10CSi(Me)2 O-Si(Me)2-O-Si(Me)2O+ 

Carbametallaboranes containing a platinum group metal atom have proved to be 
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useful catalysts for alkene hydrogenation and isomerisation reac tionsE 1481. The 

earliest reported examples were the hydrido-rhodium species 

3,3(PPh3)2
3H-3,1,2-RhC2B9H11 and the 3,1,1 1-analogue which were found to 

catalyse the isomerisation of hex-1-ene 1141 . 

This chapter outlines the concepts utiised in the course of this work and describes 

some complexes of relevance which have appeared in the literature. 

1.2 RationalisatiOn of the Structures of Boranes and Their 
Derivatives. 

Polyhedral boranes and their derivatives can be classified in terms of their 

geometry. There are 4 main classes- "closo" (or closed) in which all faces are fully 

triangulated, "nido" (nest-like), which is the same basic geometry as closo but with 

one vacant vertex, "arachno" (web-like), which is closo with 2 vacant vertices and 

lastly "hypho" (network), which is 3 vertices short of a closo- structure 191 . 

As previously noted, the structures adopted by boranes and their derivatives 

present problems when trying to rationalise them in terms of the simple theories of 

bonding. The structures of the simple boranes can be satisfactorily described using 

the concept of 3-centre 2-electron bonding 2 . For example, diborane (B2H6) contains 

four 2-centre 2-electron BH bonds and two 3-centre 2-electron BHB bonds. 

However, this localised approach proves too complicated for the higher boranes. 

These are better discussed in terms of polyhedral skeletal electron pair (PSEP) 

theory1201 . This is based on the observation that the structures of polyhedra are 

dependent on the number of valence electrons which they contain. 

A set of rules (Wade's ru1es 12 ) was devised which allows prediction of the 

structure adopted by considering the number of skeletal electron pairs (SEP's). 

Considering firstly a (BH) vertex, it was assumed that the BH interaction involves an 
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sp hybrid orbital which points outwards from the polyhedral surface (exo-polyhedral). 

The other sp hybrid orbital points into the polyhedron and, hence, can become 

involved in cluster bonding. The remaining boron orbitals (2 p orbitals) are oriented 

such as to be available for bonding on the polyhedral surface. Therefore, a (BH) 

fragment has three orbitals available for cluster bonding. Of the three valence 

electrons possessed by a boron atom, one is used in a bonding interaction with the 

exo-polyhedral atom, leaving two to form cluster bonds. A (CH) (or fCPh)) vertex 

also presents 3 orbitals for cluster bonding but this time there are 3 available 

electrons. Cluster bonding electrons are also provided by bridging (or endo) H atoms 

and also by the overall charge of the molecule. Taking each vertex (and each extra 

atom or charge) in turn, the number of skeletal electrons can be calculated, and hence, 

the number of SEP's. This can then be compared with the number of vertices ((BH) 

and (CH)) (n) and the following relationships used to predict the structure. 

No. of SEP's 	 Geometry 
n + 1 	 closo 

n + 2 	 nido 
n + 3 	 arachno 
n + 4 	 hypho 

For example, the species [C2B9H 12] contains the following: 

9 {BH} vertices = 9 x 2 skeletal electrons = 18 
2 {CH} vertices = 2 x 3 skeletal electrons = 6 
1 endo-H atom 	= 1 skeletal electron 	= 1 
1 negative charge = 1 skeletal electron 	= 1 

Total number of skeletal electrons 	= 26 = 13SEP's 

Number of vertices = 11 

Therefore, there are (n + 2) SEP's and a nido structure would be predicted (and is 

observed 221). 

A transition metal fragment has 9 valence orbitals (rather than 4). When the 

fragment occupies a polyhedral vertex, six of these orbitals are involved in bonding to 

exo-polyhedral ligands (for a fragment with an octahedral geometry) or are 

non-bonding. 
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These orbitals are normally filled and hence, there are 12 electrons unavailable for 

cluster bonding. The number of electrons which are available (e) to occupy the 3 

cluster bonding orbitals is calculated from the equation e = v + x - 12, where v is the 

number of valence electrons for the neutral metal atom and x is the number of 

electrons donated by the metal ligands. 

For example, in the complex [CpCoC2B9H 11 ] 

{CpCo}=9 + 5 - 12 = 2 
9 x {BH} = 9 x 2 = 18 
2 x {CH} = 2 x 3 = 6 
Total skeletal electrons = 26 = 13SEP's = fl + 1. 

Hence, the observed 1  closo- structure would be predicted. 

There are however, some exceptions to PSEP theory- for example the species 

B8H 12. This has 10 SEP's (= n + 2) and therefore a nido- structure is predicted. 

However the observed structure is of the arachno- form 241 . This apparent anomaly 

has yet to be fully rationalised, a priori, although recent studies 1  have suggested 

that given the (arachno) structure it has, the neutral [B81112] is likely to be more 

stable than the PSEP-precise [B8H12]2 . 

1.3 Polyhedral Numbering. 

For closo- carbaboranes, a carbon vertex is labelled as number 1 and numbering 

proceeds in a corkscrew fashion such that any other heteroatom has the lowest 

possible number. Carbon atoms are numbered in preference to metal atoms in 

carbametallaboranes. On moving from one pentagonal belt to another, a connectivity 

is crossed. In nido- species the atom opposite the open face is numbered 1 then 

numbering proceeds as above. Typical closo- and nido- numbering schemes are 

illustrated in figure 1.3. 
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Figure 1.3 

The presence of two carbon atoms in an icosahedral carbaborane gives rise to the 

possibility of three positional isomers. These are namely: 1,2-C 2B 10H 12  (colloquially 

ortho-carborane), 1 ,7-C 2B 10H1 2 (meta-carborane) and 1,1 2-C 2B 1o1 12 

(para-carborane). The latter two are best synthesised by thermolysis of the former 1 . 

This type of isomerisation is discussed in chapter 2. 

1.4 Distortions from Idealised Geometries. 

When asymmetry is introduced into a polyhedral molecule, the structure adopted 

can be distorted from an idealised one. For example, the molecules [13 12H12] 2-  and 

C2B 10H12  would be expected to have identical icosahedral structures (as they have the 

same number of vertices and SEP's). However, C-C connectivities are shorter than 

C-B connectivities which in turn are shorter than B-B ones and hence, the latter 

structure is slightly distorted compared with the former 1261 . The introduction of a 

metal vertex can have a more pronounced effect on the structure. The distortions of 

relevance to the current work are detailed below. All of these are measured relative 

to a B5  belt, which is assumed to be planar. For a species L XMC2B9H9R1 R2  (LM= a 

transition metal fragment, R 1 , R2= H, alkyl, aryl) there are three notable 

thstortionslVl: 
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A translational movement of the metal fragment away from the èentre of the 

ligated face (see figure 1.4). This is defined as A and is positive if movement is 

towards the unique atom in this face. 

A folding of the ligated (C2B3) face, normally about an axis through B4 and B7 

(closo numbering). This gives rise to folding angles 0 and 4), defined as the angles 

between the C1C2B4B7 plane and the B5  plane and the angle between the B4B7B8 

plane and the B5  plane, respectively (see figure 1.4) 

A movement of the C2B3  face with respect to the B5  belt. This normally occurs 

in the same direction as A and therefore leads to a slight over-estimate of this value. 

r 4 

V 	1' 	8 

Figure 1.4 

A comparison of these parameters for a variety of carbametallaboranes indicates 

that the degree of distortion depends on the nature of the metal fragmentE 271 . For d6  

and d7  metal complexes the distortions are fairly small. However, for d 8  and d9  

complexes, larger distortions are observed. 
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This led to the suggestion that slippage occurs where there is the unfavourable >18 

electron configuration, in order to reduce the electron density at the metal atom. 

Indeed the most extreme example of this type of distortion is observed in the main 

group metal species [T1C2139FI 11 ]. In this case, where the metal centre is relatively 

electron rich, a crystal structure determinatiofl 128  (of the [PPh 3Me] salt) indicates 

that the Ti-cage interactions are virtually non-bonding (see figure 1.5). This species 

can be formally thought of as an ion-pair (TP [C2B9H1 ]2). 

Figure 1.5 

EFTl 1  
II I \\ 

,I 
1• 	- 	I 

The thallium atom is readily replaced by a transition metal fragment and this leads to 

the synthetic utility of thallium carbaboranes as precursors to transition metal 

complexes (see section 1.5). 
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The formation of carbametallaborafles incorporating an (ML 2} (Pt(PH3)2) 

fragment has been considered via a series of E.H.M.O. calculations 127 ' 291 . These 

assume a neutral metal fragment interacting with a neutral carbaborane ligand. The 

metal fragment has a mirror plane passing through the metal atom and the two 

phosphorus atoms, and the favoured orientation of this plane was determined relative 

to the ligated face. The frontier molecular orbitals of the metal fragment and those 

localised on 3 types of M-bonded carbaborane face (and a simple borane for 

comparison) are shown in figure 1.6. It was assumed that the orientation of the ML 2  

fragment would be such as to maximise overlap of the metal fragment homo and the 

carbaborane lumo. At A = oA the primary metal ligand bonding effects originate 

from electron donation from the ligand 6a 1  orbital to the hybrid (s-z) lumo of the 

metal fragment. The metal fragment homo is considered to be an (xz) hybrid orbital 

which back donates to one component of the 5e 1  set. The metal (yz) orbital enters into 

a 4-electron destabilising interaction with the complementary (and filled) component 

of the 5e 1  set (see figure 1.6). 

Considering first a carbaborafle with 2 carbon atoms adjacent on the ligated face 

(A), the lumo is concentrated on the 3 boron atoms and there is a mirror plane passing 

through the central boron atom and the C-C mid-point. The lumo is asymmetric 

about this mirror plane and therefore, it is predicted that the PtP 2  plane will lie 

perpendicular to the mirror plane and that there will be a large movement of the metal 

fragment towards the 3 boron atoms (+ve slippage). 

When the facial carbon atoms are separated by a boron atom (B), the lumo is 

concentrated on the 2 carbon atoms and the 2 equivalent boron atoms, and there is a 

mirror plane passing through the unique boron atom and the mid-point of the B-B 

bond. In this case, the lumo is symmetric about the mirror plane and hence, the PtP 2  

plane is predicted to lie parallel to the mirror plane with the fragment slipped away 

from the unique B atom (small -ye slippage). 
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Figure 1.6 
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In the mono-carbon carbaborane (C) the lumo is concentrated on the two boron 

atoms remote from the carbon atom and there is a mirror plane which passes through 

this carbon atom and the mid-point of the remote B-B bond. As in A, the lumo is 

parallel to the mirror plane and, the PtP 2  plane is, therefore, predicted to lie 

perpendicular to this mirror plane and the fragment slipped away from the carbon 

atom (large -ye slippage). These predictions have been largely borne out 

experimentally and specific examples are discussed at the relevant points in the text. 

1.5 Syntheses of Carbaboranes and Their Derivatives. 

The simplest method of synthesis of carbaboranes is by insertion of an alkyne into 

an arachno borane. To form carbaboranes of the type utilised in this thesis requires 

alkyne insertion into a derivative of decaborane (B 10H14) '  via the following 

reaction 301  

+ R1 CCR2  + MeCN -* 3 10C(R1 )C(R2 )H 1 0 

R= H, alkyl, aryl. MeCN can be substituted by SMe2, PPh3 , etc. 

Using substituted alkynes, a number of C-substituted carbaboranes can be 

formed 311 . The first stage of the reaction is the production of the decaborane adduct 

BlOH12(MeCN)21 followed by displacement of the co-ordinated MeCN by the alkyne. 

Base hydrolysis of a carbaborane results in deboronation (removal of a (BH) 

vertex) to form a nido- species. The vertex which is removed is the one at which 

there is least electron density (one of those adjacent to both the relatively positive C 

atoms). This occurs via the following scheme 321 . 

C2B 10H 10R1 R2  + 5KOH 	
EtOH 	K2 [C2B9H9R1 R2 1 + B(OEt) 3  + H2  

The dipotassium salt is converted into the dithallium salt by reaction with Tl(OAc) in 

aqueous medium 331 . 
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The carbaborane dianion is readily metallated by reaction of the dithallium salt 

with LXMXY  (X = halide), in an organic solvent. A major driving force of this 

reaction is the precipitation of T1X and the product has the form L XMC2B9H9R'R2 . 

The insolubility of the lix means that separation of the generally soluble 

carbametallaborane is straightforward. 

1.6 Characterisation of Carbaboranes and their Derivatives. 

Characterisation of carbametallaboranes can be effected by a variety of 

spectroscopic and non-spectroscopic methods, but is best carried out using a 

combination of techniques. 

The simplest non-spectroscopic method is microanalysis. This, alone, has been 

used to confirm the formation of some derivatised carbabomnes 1 . In theory the 

results can be very good, but ultimately can give no indication of the structure of a 

compound, only its gross composition. 

Infra-red spectroscopy is of considerable utility in ascertaining the presence of 

boranes, due to the fact that the B-H (terminal) stretching absorption occurs in a 

region where no other commonly present function absorbs (in the range 2500 to 

2660cm 351). This band is usually broad due to the presence of 2 isotopes of boron 

(19.8% 10B, 80.2% RB). In addition, for asymmetric boranes, the frequency of the 

B-H stretch will vary with the connectivity of the boron atom. This does not usually 

manifest as the observation of multiple B-H bands but, instead, causes further 

broadening. In carbaboranes containing C-H bonds, a C-H stretching band may also 

be observed (commonly in the range 2900-3160cm 351 ). 

FAB mass spectrometry can be used to confirm the presence of the target species, 

through the observation of a parent ion at the correct m/z value. However, the parent 
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ion is not always present 1361 , so while this technique can confirm the presence of a 

species, the absence of the parent ion does not necessarily suggest that the desired 

complex has not been formed. 

Multinuclear n.m.r. spectroscopy can provide much structural information relating 

to carbametallaboranes. A set of rules for predicting the 11 B n.m.r. spectra of boranes 

and heteroboranes has been suggested 1371 . In addition, ab initio chemical shift 

(IGLO) calculations using optimised geometries have been correlated with the 

observed n.m.r. spectra of some boranes and carbaboranest 1471 . This has allowed 

alternative assignments of the peaks in the spectrum of B 8H,2. In the absence of 

these type of calculations, assignment of "B n.m.r. spectra is not usually possible 

unless the 2-D ("B-RB) COSY spectrum is considered. Boron resonances are 

intrinsically broad due to quadrupolar relaxation effects, and B-B coupling is not 

resolved. However, coupling to other nuclei can sometimes be observed. Of 

particular importance is 1 JB-H, which is typically within the range 80 to 160HzJ 381 . 

There is only one naturally occurring isotope of phosphorus (31P) and this has a 

nuclear spin of 1/2, thus providing a valuable n.m.r. handle. Spectra are normally 

obtained broad-band proton decoupled, since 31P-'H couplings render the spectrum 

prohibitively complex. When resolved, the magnitude of coupling to other nuclei can 

provide an insight into the nature of the complex. For example, coupling to 195Pt 

nuclei (33.8% natural abundance) varies depending on the nature of the geometry at 

the metal atom. Thus, the observed coupling involving a square planar Pt 11  atom is 

larger than that involving an octahedral Pt" atom 1391 . The magnitude of 195Pt-31 P 

coupling depends principally on the degree of s-character in this bond 1401 . 

Considering the orbital hybridisation at the metal atom, this is approximately 25% 

s-character in a square planar complex (dsp 2  hybridised) and 16.5% s-character in an 

octahedral complex (d2sp3  hybndised). When present, the magnitude of P-P coupling 

can provide information as to the geometrical relationship of the phosphorus nuclei. 
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For example, in square planar complexes, a trans-P-P coupling is larger than the 

corresponding cis-P-P coupling 411  (e.g. 2JP-P is <5Hz.in  cis-PtC12(PEt3)2  but 

approximately 9011z. in trans-PtCl 2(PEt3 )2). 

Although all the above techniques can provide some data relating to the structure 

of the complex of interest, perhaps the ultimate analytical method is provided by 

X-ray crystallography. From an X-ray diffraction study a set of atomic co-ordinates 

are derived and thereby bond lengths, angles and torsions. This technique has the 

disadvantages of requiring single, diffraction-quality crystals and also that hydrogen 

atoms are often not located. Finally, it must be remembered that the structure 

obtained by this method is a solid-state structure and this may differ considerably 

from the structure in solution. 

1.7 Closo- C-Phenyl Substituted Carbaboranes. 

The carbaboranes utilised in this work bear one or two phenyl substituents on the 

cage carbon atoms. The X-ray crystal structures of the two parent species 

1-PhC2B 10H11 1421  and 1,2-Ph2C2B 10H10 431  have been determined and these illustrate 

certain features which are of relevance to their metalla-derivatives. 

1-PhC2B 10H 11  was synthesised by the method of Reid 1 , from decaborane and 

phenyl-acetylene. Crystals suitable for an X-ray diffraction study were obtained from 

a slowly cooled ethanolic solution. The structure solution indicated there were two 

crystallographically independent molecules in the lattice (denoted by A and B). Only 

in the latter could the position of the (CH) vertex be established. A schematic 

representation of a single molecule of B is shown in figure 1.7. 
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Figure 1.7 

Hs removed for clarity 

C. 

The Ccage Ccage  bond length of 1.646(8)A is comparable with that observed 261  in 

the unsubstituted analogue (ortho-carborane) (= 1.653(49)A). The C ge Cph iy1 

distance is 1.495(6)A. The orientation of the phenyl substituent can be determined 

with respect to the CcageCcage vector as the difference between the modulus of the 

torsion angles defined by and 

Ccage Ccage C1phenyfC6phe1yI and where ClPh YI is the first atom in the phenyl 

ring. This value (6phefly) is thus defined as being 00  when the phenyl group is 

perpendicular to the C ge Ccage  bond. In l-PhC2B10H11 9phenyl  is 68.8°. 
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1,2-Ph2C2B 10H 0  was synthesised by a modified version of the literature 

procedure 341 . Diffraction quality crystals were obtained by slow cooling of a 

methanolic solution. Structure solution indicated that there were two 

crystallographically independent molecules in the asymmetric fraction of the unit cell 

(again denoted by A and B). A schematic representation of a single molecule of B is 

shown in figure 1.8. 

Figure 1.8 
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In molecule A the C cage Ccage  distance is 1.733(4)A while the Ccage Cphenyl 

distances are 1.500(4) and 1 .508(5)A. The calculated values of O phelyl  are 2.4° and 

2.3° . In molecule B the Ccage Ccage  distance is 1.720(4)A with Ccage Cpheny1 distances 

1.494(4) and 1.508(4)A. The values of 0py1 obtained were 9.2 and 8.00.  It was 

initially assumed that these low 0phy1 values resulted from the mutual repulsion of 

the two phenyl groups and that this, in turn resulted in the longer C ce C ge  

distances compared to those in 1-PhC 2B 10H11  and ortho-carborane. However, the 

results of a series of E.H.M.O. calculations 431  indicated that there was an electronic 

contribution to the observed, longer distances. 

Idealised models of C2B 10H121  1-PhC2B 10H11  and 1,2-Ph2C2B 10H10  were 

considered and the reduced overlap populations for the C cage Cce  and Ccge Cph y1 

(where appropriate) interactions were calculated. In addition, the effect on the overall 

energy of the molecule of rotating the phenyl substituent(s) was ascertained. 

Comparing the CcageCcage interactions with that in ortho-carborane, this connectivity 

is weakened by introducing one or two phenyl substituents at 0phenyl= 
00  but 

strengthened at °phy1= 
900 .  This is to some extent confirmed experimentally by a 

comparison of molecules A and B of 1,2-Ph 2C2B 10H10. In A, where the average 

0phenyr 2.40 , the Cce Ccge  distance is 0.013(6)A longer than in B, which has an 

average 0phy1 value of 8.6°. If the C cage Cpherlyl distance is now considered this is 

predicted to be shortest for 0= 90 0  for both the phenyl-substituted molecules. This 

was believed to result from the most efficient conjugation between the phenyl and 

cage fragments occurring at this conformation. 

For 1-Ph-C2B 10H11  a 0phenyl  value of 900  was calculated to minimise (by circa 

0.2eV) the overall energy of the molecule. The deviation of the observed value of 
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Figure 1. 1.  

°pheny1 68°) from the predicted value can be readily understood by considering 

intermolecular contacts. The phenyl rings of adjacent molecules are aligned (see 

figure 1.9) approximately 3.5A apart, and as such can be considered to be interacting 

graphitically (this distance can be compared with twice the half thickness of a 

benzene ringtMl= 2 x 1.85A[ 641). It is assumed that the observed 0phenyl value permits 

the most efficient stacking. An electron diffraction study of this compound is 

currently underway with the object of ascertaining if the predicted 0phyJ value is 

observed in the absence of crystal packing forces. 
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The rotation of the two phenyl rings in 1,2-Ph 2C2B 10H10, in a conrotatory manner, 

was considered. Rotation from °phenyl= 0
0  initially stabilises the molecule (in a 

similar manner to 1-PhC2B 10H11 ). At a 0phy1 value of approximately 40° 

unfavourable contacts between H O1thO  and C00  atoms are introduced and thereafter, 

further twisting rapidly destabilises the molecule. Thus, although at Ophenyl= 900 

there would be the most efficient CceCge interaction, the steric constraints 

introduced by the two phenyl substituents, prevent the electronically preferred 

conformation being adopted. The experimentally observed values of 9phy1  are close 

to 00. The CcageCcage connectivities are longer than those in ortho-carborane 

consistent with prediction (when °phy1 
is close to 0°). Similarly, steric interactions 

between cage substituents in close proximity can also explain the deviation from 

9phenyV 
90° in the related complex 1-Me-2-Ph-C 2B 10H10 451 . In this complex the 

value of 0phenyl 16.60  while the CcageCcage connectivity is 1.696(5)A. 

The preceding discussion illustrates that, in substituted carbaboranes, the structures 

adopted often represent a compromise between the electronically favoured and the 

sterically allowed. Hence, while a single phenyl substituent can orient close to its 

electronically preferred conformation, the introduction of a second substituent (Me or 

Ph) in close proximity, prevents this, on steric grounds. Similar considerations are 

important when the structures of substituted carbametallaboranes are considered. 



1.8 CarbametallaboraneS Containing Phenyl-Substituted 

Carbaboranes. 

A useful means of classifying carbametallaborafleS is by the nature of the metal 

fragment, ML. Specifically, n refers to the number of co-ordination sites occupied 

by the metal (non-carbaborane) ligand(s). Hence, a complex containing either the 

fragment (Au(PPh 3)P or (Hg(PPh 3)) 2  can be described as an ML complex, one 

containing the fragment (Pt(PPh 3 )2 ) or (Pd(1,5-COD)) 2  can be designated an ML2  

complex and a compound incorporating the fragment {Ru(C 6H6 ) 2  or 

(Rh(C5Me5) 2+ an ML3  complex. The carbaborane ligand can act as a 6 (or 4) 

electron donor, occupying three (or two) metal co-ordination sites whence it is 

described as being it-bonded. Alternatively, it may form a single 2-centre 2-electron 

bond to the metal atom, in a a (endo-) complex. 

There are surprisingly few reported examples of metal complexes with phenyl 

carbaborane ligands, given the potential for the adoption of unusual structures, as a 

result of the stenc requirements of the substituent(s). There are a few a (exo) bonded 

metalla-complexes containing the [l-PhC 2B 10H11 ] ligand, for example 

1- [(P(n-Pr) 3 )2PtCl] -2-Ph-i ,2-(a-C 2B ioJ i o)E461 . However, the it complexes Of 

[l-Ph-C2B9H10]2  are of more relevance to the work described in this thesis. The 

earliest reported example of such a complex was the ML 3  species 

1 -Ph-3 ,3-(PPh 3)2-3-H-3, 1 ,2-IrC2B9H10 47 . No synthesis or structure determination 

was presented but an unexpectedly facile isomerisation was described. Heating in 

toluene at reflux temperature for 30 hours yielded a polytopal isomer with 84% 

conversion. An X-ray crystallographic study of this product revealed it to be the 

C-separated isomer 2,2-(PPh 3)2-2-H-8-Ph-2, 1 ,8-IrC2B9H 0  (see figure 1.10). 
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The carbon atom bearing the phenyl substituent is the one which migrates away 

from the metal fragment thereby alleviating the steric interaction between the phenyl 

ring and the metal fragment. This was considered to be the driving force of the 

reaction, on the basis that none of the other possible 2,1,8-isomer, in which the (CH) 

vertex has migrated, was detected. Similar behaviour was exhibited by the 

carbarhodaborane 1 -Ph-2-Me-3 ,3-(PPh 3)2-3-H-3, 1 ,2-RhC 2B9H9 . Thermolysis of 

this species (TI-IF, 65°C) yielded a single 2,1,8-isomer, in which it is the (CPh) 

vertex which has migrated to position 8. This type of behaviour is discussed fully in 

the main body of this thesis. 

The other reported it-bonded complexes of this carbaborane ligand also 

incorporate an ML3  fragment. Firstly, complexes with a (M(C 9H7)) vertex are 

considered 49 ' 631  
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The carbacobaltaborane, lPh-3-(11 5 -C9H7)-3,1,2-COC2B9H10 was formed as the sole 

product of the reaction of the thallium carbaborane with Co(acac) 3  and LiC9H 7  in 

TI-IF. A crystal 	structure determination revealed that the icosahedral 	unit was 

virtually undistorted, with Z= 0.035A (as expected for a d6  metal complex) (see 

figure 1.11). 

Figure 1.11 

The observed value of 0pheny1 was close to 90 0 , corresponding to the predicted lowest 

energy conformation. However, the indenyl ligand was found to be distorted in 

comparison to the conformation adopted in the unsubstituted carbacobaltaborane 501 , 

being twisted and tilted as to accommodate the proximal phenyl substituent. 

The rhodium analogue was formed as one of the products of the reaction between 

[(C9H)RhCl2] 2  and the thallium carbaborane in CH 2C12. The structure of the other 

major product of this reaction was not determined, however the available 

spectroscopic evidence suggests that it is of the form 

7-Ph-9/1 1 -(C 9H6)Rh(C9H7))-7,8-C2B9H 10. In this case the cationic [C 9H6RhC9H7] 

is co-orclinated to a boron atom on the nido face via an indenyl-boron bond. This 

could involve either B(1 1) or B(9) which could not be distinguished. 
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A final example of an (ML1 complex incorporates the Ru(fl 6 -mesitylefle)1 

fragment (where the mesitylene ligand occupies 3 co-ordination sites) which can be 

denoted I -Ph-3-(r1 6-meS) 31 ,2-RuC2B9H io A crystal structure determination of 

this complex revealed that it adopts a closo- geometry, as predicted on the basis of 

PSEP theory (13 SEP's for a 12 vertex species) and confirmed the 3,1,2-architecture. 

The metal fragment is not significantly slipped over the C 2B 3  face (t= 0.036A) 

consistent with the prediction for a d 6  metal complex. The C2B3  face, the B 5  belt and 

the arene ring are all nearly co-planar indicating the undistorted nature of the 

complex. The value of 9phyl is 68 ° , significantly less than the predicted value of 

90° . Inspection of a schematic representation of a single molecule (figure 1.12) 

indicates that this deviation may arise from the avoidance of an unfavourable 

interaction between the phenyl group and the arene ligand. 

The 	 distance is 1.656( 6 )A, identical to that in the related unsubstituted 

carbarutheflabOrafle 3-(r1 6-(C6Me6))-3, 1 ,2-RuC2B9H1 [5 1] (Ccage Cce= 1.657(1 o)A). 



The metallation of the anion [7,8-Ph 2C2B9H912  has been carried out solely by the 

author's co-workers. A selection of the resulting complexes is discussed below. 

However, the crystal structure of the mono-anionic ligand has also been 

determined 521  and is of relevance to this work. The structures of both the [HNMe 3 ] 

and the [Me3NCH2C6H5] salts were established and found to be practically identical. 

Both contain an open C2B3  face with an endo- proton on the central facial boron 

atom. An endo bond is one which points towards the vacant vertex in a nido 

carbaborane. The 	distance is 1.590(5)A in the former salt and 1.602(3) in 

the latter, both of which are significantly shorter than that in the parent closo-

carbaborane. The values of 9phenyl are 5.6 and 10.0°  in the [HNMe3] salt and 17.9 

and 20.00 in the [Me3NCH2C6H5] salt. This indicates that the 2 (CPh) vertices can 

approach within reasonably short distances and suggests that there is an electronic 

contribution to the long Ccagecage connectivit)' in 1,2-Ph 2C2B 10H10  at low 

values. As well as a shortening of the Ccagecage connectivity on going from a closo-

to a nido- carbaborane there is also lengthening of the facial B-B bonds and a 

shortening of facial B-C bonds (where facial refers to atoms on the open face of a 

nido- polyhedron), as a capping (BH) 2  is replaced by an endo (H)t The variation 

in bond distances can be traced to different degrees of depopulation of it m.o.'s of 

nido [C2B9H11 ]
2  by the zero electron 3 orbital (BH) 2 ' vertex and the zero electron 1 

orbital (H} unit. The deviation from the lowest energy orientation by virtue of 

conrotatory twisting of the two phenyl rings is within the limits of crystal packing 

forces. 

Similar structural features are exhibited in the ML complex, 

formed from the reaction of 

[Ph3PHgC12I2 and 1'121C2B9H9Ph2I. An X-ray diffraction study indicated that, as 

expected for a species containing a d 1 ° metal centre, the metal fragment is slipped 

away from the centre of the ligated face (see figure 1.13). 
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There is one relatively strong metal-boron bond (to B(10)) of 2.178(8)A while the 

interactions with the other two facial boron atoms are virtually non-bonding 

(Hg-B(9)= 2.535(8) and I-Ig-B(1 1)= 2.616(7)A). The observed structure is similar to 

that of the unsubstituted analogue 1531  although the slippage of the metal fragment is 

more pronounced. The Ccagecage  distance of 1.589(9)A is shorter than that in the 

parent closo- carbaborane but slightly longer than that in the unsubstituted 

(PPh3Hg) 2  analogue. The variations in bond distances when replacing a (BH) 

vertex with (PPh 3Hg) 2  are similar to those observed when replacing a (BH) 2  with 

an (H). The values of 0phenyl are 28 1  and 31° (conrotatory twist) and this causes the 

observed shortening of the Cgecage connectivity. 



The earliest example[ 54' of an ML3  complex contained the fRhC p*) 2+ (Cp*=  

C5Me5) fragment and was prepared by the reaction of [RhC1 2Cp*] 2  with the 

carbaborane dianion. X-ray diffraction quality crystals were obtained by slow 

diffusion of n-hexane into a solution of the product in CH 202. The structure solution 

identified the presence of 2 independent, but similar, molecules per asymmetric unit 

(designated A and B). A schematic representation of a single molecule of A is shown 

in figure 1.14. 

This reveals the highly distorted nature of the complex. The C cage Ccage  distance is 

virtually non-bonding (2.51 (3)A) and as a result the boron atom (B(6)) is pulled out 

of the plane of the other B atoms (B(5), B(9), B(1 1), B(12)). Although the B(6)-M 

distance (= 2.92(2)A in A and 2.91(3)A in B) is too long for the interaction to be 

described as bonding, it is shorter than that observed in true closo- complexes. 
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Figure 1.15 

These distortions allow the phenyl substituents to adopt conformations close to the 

predicted orientation (9pheflyl= 790 in A, 860  in B). This can be rationalised by 

considering the interaction of the C-phenyl groups with the C p* ligand. The metal 

fragment is virtually unslipped and so lies close to the centre of the ligated face. 

Thus, at 0= 00  there would be an unfavourable stenc interaction of the phenyl groups 

with the planar CP* group. This can be alleviated by a rotation of the 2 phenyl groups 

by circa 90° , but this in turn leads to mutual congestion between the two phenyl rings 

and hence to a major lengthening of the C cage Cce  distance. Similar distortions were 

found in the related (C6H6Ru } and ((p-cym)Ru) complexes 551  (Ccage Cce  2.49 

and 2.45A, respectively and °phy1= 61 and 66/44° , respectively. These complexes 

have electron counts of closo- icosahedra but partially open structures. These can be 

considered as tending towards what is termed hyper-closo geometry, as observed in 

the complex ptW(CO) 2(pEt3)2(11 6C2B9'18(C'I2C6114Me)Me2F561  (see figure 1.15). 
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In this case, there is a formal bond between B(4) and the tungsten atom, and the 

complex possesses n SEP's and n vertices. Using this formalisation, these species 

can be considered more electron deficient than their closo- analogues and this is 

manifested in a shift of the 11 B n.m.r. resonances to higher frequency in hyper-closo 

complexest561 . Similarly, the average 11 B chemical shift in the (RhCp*} complex 

described above is substantially to high frequency of that in the unsubstituted 

analoguet 541 . It could be that this is wholly or partly due to the electronic effect of 2 

electron-withdraWing substituentS rather than the concomitant change in structure 

(towards hyper-closo). However, the observation that the 11 B chemical shifts in 

1,2Ph2C2B 10H 1 0 are only slightly more positive than those for ortho-carborane 

suggests that the electron-withdrawing effect of the substituents has a relatively minor 

effect. 

In contrast to the complexes containing the [C 2B9H9Ph2] 2  ligand, the related 

species incorporating the (Ru(p-cym)) fragment, 

3-((p-cym)Ru)- 1-Ph-2-Me-3, 1 ,2-RuC 2B9H 551  exhibits a virtually undistorted 

structure with a CcageCige distance of 1.70A and a °phenyl value of 550•  This 

demonstrates the differing steric requirements of a methyl substituent with respect to 

a phenyl one. 

• The reaction of Rh(PPh 3)3C1 with [HNEt3][C2B9H10Ph2] gives rise to 2 

carbaznetallabOranes. The n.m.r. data for both of these suggest nido- structures, but 

only the structure of the red product has been determinedt 571 . A schematic 

representation of a single molecule 01 Ui'S 

is shown in figure 1.16. It exhibits 

what is termed an exo-nido structure, in which the metal fragment is co-ordinated to a 

B2  edge, rather than occupying the twelfth icosahedrai vertex. 
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Bonding to the metal fragment is via two 3-centre 2-electron B-H-Rh bonds (to B(4) 

and B(9)). The metal centre adopts square planar geometry, consistent with a Rh' 

description. The values of 0phenyl are 3.38 and 9.85°, with rotation being in a 

conrotatory manner. The reaction of the ruthenium analogue Ru(PPh 3)3Cl2  with the 

carbaborane dianion also gives rise to two species 1551 . The crystal structure of one of 

these has been determined and the molecule shown to be 

In this case the metal fragment 

is co-ordinated to the carbaborane via three Ru-H-B bonds, reflecting the preference 

of a Ru11  centre to adopt an octahedral geometry. Similarly to the Rh species, the 

second product appears, from spectroscopic data, to be a second exo-nido tautomer. 
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The unsubstituted analogue of the Rh species 1151  has been found to catalyse 

processes such as alkene hydrogenation, hydrosilylation of ketones and deuterium 

exchange of terminal (BH) in boranes and heteroboranes. It is believed to be the 

exo-nido- tautomer rather than the closo- form which acts as the catalyst precursor. 

This is in keeping with the behaviour of Rh' species which readily undergo oxidative 

addition reactions. In fact, the conversion of the exonido- tautomer to the closo- one 

can be considered as an oxidative addition in which the facial H atom adds to the 

metal centre. At the same time the nature of the interaction between the carbaborane 

and the metal fragment changes, the metal centre being co-ordinated in a it manner to 

[C2B9H11 ]2 
 in the closo-species, occupying three co-ordination sites as opposed to 

two in the exo-nido tautomer. The metal atom undergoes concomitant oxidation from 

Rh' to RhM and as expected adopts a nearly octahedral geometry. The exo-nido and 

closo- tautomers exist in equilibrium by an oxidative addition-reductive elimination 

cycle. It has been noted that the position of this equilibrium is affected by the nature 

of any exo polyhedral ligands (on the C atoms). For example, if the carbaborane is 

unsubstituted e.g. (H)(PPh3)2Rh(C2B9H 1 1) the closo Rhm tautomer predominates, 

however when there are two methyl substituents 581 , both tautomers can be observed. 

When there are two phenyl substituents, only the exo-nido isomer is present. This 

suggests that the diphenylcarbarh0thborane may be a more effective catalyst than its 

unsubstituted analogue. 

From the preceding discussion it is apparent that the introduction of C-phenyl 

substituents can result in unexpected structural modifications in carbametallaborane 

derivatives. The nature of these can be described as: 

polytopal rearrangement 

severe elongation of the CcageCcage 
connectivity (polyhedral deformation). 

vertex extrusion (formation of an exo-nido complex rather than a closo- one). 
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Figu 

1.9 {ML2} Complexes of Carbaboranes. 

Although there have been several reported examples of carbametallaborafleS in 

which there is phenyl substitution at the cage carbon vertices, there are few which 

involve an (M1. 2 ) fragment, and these are limited to the exo-nido species. There are 

no examples of stable, closo- complexes incorporating an (ML 2 } fragment and a 

Ph-substituted carbaborane. However, there are many examples of closo- (ML2 ) 

complexes involving other carbaborane ligands. A few relevant examples, in which 

the carbaborane ligand is the unsubstituted [C 2B9H 1  12 , are described below. 

The "classic" example of an (ML2 ) fragment is (PtP 2 ), where P is a phosphine 

ligand. There are a few reported examples of carbaplatinaboranes incorporating this 

fragment. A single molecule of one such complex, 3,3-(PEt 3)2-3,l,2-PtC2B9H1 [271 , 

is depicted in figure 1.17. 



The plane through the metal fragment lies close to the predicted orientation 

perpendicular to the cage mirror plane. The observed deviation (13.9 °) is believed to 

be such as to minimise intramolecular contacts. A slippage of the metal fragment 

towards B(8) of 0.42A is observed. A complext 591  incorporating the bidentate 

phosphorus ligand, dppe, has also been described. This complex adopts a structure 

practically indistinguishable from that described above. 

The structure of the related (PdP 2 ) complex, 3,3-(PMe3)2-3,l,2-PdC2B9H11 is less 

distorted 01 , with a slippage parameter of only 0.26A. This can be rationalised by 

considering the bonding between the metal atom and the carbaborane ligand. The 

[carbaborane] 2  moiety is regarded as being a 6 electron donor and for a d 8  metal 

atom the dominant bonding interaction involves a metal (xz) hybrid orbital and the 

cage 5e 1  (a") orbital. The filled metal (yz) orbital enters into a 4 electron antibonding 

interaction with the cage 5e' (a) orbitals. 

This latter interaction can be reduced via d-p hybridisation of the metal-based 

orbitals. This directs metal d,, electron density away from the cage. It is this effect 

which may be responsible for the reduced distortion of Pd complexes with respect to 

Pt ones; the d-p promotion energy in an electro-neutral Pd atom is lower than that for 

a Pt atom in the same environmentt 611 . 

The idea that d-p hybridisation leads to a less distorted structure was further 

justified by consideration of the structure of 

[K[ 1 8-crown-6]] [3,3-(PPh 3)2-3, 1 ,2-RhC2B9H1 ]t621. This adopts a closo- structure 

(A= 0.05A), which can be ascribed to the smaller d-p promotion energy for Rh' with 

respect to Pd11 . The ML2  fragment lies close to its predicted perpendicular orientation 

with respect to the cage mirror plane. 
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The unfavourable 4 electron interaction can also be reduced by the introduction of 

it-acceptor ligands on the metal atom. This suggestion is justified by comparison of 

the observed structure of the complex containing the (Pd(tmen)1 (tmen= 

[Me2N(CH2)2NMe21) 0  (see figure 1.18). This was found to be more distorted than 

the (PdP2 ) analogue1 with a slippage parameter of 0.52A, consistent with (tmen) 

acting as a less efficient it acceptor ligand than a phosphine does. 

Figure 1.18 
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Figurel.19 

A final example of an (ML2 }-carbaborane complex is afforded by 

3-(1,5-COD)-3,1,2-PdC 2B9H11 t631 . A representation of a single molecule is depicted 

in figure 1.19. This species shows a modest slip distortion (= 0.24A) and a C cage Ccage  

distance of 1.495(4)A. 

Despite the diversity of (ML 2 ) fragments for which carbametallaboranes have 

been structurally characterised, there is little observed deviation in the orientation of 

the ML2  plane from that predicted from E.H.M.O. calculations. However, substitution 

of a bulky group on the cage ligated face may result in structural modification. 
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1.10 Aims and Scope of Work. 

The initial aim of the studies presented in this thesis was to investigate the 

structural deformations caused by the introduction of C-Ph substituents in (ML 2 ) 

carbametallaborane complexes. Of particular interest was the orientation of the 

{ ML2  } fragment with respect to the ligated carbaborane. 

In the course of these studies, one of the structural modifications exhibited was 

found to be the migration of a (CZ) (Z H, Ph) vertex over the polyhedral surface. 

The steric and electronic influences contributing to the relative ease of these 

processes provided the basis for much subsequent work. Such isomerisations have 

been the subject of much interest (and controversy) particularly relating to the 

mechanism(s) involved. However, in contrast to the isomerisations of closo-

carbaboranes and some carbainetallaboranes, which require extreme conditions, the 

species described exhibit a depression of the rearrangement temperatures, and this 

renders these processes more conducive to study. 



Chapter 2 

PhenylcarbabOrane Complexes Incorporating the 

{Pt(PMe2Ph)} Fragment. 

2.1 Introduction. 

This chapter describes the synthesis, characterisatiofl and single crystal X-ray 

diffraction study of two new C-phenyl substituted carbaborane complexes which 

incorporate the platinum bis-phosphifle fragment { (PMe2Ph)2Pt 2+ 

The first of these is the 3,1,2-platina-monophenylcarbaborane complex, 1. At 

elevated temperature this is found to undergo a skeletal rearrangement, yielding two 

isomeric carbaplatinaboralies, 2 and 3. These have been independently synthesised 

and their structures determined by Mingos et al 1 . 
They provide the first examples 

of 2 isomeric 3,1,1 1carbametallabOranes which are formed from a common 

precursor. The only other examples 47 ' 481 
 of the rearrangement of asymmetrically 

substituted carbametallaborafles were both reported by Hawthorne et al. Both of 

these yielded only a single isomer. Some other reported isomerisations and the 

principal mechanistic proposals are discussed. 

Finally, the platinum-bisphosPhine complex of C,C-diphenylcarbaborane is 

described. In this case, the target 3,1,2carbap1atiflabOrane is not observed and the 

major isolatable room temperature product is the rearranged 3,1,11-isomer, 4. 



2.2 Formation and Characterisation of the {(PMe 2Ph)2Pt} 

Complex of (C-Ph) Substituted Carbaborane. 

When cis-PtC1 2(PMe2Ph)2  is stirred with T12C2B9H 10Ph in CH202, a bright 

orange soluble product, 1, is produced, along with insoluble T1C1. Separation and 

purification are effected by columm chromatography (alumina/CH 2C12), to yield an 

orange-red crystalline solid. 

Micro-analysis figures are consistent with the formulation B9C24H37P2Pt 

(molecular weight 679.9). The product was characterised by infra-red spectroscopy; 

FAB mass spectrometry; 11 13, 31P (and 1 H) n.m.r. spectroscopies (see section 2.4) and 

the solid state structure was determined by a single crystal X-ray diffraction study. 

The solution i.r. spectrum of 1 (CH2C12) shows a broad B-H stretching band 

centred on 2530cm -1  as well as a band attributable to the co-ordinated PMe 2Ph 

moiety, at 1490cm -1 . The principal peaks in the FAB mass spectrum of 1 are given in 

table 2.1, along with their assignments. These are based on a molecular ion of 

formula [(PMe 2Ph)2PtC2B9H10Ph], m/z = 680. 

Table 2.1 Principal Peaks in FAB Mass Spectrum of 1 and their Assignments. 

m/z Assignment 

680 [(PMe2Ph)2PtC2B9H10Ph] 

471 [(PMe2Ph)2Pt] 
456 [(PMe2Ph) (PMePh)Pt] 
441 [(PMePh)2PtP 
424 [(PPh) (PMePh)Pt] 
409 [(PPh)2Pt] 
394 [(PMe2Ph) (PMe2)Pt] 

379 (PMe2Ph) (PMe)Pt1 	or 	[(PMe) (PMePh)Pt1 

364 [(PMePh) (PMe)PtJ 
333 [ 

(PMe2Ph)Pt1 

318 [(PMePh)Pt] 
138 [PMe2Ph] ' 
123 [PMePh1 
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2.3 Crystal Structure of 1. 

Crystals suitable for a single crystal X-ray diffraction study were obtained by the 

slow diffusion of n-hexane into a solution of 1 in CH 2Cl2, at -30°C (243K). From 

this solution formed red, single crystals. 

Data were collected on an Enral-Nonius CAD-4 ciiffractometer, using graphite 

monochromated Mo K. X-radiation. Full details of data collection and refinement 

are given in chapter 5. The unit cell and orientation matrix for data collection were 

established by least squares refinement of the setting angles of 25 strong, high angle 

reflections. Only data for which F>2a were retained for structure solution and 

refinement, in the range 1<0<23. The structure was solved by Patterson (metal atom) 

and difference Fourier (all other non-H atoms) methods (SI-lELX76 67 ). An 

empirical absorption correction was applied to the data set (DIFAB SE 68]). The 

positions of the cage carbon atoms were identified by a combination of their refined 

isotropic thermal parameters (when all cage skeletal atoms were refined as boron 

atoms) and internuclear distances. Cage hydrogen atoms were positionally refined 

from sites located from a AF map, and all other hydrogen atoms were set in idealised 

positions, dependent on the nature of the bound carbon atom. 

The structure solution indicates that 1 forms neutral, monomeric crystals with no 

crystallographically imposed symmetry. Selected bond distances and bond angles are 

given in tables 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. A perspective view of a single molecule is 

shown in figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1 	 Perspective View of I. 
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Table 2.2 Selected Bond Lengths in 1, A, with Standard Deviations. 

Pt (3) 
Pt (3) 
Pt (3) 
Pt (3) 
Pt (3) 
Pt (3) 
Pt (3) 

C (1) 
C (1) 
C (1) 
C (1) 

 
 

C (2) 
C (2) 
B (4) 
B (4) 

 
 

B (5) 
B (5) 
B(6) 
B (6) 
B(7) 
B (7) 
B (7) 
B (8) 

 
 

- C(1) 
- C(2) 
- B(4) 
- B(7) 
- B(8) 
- P(1) 
- P(2) 
- C(2) 
- B(4) 
- B(5) 
- B(6) 
-c (101) 
- B(6) 
- B(7) 
-B (11) 
- B(5) 
- B(8) 
- B(9) 
- B(6) 
- B(9) 
-B (10) 
-B (10) 
-B (11) 
- B(8) 
-B (11) 
-B(12) 
- B(9) 
-B(12) 
-B (10) 

2.596(10) 
2.326 (10) 
2.313(12) 
2.257 (12) 
2.239 (12) 
2.288( 3) 
2.250( 3) 
1.594 (14) 
1.707 (15) 
1.680(16) 
1.674(16) 
1.511 (14) 
1.787 (16) 
1.752 (16) 
1.684 (16) 
1.808(17) 
1.829(16) 
1.778(18) 
1.745(18) 
1.755(18) 
1.759(18) 
1.731(18) 
1.760(18) 
1.795(17) 
1.734(18) 
1.748(18) 
1.756(18) 
1.758(18) 
1.807 (18) 

-B(12) 
-B(11) 

B(10) -B(12) 
-B(12) 

C (101)-C (102) 
C (101)-C (106) 
C (102)-C (103) 

-C (104) 
-C(105) 

C(105)-C (106) 
P(1) -C(111) 
P(1) -C(121) 
P(1) -C(131) 
C (111) -C (112) 

-C (116) 
-C (113) 
-C (114) 
-C (115) 
-C (116) 

P(2) -C(211) 
P(2) -C(221) 
P(2) -C(231) 

C (211) -C (216) 
C(211) -C(212) 
C (216) -C (215) 
C (215) -C (214) 
C (214) -C (213) 
C (213) -C (212)  

1.776(19) 
1.776(18) 
1.786(19) 
1.752(18) 
1.424(14) 
1.360(14) 
1.393(17) 
1.348(19) 
1.347(19) 
1.398(16) 

1.824(10) 
1.830(11) 
1.822(12) 
1.383(15) 
1.367(15) 
1.379(17) 
1.379(18) 
1.344(17) 
1.388(16) 
1.829(10) 
1.805(12) 
1.821(12) 
1.391(16) 
1.364 (15) 
1.393(19) 
1.417(22) 
1.345(21) 
1.376(18) 

Table 2.3 Selected Bond Angles in 1,0,  with Standard Deviations. 

C(1) -Pt(3) 
 -Pt(3) 
 -Pt(3) 

B(4) -Pt(3) 
B(7) -Pt(3) 
P(1) -Pt(3) 
Pt(3) - 	C(1) 
Pt(3) -. C(1) 
Pt(3) - C(1) 
C(2) - 	C(1) 
C(2) - 	C(1) 
B(4) - C(1) 

 - 	C(1) 
 - 	C(1) 

B(5) - 	C(1) 
B(6) - 	C(1) 
Pt(3) - 	C(2) 
Pt(3) 	- 	C(2) 
C(1) - 	C(2) 
B(6) - 	C(2) 
B(7) - 	C(2) 
Pt(3) - 	B(4) 
Pt(3) - 	B(4) 
C(1) - 	B(4) 
B(S) - 	B(4) 

- 	C(2) 37.3( 3) 
- 	B(4) 40.2( 4) 
- 	B(7) 44.9( 4) 
- 	B(8) 47.4( 4) 
- 	B(8) 47.1( 4) 
- 	P(2) 95.05( 9) 
- 	C(2) 62.1( 5) 
- B(4) 60.9( 5) 
-C(101) 106.4( 6) 

- 	B(6) 66.3( 7) 
-C(101) 120.0( 8) 
- 	B(5) 64.5(  
-C(101) 120.9(  
- B(6) 62.7( 7) 
-C(101) 121.3( 8) 
-C(101) 117.7( 8) 
- 	C(1) 80.6( 	5) 
- 	B(7) 65.5( 	5) 

- 	B(6) 59.0(  
-B(11) 60.8(  
-B(11) 60.6( 7) 
- 	C(1) 78.9( 5) 
- 	B(8) 64.2( 5) 

- 	B(5) 57.0( 6) 
- 	B(9) 58.6( 7) 
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B(5) -B(10) 	- B(6) 
B(5) -B(10) 	- B(9) 
B(6) -B(10) 	-B(11) 
B(9) -B(10) 	-B(12) 
B(11) -B(10) 	-B(12) 
C(2) -B(]1) 	- B(6) 
C(2) -B(11) 	- B(7) 
B(6) -B(11) 	-B(10) 
B(7) -B(11) 	-B(12) 
B(10) -B(11) 	-B(12) 
B(7) -B(12) 	- B(8) 
B(7) -B(12) 	-B(11) 
B(8) -B(12) 	- 	B(9) 
B(9) -B(12) 	-B(10) 

B(10) -B(12) 	-B(11) 
C(1) -C(101)-C(102) 
C (1) -C (101) -C (106) 

C (102)-c (101) -C (106) 
C (101) -C (102)-C (103) 
C (102)-C (103)-C (104) 
C (103)-C (104)-C (105) 
C (104)-C (105) -C (106) 
C (101)-C (106)-c (105) 
Pt(3) - 	P(1) 	-C(111) 
Pt(3) - 	P(1) 	-C(121) 

60.0( 7) 
58.9( 7) 
60.2( 7) 
59.2( 7) 
58.9( 7) 

62.5( 7) 
61.6( 7) 
58.6( 7) 
60.2( 7) 
60.8( 7) 

61.6( 7) 
59.4( 7) 
59.6( 7) 
61.0( 7) 
60.2( 7) 

119.2( 9) 
123.0( 9) 
117.7( 9) 
118.9(10) 
120.9(12) 
121.2(13) 
119.4 (12) 
121.8(10) 
118.0( 3) 
112.3( 4) 



B(8) 	- B(4) - 	3(9) 58.2( 7) Pt(3) 	- P(1) 	-C(131) 115.8( 	4) 

0(1) 	- B (5) - 	B(4) 58.5(  0(111)- p(J) 	-C(121) 102.6( 	5) 

C (1) 	- B (5) - 	3(6) 58.5(  0(111)- p(J) 	-c (131) 105.2( 	5) 

B (4) 	- B (5) - 	B (9) 59.9( 7) C (121)- P(1) 	-c (131) 100.8( 	5) 

B(6) 	- B(5) -B (10) 59.2( 7) p(l) 	-C(111)-C(112) 117.6( 	8) 

B (9) 	- 3(5) -B (10) 61.9( 7) P(1) 	-c (111)-C (116) 123.9( 	8) 

C(l) 	- 3(6) - 	C(2) 54.7( 6) C(112) -C(111) -0(116) 118.4(10) 

C(1) 	- 3(6) - 	B(5) 58.8( 7) C(111) -C(112)-C(113) 121.1(10) 

C(2) 	- 3(6) -3(11) 56.7( 7) C(112) -0(113) -0(114) 119.1(11) 

B(5) 	- 3(6) -3(10) 60.8( 7) C(113)-C(114) -0(115) 120.4(12) 

3(10) - 	B(6) -B(11) 61.2( 	7) C(114)-C(115)-C(116) 120.4(11) 

Pt (3) - 	B (7) - 	C (2) 69.6( 	5) C (111)-C (116) -0(115) 120.6(10) 

Pt (3) - 	B(7) - 	3(8) 66.0( 5) Pt (3) 	- P (2) 	-C(211) 119.7( 	3) 

C(2) 	- 3(7) -3(11) 57.8( 7) Pt(3) 	- P(2) 	-C(221) 112.3( 	4) 

B(8) 	- 3(7) -B(12) 59.5( 7) Pt(3) 	- P(2) 	-0(231) 115.2( 	4) 

- 3(7) -3(12) 60.4 ( 
7) 0(211)- P (2) 	-0(221) 105.5( 	5) 

Pt (3) - 	B (8) - 	B (4) 68.4( 5) 0(211) - P (2) 	-0(231) 101.9( 	5) 

Pt(3) - B(8) - B(7) 67.0( 5) 0(221)- P(2) 	-C(231) 99.8( 	5) 

3(4) 	- 3(8) - 3(9) 59.4( 7) P(2) 	-C(211)-C(216) 116.7( 	8) 

3(7) 	- 3(8) -3(12) 59.0( 7) P (2) 	-C(211)-C(212) 123.2( 	8) 

3(9) 	-  -3(12) 60.7( 7) 0(216) -0(211) -0(212) 120.1(10) 

B(4) 	-  - 3(5) 61.6( 7) C(211)-C(216)C(215) 119.0 (12) 

B(4) 	- 3(9) - 	B(8) 62.4( 7) 0(216) -C (215) -0(214) 119.1 (13) 

3(5) 	- 3(9) -3(10) 59.2( 7) C(215) -0(214) -0(213) 120.4 (14) 

B(8) 	- 3(9) -3(12) 59.7( 7) C(214)-C(213)C(212) 120.0(13) 

 - 3(9) -B(12) 59.8( 7) C(211)-C(212)-C(213) 121.3(11) 

The platinum atom and the carbaborane cage define a highly distorted 

icosahedrofl. The nature of the distortions are: 1) a lateral slippage of the Pt fragment 

with respect to the centroid of the B 5  belt; 2) a folding of the C 2B3  face; and 3) a 

small slippage of the C2B3  face over the B 5  belt. These are discussed below (see also 

section 1.4). 

1) Pt fragment slippage. 

This is denoted by i\ and was described in section 1.4. For 1, A +0.39A. This is 

of similar magnitude to the reported values of A for 3,3-(PEt3)2-3,1,2-PtC2B9H 1 1271  

and for the two crystallographicallY independent molecules of 

3,3-(PMe2Ph)2-3,1 ,2PtC(CH 2OCH3)C(H)B 9I in the asymmetric fraction of the unit 

cellt 691  (see table 2.4). The direction of this slippage (a) is at an angle to the vector 

joining B(8) and the mid-point of the C(l)-C(2) bond, of 
35•70 Two other examples 
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of slip angles are included in table 2.4. 

2) Folding of the C2133 face. 

A folding of the C(1),C(2),B(4),B(7),B(8) face, about an axis approximately 

through C(2) and B(4) is observed. This results in folding angles of 7.25° and 2.76° 

and a relative movement of C(1),B(7) and B(8) towards the B 5  belt. Usually this type 

of folding occurs about an axis through B(4) and B(7) and 0 and 4' are defined for this 

instance (see section 1.4). However, in this case 0 is defined as the angle between the 

plane passing through C(2), B(4), B(7) and B(8) and that through the B5  belt (i.e. 

2.76° ). 4' is defined as the angle between the plane through C(1), C(2) and B(4) and 

that through the B 5  belt (i.e. 7.25°). Some other examples of 0 and 4' are shown in 

table 2.4. 

3) Slippage of the C 2B3  face. 

A small slippage (denoted by Q) of the C(l), C(2), B(4), B(7), B(8) face, with 

respect to the lower (13 5) belt was observed. Its magnitude (0.09A) is comparable to 

that observed in some other complexes (see table 2.4). The slippage is in the same 

direction as the Pt slippage and leads to a slight over-estimate of A. 

Table 2.4. Distortion Parameters. 

Complex A/A CO .  QIA 010  4'/ 0 
 Av.X/o 

(P) 0.42 - 0.1 4.7 44 21 

 0.414 52.1 0.12 2.29 8.34 25.1 

 0.441 61.6 0.11 2.96 8.32 22.6 

1 0.388 35.7 0.09 2.76 7.25 21.1 

(P) is 3, 3- (PEt3) 2' 1,2-PtC2B9H11. 
(A) and (B) represent the two crystallographiCallY independent 
molecules in the asymmetric portion of the unit cell of 
1- (CH20CH3 ) -3,3- (PMe2Ph) 2-3, 1, 2-PtC2B9H 10 , 
Q= Lateral slippage of C 2B3  belt w.r.t. centroid of B5  face. 
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x is the substituent elevation angle which, for a normal icosahedron, is found to be 

approximately 2601271. The elevation angles for the substituents bound to the C 2B 3  

face of 1 have been calculated relative to the least squares plane through this belt. 

The individual angles are shown in table 2.5. 

Table 2.5 Individual Substituent Elevation Angles for the C 2133 Face of 1. 

o  SubstitUent 	 x/  
27.3 

Ph 20.7 
H(2) 20.9 
H(4) 14.8 
H(7) 21.9 
H (8) 

The distorted nature of 1 is further reflected in the variation of the length of metal 

connectivities to the C2B3  face. The three Pt-B bond lengths are all fairly similar 

(Pt-B(4) = 2.313(12)A, Pt-B(7) = 2.257(12)A, Pt-B(8) = 2.239(12)A). However, the 

Pt-C distances are longer, but with the Pt-C(2) distance of 2.326(10)A considerably 

shorter than the Pt-C(l) distance of 2.596(10)A. This last interaction, involving the 

phenyl- substituted carbon atom, is virtually non-bonding. 

The C( 1 )-C(2) bond length in 1 of 1.594(14)A is significantly longer than that 

found in the unsubstituted (PEt 3)2PtC2B9H11 (1.529(1O)A) 27 . It is well documented 

that going from a closo- to a nido- structure causes a reduction in the C-C bond 

length. For examplet701 , in 1(CH2OCH3)-C10SO-1,2-C2Bi01ii the C-C bond lengths 

are found to be 1.636(9)A and 1.649(8)A for the two crystallographicallY independent 

molecules in the asymmetric fraction of the unit cell. These are significantly longer 

than that observed in the mono-anionic [7(CH 20CH3)-flidO-7,8-C2B9Hl I, which is 

found to be 1.544(6)A. Hence, it can be suggested that in P 2Pt-carbaborafle 

complexes, the greater the slippage of the metal fragment over the C 2B3  face the 

more the structure will resemble a nido- rather than a closo- one and the shorter the 

C-C bond length will be. Thus the smaller slippage in 1 compared to that observed in 
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the unsubstituted analogue can help to rationalise the longer C-C bond length 

observed in the former case. This principle is further demonstrated in the mono-ether 

substituted complex (PMe 2Ph)2PtC2B9H10(CH20CH3) 1691 . The C-C bond lengths in 

the 2 forms are 1.550(12)A and 1.527(12)A, the longer of the two being that in the 

less slipped structure, molecule A (i= 0.414A compared to 0.44 lÀ). 

Another point to note about 1 is that the phenyl ring attached to C(1) is twisted, 

with the side of the ring adjacent to C(2) below C(1) and the other side (adjacent to 

B(4)) above C(1). The twist angle has been calculated to be 38.9 °  (away from parallel 

to the cage C-C bond), giving rise to a °phenyl value of 51.1°. This latter figure can be 

compared with the predicted value of 90° (see section 1.4). There appears to be an 

interaction between this phenyl group and a hydrogen atom on one of the 

phosphino-phenyl rings. This proton (H(1 12)) points towards the centre of the 

cage-phenyl ring 2.72A away. This is less than the sum of the van der Waals radius of 

a hydrogen atom plus the half thickness of a phenyl ring (= 1.2A + 1.85AE641). The 

twist described above may be such as to maximise this favourable interaction (see 

figure 2.2). In the observed conformation, the two phenyl rings are almost orthogonal 

to each other, the calculated angle between the two being 88.4°. A similar type of 

interaction has been observed[ 711  in the complex C2H2B 10C1 10  .... PPh3O, in which the 

acidic cage C-H proton points towards the centre of one of the phosphine-oxide 

phenyl groups. 

The two phosphino-phenyl rings in 1 are aligned almost graphitically but twisted 

10.52°, relative to each other. The two centres of gravity are 3.66A apart, which can 

be compared to twice the half thickness of a phenyl ring which is estimated to be (2 x 

1.85A = 3.7OAL64]). 
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Figure 2.2 	 Alternative View of 1. 

M. 



The packing of 1 in the unit cell is shown in figure 2.3. It can be noted that the 

phosphino-phenyl groups in distinct molecules appear to be aligned in a channel 

although they are not close enough to be considered graphitically packed. 

Figure 2.3 
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The geometry at the platinum centre can be considered to be pseudo- square 

planar, with a P-Pt-P angle of 95.05(9)°, similar to that observed in other platinum 

bis-phosphine carbaborane complexes [27,691• 

The predicted conformation of MIL 2  fragments with respect to (carba)borane nido-

faces was discussed previously (section 1.4). To recap, when the carbaborane has 

two carbon atoms adjacent on the nido-face, the plane through the metal fragment is 

expected to lie perpendicular to the idealised cage mirror plane. In 1, this angle is 

found to be 52.8°(i.e. the plane through the metal fragment is rotated 37.2 °  away 

from its predicted position). 

A small rotation of the P 2Pt plane (of 13.9°) was observed in 

(PEt3)2PtC2B9H11 [27]• Similarly, for 1,1 -(PMe 2Ph)2-2,4-Me2- 1 ,2,4-PtC2B9H 721 , 

where the carbons are non-adjacent on the metal-bonded face, the PtP 2  fragment is 

rotated by 10.1° from its predicted conformation, in which the PiP 2  plane would be 

parallel to the cage mirror plane. In both these examples, this rotation was believed to 

result from alleviation of unfavourable intra-molecular contacts involving the 

alkyl-phosphine hydrogen atoms and the hydrogen atoms on the C 2B3  face. 

However, in the case of 1, the observed rotation is clearly more significant. Whereas 

a rotation of approximately 10° would cost little energetically, a rotation of 37 °  would 

require much more than 4 times this energy. 

The preferred orientations of ML 2  fragments described were calculated for 

unsubstituted carbaboranes (see section 1.4). It would be expected that in 

symmetrically di-substituted carbaboranes, the same conformation of the ML 2  

fragment would be preferred. However, there is some evidence to suggest that 

asymmetric (or mono) substitution alters the preferred orientation. In the case of the 

mono-ether substituted complex 1 -(CH 2OCH3)-3,3-(PMe2Ph)2-3, 1 ,2-PtC2B9H10 691 , 

E.H.M.O. calculations indicated that the lowest energy conformation has the M1, 2  
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fragment aligned along an axis through B(4) and between B(7) and C(2). This 

conformation was observed in the crystal structure (see figure 2.4). 

Figure 2.4 
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To investigate if a similar change in preferred ML 2  conformation could be 

predicted for 1, an E.H.M.O. calculation was performed, considering the di-anionic 

carbaborane moiety [C2B9H1 0Ph1 2  (See Chapter 5). The homo, which is 

concentrated on the C 2B3  face, is depicted in figure 2.5. The homo in the dianion is 

equivalent to the lumo in the neutral species. 

In the ligand h.o.m.o. the nodal plane passes through B(8) and the mid-point of the 

C(l) - C(2) bond. This is identical to that previously reported for the unsubstituted 

carbaborane and was confirmed by a similar E.H.M.O. calculation for the 

unsubstituted [C2B9H1  ii2* dianion, using the same model (see figure 2.5). It can be 

concluded, then, that phenyl substitution does not alter the characteristics of the 

frontier molecular orbitals of a nido-C2139  ligand. On this basis, a perpendicular 

orientation of the (P 2Pt) fragment with respect to the nodal plane is predicted. In 1 

the observed rotation of the metal fragment will result in less efficient overlap of 

metal-fragment h.o.m.o.-ligand l.u.m.o. Hence, 1 can be considered ground-state 

destabilised, relative to its unsubstituted carbaborane analogue. This rotation of the 

plane of the metal fragment results from the steric influence of the cage-phenyl 

substituent. 
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Figure 2.5 	HOMOs of C2B9H 10Ph2  and C2B9H 112 . 

(HOMO of dianion equivalent to LUMO on neutral species) 
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2.4 An N.M.R. Study of 1. 

The room temperature 11 B( 1 H} n.m.r. spectrum of 1 was recorded in CDC1 3  and is 

shown in figure 2.6. The high frequency signal (at E= +11.Olp.p.m.), corresponding 

to one boron atom, shows platinum-boron coupling (1J195Pt-B = 225Hz.) and can 

tentatively be assigned as being due to B(8), which has been noted to give rise to a 

relatively high frequency shift in a range of slipped carbametallaboranes 601 . The 

extent of shift of this signal has been related to the magnitude of the slippage of the 

metal atom over the carbaborane face, and is considered in Chapter 3. 

There are a further 6 boron resonances observed in the spectrum, at ö(p.p.m.)= 

-2.46, -4.36, -7.01, -14.82, -18.51 and -20.35, in the ratio 1:1:1:3:1:1. However, low 

solubility in the solvent and poor resolution of the spectrum prevent any further 

assignments being made. In the proton coupled spectrum, all the signals are doublets 

(with 'JB-H = 120- 170Hz.), indicating that all boron atoms are bound to a terminal 

hydrogen atom. 

The 1H n.m.r. spectrum of 1 is complex. The main features are a signal denoting 

the cage C-H at 3.60p.p.m., methyl protons at circa 1.71 p.p.m and phenyl protons at 

7.20 and 7.50p.p.m. The last 3 of these resonances are broad, complex multiplets. 

The methyl protons on one phosphine moiety are magnetically inequivalent to those 

in the other phosphine group, irrespective of the rate of rotation of the 

metal-fragment, due to a given proton coupling to one phosphorus atom by a different 

magnitude than it couples to the second. In this case, the long range (4JPH) coupling 

is believed to be zero (as the proton spectrum of the cis-PtC12(PMe2Ph)2 
[73] only 

exhibits a 2JPH coupling and hence the methyl protons are all equivalent, on the 

n.m.r. timescale). In 1, however, the (Pt(PMe 2Ph)2) moiety lies above an 

asymmetric carbaborane face and hence the two methyl groups are inequivalent, 
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unless there is rapid rotation about the Pt-cage bonding, on the n.m.r. timescale. This 

inequivalence is the origin of the observed second order pattern. 

The 31Pf 1111 spectrum consists of a singlet (&= -12.08p.p.m.), with doublet 

satellites ( 1 J' 95Pt-P = 322714z) (see figure 2.7). However, the satellite peaks are 

considerably broader than the central resonance. This broadening cannot be explained 

by exchange processes (either inter- or intra- molecular), as such processes would 

render all three signals equally broad. 

Although the central resonance appears as a singlet, it could actually consist of two 

different phosphorus signals if the chemical shifts of the two nuclei were co-incident, 

or were similar enough to become averaged. The presence of two different 

phosphorus environments would be expected if there was hindered rotation about the 

platinum- cage bonding within a single compound, due to the asymmetric nature of 

the C2B3  face, or if there were two distinct carba-platinaborane complexes present. 

To clarify this, a variable temperature 31P( 1H) n.m.r. study was undertaken. 

At -60°C (2 13K) in CDC1 31  the broad satellites split into two sets and are slightly 

sharper (see figure 2.8). The major peak tends towards an AB signal, although this is 

not fully resolved. This implies that there are two phosphorus environments within a 

single molecule, at this temperature. In the related complex, 

1 (CH2OCH3)-3,3-(PMe2Ph)2-31 1 ,2-PtC2B9H 1Ot691 at room temperature, one 

phosphorus resonance, with two sets of 195p satellites, is observed, in CD 2C12. At 

-66°C (207K), a fully resolved AB pattern is seen. 

Cooling a sample of 1 led to an arrestment of rotation about the Pt- cage bonding, 

so it would be predicted that warming the sample would facilitate this rotation. The 

31P( 1 H) n.m.r. spectrum of 1, at +55°C (328K) shows the expected sharpening of the 

three signals (see figure 2.9). The singlet occurs at ö = -11.98 p.p.m. with 1J195Pt-P = 

3316Hz. 
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Figure 2.7 

31P{'H} N.m.r. Spectrum of 1, 
81.020MHz., 25°C (298K). 
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However, another set of peaks is also present (singlet at ö= -14.69 p.p.m. with 

doublet satellites 'J 195Pt-P= 3350Hz.). After prolonged warming at this temperature, 

the signal due to 1 has disappeared while that corresponding to the new species has 

intensified (see figure 2.10). In fact, there are two new species present, in the 

approximate ratio 4:1. The major thermolysis product, 2, resonates at -14.47 p.p.m. 

with doublet satellites ( 1J195Pt-P= 3327Hz.), and a similar pattern is observed for the 

minor product, 3 (singlet -15.30p.p.m., 'J'95Pt-P= 3228Hz.). Moreover, during 

warming, the solution changed colour from deep to pale yellow. 

A variable temperature 31P('H) n.m.r. study of a mixture of 2 and 3 was carried 

out. At -60°C (213K), the spectrum consists of a singlet, denoting 3 (at ö= -14.83 

p.p.m.) with doublet satellites ( 1J 195Pt-P 3220Hz.), and a fully resolved AB pattern 

due to 2, and its doublet satellites (see figure 2.11). The calculated paraxneters 741  for 

this system are öP 1 = - 13.76 p.p.m., 6P2= - 14.14 p.p.m., 'J 195Pt-P1 = 3313.811z, 

'J195Pt-P2  3309.2Hz. and 2JP1 -132  =27.9 Hz. The appearance of this pattern 

indicates that at low temperature, there is hindered rotation about the platinum- cage 

bonding, in 2. 
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2.5 Identification of the Thermolysis Products of 1. 

The identities of 2 and 3 were established by comparing their spectroscopic data 

with those obtained by Mingos et a11 , for the products of an analogous reaction. 

Using a microwave technique which was developed by this group, the reaction 

between cis-PtC1 2(PMe2Ph)2 and the mono-anionic carbaborane 

[C2B9H11Ph][NHMe3] had been studied. These reagents were placed in a sealed 

vessel, in the presence of NHMe 2, and exposed to micro-wave radiation (2540MHz., 

500W) for 30 minutes, in 10 atmospheres of ethanol.. During the reaction, the 

temperature was believed not to have exceeded 200°C. Two yellow, isomeric 

carba-platinabOrafles were produced, which were separated by two stage preparative 

t.l.c. They were characterised by n.m.r. spectroscopy and FAB mass spectrometry and 

a single crystal X-ray diffraction study of each was also carried out. It is interesting 

to note that when the same reagents were heated in ethanol, in a sealed Teflon vessel, 

but in the absence of microwave radiation, no reaction was observed 751 , even after 

several days at reflux temperature. 

The 31P( 1H} n.m.r. spectrum of the first microwave-generated isomer consists of a 

singlet (ö= -15.43p.p.m.) with doublet satellites( 1J195Pt-P= 3327Hz.) and corresponds 

to 2. The 11B ('H) spectrum, in CD2CI21  is a broad band within which 8 boron 

environments can be detected (in the ratio 1:2:1:1:1:1:1, 8(p.p.m.)= -8.9, -10.5, -12.4, 

-15.3, -16.8, -19.9 and -26.0. However, the high frequency boron resonance, observed 

in the spectrum of 1, is absent suggesting that 2 does not contain a C 2B3  face. The 

crystal structure conclusively shows that the two cage carbons have moved apart, 

with the carbon bearing the phenyl substituent now occupying position 11 in the 

lower belt. Selected bond lengths are given in table 2.6. A perspective view of a 

single molecule is shown in figure 2.12. 
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Figure 2.12 
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Table 2.6 Selected Bond Lengths, in 2, A, with Standard Deviations. 

Pt(3) - 	P(2) 2.2864 (14) B(2) -C(11) 
- 	B(5) 

1.756( 
1.815( 

8) 
8) 

Pt(3) - 	P(1) 2.2909 (14) 3(4) 
3(4) - 	B(S) 1.872( 8) 

Pt(3) - 	C(1) 
- 	B(2) 

2.610( 
2.222( 

5) 
6) 3(4) - 	 3(9) 1.800( 8) 

Pt(3) 
Pt(3) - 	B(4) 2.293( 6) B(5) - 	3(6) 1.746( 

1.781( 
 
 

Pt(3) - 	3(7) 2.199( 6) 
6) 

B(5) 
B(5) 

- 	B(9) 
-3(10) 1.745( 9) 

Pt (3) 
P (2) 

- 	3(8) 
-c (211) 

2.231( 
1.811( 4) 3(6) -B (10) 1.754( 8) 

P (2) -C(221) 1.822( 7) B(6) 
B(7) 

-0(11) 
- 	B (8) 

1.712( 
1.797( 

 
 

P (2) 
P(1) 

-c (231) 
-C(111) 

1.826( 
1.821( 

7) 
4) 3(7) -C(11) 1.735( 7) 

P(1) -C(121) 1.822( 7) B(7) 
3(8) 

-3(12) 
- 	B(9) 

1.783( 
1.768( 

 
 

p(j) -C(131) 
- 	B(2) 

1.826( 
1.700( 

8) 
8) B(8) -3(12) 1.772( 8) 

0(1) 
0(1) - 	B(4) 1.700( 7) B(9) 

3(9) 
-3(10) 
-3(12) 

1.778( 
1.769( 

9) 
9) 

C(1) - 	B(5) 
- B(6) 

1.677( 
1.647( 

8) 
7) 3(10) -0(11) 1.738( 8) 

0(1) 
0(1) -c (101) 1.515( 6) 3(10) -B (12) 

-B(12) 
1.752( 
1.736( 

8) 
8) 

B(2) - 	B(6) 1.834( 
1.871( 

8) 
8) 

0(11) 
C(11) -0(201) 1.526( 6) 

B(2) - 	3(7) 

The plane through the (PtP 2 ) fragment lies at an angle of 80.8 °  to the idealised 

cage mirror plane (which passes through C(l), B(10) and B(12)). This is close to the 

predicted perpendicular alignment for an MI.. 2  fragment associated with a CB 4  nido- 

face. 

The structure of 2 exhibits similar distortions to those observed in 1. If the 

metal-cage bonding is considered, the four Pt-B distances are similar (Pt-B(2)= 

2.233(5)A, Pt-B(4)= 2.281(5)A, Pt-B(7)= 2.211(4)A and Pt-B(8)= 2.246(5)A). 

However, the Pt-C interaction is virtually non-bonding (Pt-C(1) 2.58 1(4)A). The Pt 

atom is slipped away from the centre of the CB 4  face (i\= 0.36A). In this case the 

slippage is defined as being negative (i.e. away from the unique atom in the nido-face 
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[C(1)1). The direction of this slippage with respect to the vector linking the mid-point 

of the B(7)-B(8) bond with C(1) is 17.00(  (Y) 

There is a small lateral slippage of the upper CB4  face, of 0.08A, over the lower 

belt.The metal-bonded face is folded about an axis through B(2) and B(4), giving rise 

to folding parameters of 0= 4.17 0  and 4)= 11.880 . The average elevation angle for the 

substituents on the upper belt (x) is 18.20 , 
indicating that the substituents are bent 

away from the metal. The geometry at the metal centre can be considered to be 

pseudo-square planar with a P-Pt-P angle of 97.70(4) ° . 

The 31P( 1H) n.m.r. spectrum of the second microwave-generated isomer (CD 2C12) 

consists of a singlet (8 = -15.37 p.p.m.) with doublet satellites (1J'95Pt-P = 3258Hz.). 

This corresponds to the observed spectrum of 3. The 11B{ 1H) n.m.r. spectrum, in 

0)2Cl21  consists of a broad band within which 5 boron signals can be detected. 

These occur in the ratio 2:2:1:3:1 ((p.p.m.) -7.7, -12.6, -16.5, -22.2 and -26.1). 

There is no high frequency boron resonance, indicating the absence of a C 2B3  face. 

This is confirmed by the crystal structure which shows that in this case the carbon 

atom bearing the hydrogen substituent has migrated to position 11 in the lower belt. A 

perspective view of a single molecule of 3 is shown in figure 2.13. Selected bond 

lengths are given in table 2.7. 

The four platinum-boron connectivities are of similar lengths (Pt-B(2) 2.237(8)A, 

Pt-B(4)= 2.275(8)A, Pt-B(7) 2.21 1(9)A and Pt-B(8) 2.212(9)A), while the 

platinum-C(l) interaction is virtually non-bonding (Pt-C(l) 2.622(8)A). The plane 

through the ML2  fragment is almost orthogonal to the idealised cage mirror plane 

(PtP2-(C(1)B(bO)B(12)} 87.1°). 
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Figure 2.13 

Perspective View of 3. 



Table 2.7 Selected Bond Lengths in 3, A, with Standard Deviations. 

Pt(3) - 	C(1) 2.622( 	8) 3(9) 	-B(12) 1.766(14) 

Pt (3) - B(2) 2.237 ( 	 8) 3(10) 	-C(11) 1.742(14) 

Pt(3) - 	3(4) 2.275( 	8) B(10) 	-B(12) 1.764 (14) 

Pt (3) - 	3(7) 2.211( 	9) C(11) 	-3(12) 1.727(14) 

Pt (3) - 	3(8) 2.212( 	9) -C(102) 1.405(13) 

Pt (3) - 	 P (1) 2.2988(21) C(101)-C(106) 1.380(13) 

Pt (3) - 	 P (2) 2.2963(22) -c (103) 1.408(16) 

C(1) - 	3(2) 1.700(11) C(103)-C(104) 1.377(18) 

C (1) - 	3(4) 1.704(11) C(104) -c (105) 1.400(17) 

C (1) - 	B (5) 1.684(12) C (105)-C (106) 1.396(15) 

C (1) - 	3(6) 1.665(12) P(1) 	-C (111) 1.821( 	8) 

C(1) -C(101) 1.494(11) P (1) 	-C(121) 1.827( 	9) 

B(2) - 	3(6) 1.836(13) P (1) 	-C(131) 1.816(10) 

B (2) - 	3(7) 1.866(13) C (111)-C (112) 1.374(13) 

B (2) -C (11) 1.730(12) C (111)-C (116) 1.389(12) 

3(4) - 	3(5) 1.838(12) C(112)-C(113) 1.388(15) 

B (4) - 	B (8) 1.882(12) C (113)-C (114) 1.382(16) 

3(4) - 	B(9) 1.798(12) -C(115) 1.372 (16) 

B(5) - 	B(6) 1.767(13) -C (116) 1.377(15) 

3(5) - 	B('9) 1.770(13) P (2) 	-C (211) 1.825( 	9) 

B(5) -B(10) 1.760(14) P(2) 	-C(221) 1.820(11) 

B (6) -3(10) 1.763(14) P (2) 	-C (231) 1.816(11) 

3(6) -C(11) 1.705(13) C(211) -C (216) 1.378(15) 

B(7) - 	B(8) 1.821 (13) C(211)-C(212) 1.376(13) 

3(7) -C (11) 1.700(13) C(216) -C(215) 1.383(17) 

B(7) -3(12) 1.770(14) C(215) -C (214) 1.358(17) 

3(8) - 	3(9) 1.767(13) C(214) -C(213) 1.375(16) 

B (8) -B(12) 1.762(13) C(213) -C (212) 1.396(15) 

3(9) -8(10) 1.770(14) 

The distortions exhibited in 3 are similar to those described for 1 and 2. The Pt 

atom is slipped by 0.42A away from the centroid of the C13 4  plane, towards the four 

boron atoms (negative A). The slip angle () is 11.10,  while the upper belt is slipped 

by 0.09A, from the centroid of the lower CB 4  belt. The metal-bonded face is folded 

about an axis through B(2) and B(4), giving rise to folding angles of 4.521  and 

11.08° , for 0 and 4, respectively. Unusually, the substituents on this face are not bent 



away from the metal (average X= 26.5°). The geometry at the metal centre is 

pseudo-square planar with a P-Pt-P angle of 95.82(8)0. 

The cage phenyl ring shows a slight (37.9°) twist, similar to that observed in 1, 

away from B(2). There appears to be an interaction between this ring and a proton on 

one of the phosphino-phenyl rings (H(1 12)), which is 2.80A away from the centroid 

of the cage-phenyl ring. The least-squares planes through these phenyl rings are 

virtually orthogonal to each other (the calculated angle is 89.3°). The two 

phosphino-phenyl rings are aligned almost graphitically, with the centres of gravity of 

the two 3.7 iA apart, but twisted slightly relative to each other (by 10.9°). 

The molecular geometries of 1 and 3 are practically superimposable, even down to 

small details such as the orientations and interactions of the three phenyl groups and 

the phosphorus atom positions. In fact, they are crystallographically isomorphous, 

and differ only in the nature of the atom at position 2 in the cage (carbon in 1 and 

boron in 3). 

The r.m.s. misfit methodE 761  provides an empirical measure of the overall 

geometrical similarity between structurally similar groups. The best fit is found 

between the two sets of atomic co-ordinates so as to minimise Iz i, where 8 1  is the 

distance between the corresponding members of an atom pair. The r.m.s. misfit 

between two sets of n atoms is then defined as the square root of (ö)/n. This 

typically gives a value of less than iA, for structurally similar groups. An r.m.s. 

misfit calculation was performed in which the whole molecules (less H atoms) 1 and 

3 were compared and yielded a value of 0.09A. 1 and 3 represent unusual examples 

of geometric isomers which are isomorphous. This suggests that the crystal packing 

is determined by hydrocarbon contacts, rather than by the alignment of molecular 

dipoles. 
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2.6 Alternative Methods of Thermolysis of 1 

The isomerisation of 1 could also be effected by heating in toluene, at reflux 

temperature, for 30 minutes. 2 and 3 were again formed in the approximate ratio 4:1. 

However, when 1 is heated in decalin (decahydronaphthalefle) at reflux temperature 

(circa. 200°C) 2 and 3 are produced in the approximate ratio 3:4. The 

31P(1H)n.m.r.spectrum of the products of decalin reflux of! are shown in figure 2.14 

while the 11 B( 1 H) n.m.r. spectrum is shown in figure 2.15 Hence, it appears that 

higher temperatures favour the formation of (3). This isomer may lie at the global 

energy minimum by virtue of having the cage carbons separated while also retaining 

the favourable interaction between a hydrogen atom bound to a phosphino-phenyl 

group and the cage-phenyl ring. A summary of the isomerisation of 1 is shown in 

figure 2.16. 

Figure 2.16 Thermally Induced Isomerisation of 1. 
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Figure 2.14 

11 B/11 B{ 1 H} N.m.r. Spectra of 
the Products of Decahn Reflux of 1,64.210MHZ., 25°C (298K). 
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Figure 2.15 

31 P{ 1 H} N.m.r. Spectrum of the 
Products of Decalin Reflux of 1,81.020MHZ., 25°C (298K). 
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2.7 Other Examples of Polytopal Rearrangements. 

Skeletal rearrangements, involving migration of atoms on the polyhedral surface of 

carbaboranes, are well known and give rise to a range of positional isomers. The 

driving force of such processes is usually considered to be the mutual coulombic 

repulsion experienced by the two adjacent carbon atoms, which are relatively 

positively charged. Separation of these atoms is commonly the outcome of 

rearrangement. 

The earliest reported 1771  example of such a polytopal isomerisation was that of 

1,2-C2B 10H12  (ortho-carborane). At 4500 this is found to rearrange to the 1,7-isomer 

(meta-carborane), in which the carbons are non-adjacent. This, in turn, undergoes a 

further rearrangement, at 600 0 , to form the 1,12-isomer (para-carborane) 1781 , which is 

the most thermodynamically stable of the three forms [79] This process is shown in 

figure 2.17. 

ortho-carborane 	meta-carborane 	paracarbOrane 

The temperature at which this type of isomerisation occurs can be significantly 

reduced by introduction of bulky substituents on the cage carbon atoms. Hence, the 

isomerisation of 1,2 bis-dimethylsilyl-CarbabOrafle occurs at 2800C1801. 

The relative stabilities of the three positional isomers of the 12-vertex carbaborane 

are altered by the introduction of a double negative charge, whence all three are of 
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similar energy. In fact, the reverse isomerisation of 1,7- to 1 ,2-carbaborane can be 

observed, by first generating the 1,7-dianion in Na/liquid ammonia and then 

re-oxidising with KMnO4  to form the neutral 1,2-carbaborane 81 . 

Carbametallaboranes can also undergo polytopal rearrangements. One of the first 

reportedL 821  examples of such a process involved the vapour-phase isomerisation of 

(1 5-Cp)-3,1,2-CoC2B9H11  and its C,C-dimethyl-substituted analogue. This required 

temperatures of 400-700 °C and yielded a variety of rearranged products. The 

presence of a metal atom as well as two carbon atoms in the polyhedral skeleton 

dramatically increases the number of possible isomers. Several of these were 

observed, including one in which the the carbon atoms remained adjacent, but with 

one shifted away from the metal. The separation of the positively charged metal 

fragment and a + carbon atom has been cited as a possible explanation for the 

formation of this isomer. 

In the analogous complex where the carbon atoms are linked by a trimethylene 

bridge, which renders carbon atom separation impossible, heating to 500-650°C 

yields three isomers in which one or both of the carbon atoms have migrated away 

from the metal 821 . 

In complexes with no repulsive C-C interaction to facilitate rearrangement, this 

may nevertheless occu1 83 . At 4500 , (7 5Cp)-NiCB 10H11  isomerises to give two 

products. In the first of these, the carbon atom which was vicinal to the metal now 

occupies a site on the lower belt. The second positional isomer has the carbon atom 

antipodal to the metal. 

Another example where rearrangement occurs without resulting in carbon 

separation is provided by Ni and Pd bis-dicarbollyl comp1exes 11 . Three classes of 

these compounds have been observed (see figure 2.18). 
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Figure 2.18 

Class A, Class B and Class C Complexes. 

In the first (b), the two carbons in each cage are adjacent on the metal-bonded face, 

and are cis- to the carbon atoms in the other cage. At higher temperatures, a carbon 

atom in one cage shifts to the lower belt, while still staying adjacent to the other 

carbon in that cage (to form type B). Raising the temperature further causes a carbon 

on the other cage to undergo a similar movement (to form type C). Electrostatic 

repulsion between the carbon atoms of different cages and between the carbon and 

metal atoms provide rationales for these reorganisations. 

A steric effect is also apparent- whereas the C,C-dimethyl substituted species 

rearrange at 0-100°C, the unsubstituted Ni complex requires temperatures of 

360-4001(at reduced pressure). In the related complexes in which the cage carbons 

are linked via a trimethylene group 851 , carbon migration away from the metal atom 

occurs although the carbons must remain adjacent. 

The first examples of fully characterised 3,1,1 1-carbametallaborafles were reported 

by Hawthorne et a!, in 1984E481. The complex 

[(PEt3)4Rh] [(nido-7-Me8 Ph-7 ,8-C2BgH }, was found to undergo a thermally 
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induced 	reorganisation, 	at 60° C (333K) in 	thf, 	to 	yield 

1-Me-i 1Ph-3,3-(PEt3)2-3H-3,i,1 1-RhC2B9H9, which has been identified by a 

crystallographic determination. The isomerisation was thought to proceed via 

formation and subsequent rearrangement of the 3,1,2-rhodacarbaborane. Similar 

species were produced bearing different phosphine ligands, when rhodium was 

replaced by iridium and also when the C,C-dimethyl-substituted carbaborane was 

studied. In addition, a similar iridium-monophenylcarbabOrafle complex was 

synthesised from iPh3,3(PPh 3)2 3-H-3,1,2-11C2Bio by heating to reflux 

temperature in toluene for circa 30 hours, to yield 

2,2(PPh3)2 2H8-Ph-2,1,8-IC2B9Hio. This product has been characterised by an 

X-ray diffraction study L471 (the 2,1,8-isomer is equivalent to a 3,1,11-isomer using an 

older numbering convention). 

The rearrangement of these asymmetrically substituted carbametallaboranes gives 

rise to the possibility of two 3,1,11-isomers- one with the (CPh) group occupying 

position 11 and the other with the second cage carbon atom at this position. 

However, in each case, only the former of these is observed. This is in contrast to the 

rearrangement of 1 which generates both the possible 3,1,11-isomers. 

Even lower temperatures were required to facilitate the polytopal rearrangement of 

complexes of the type R=alkyl or 

ary11861 . For example, when R=CC 6H4Me, at room temperature, in aqueous HC1, with 

CO saturation, the 2,1 ,8-carbarnetallaborane 

[NEt4] [ 1,8-Me2- 11 (CH2C6H4Me)-2,2,2-(CO)3-2-Cl-2, 1,8- WC.2B9H9 ] is produced 

(similarly with aqueous HI). In this case, as well as C-migration, the alkyl group 

formerly bound to the metal centre inserts into the B-H bond at B(1 1). Subsequent 

experiments on these complexes indicated that the insertion of the alkyl group into 

the B-H bond is independent of the isomerisation process. Remarkably the 

isomerisation proved to be reversible. Reacting a CO saturated solution of the 
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2,1,8-isomer with excess AgBF4  at room temperature, yielded a mixture of two 

products (see figure 2.19). 

Figure 2.19 w 
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the carbon atoms are once again adjacent. The other product is 

1,8-Me2-1 1(CH2C6H4)-2,2,2,2-(CO)4-2,1,8-WC2B9H9. This unexpected reverse 

isomerisation has yet to be rationalised. In addition, the question arose 1871  as to 

whether the formation of the 2,1,8-isomer proceeded with B-H insertion or 

isomerisation occurring first. When the Mo-analogue was treated with aqueous HI, 

as above, 2 species were observed. The first was the 2,1,8-isomer: 

[NEt4
] [

1 ,8-Me2-2,2,2-(CO) 3-2-I- 11 -(CH2C6H4Me-4)-2, 1 ,8-MoC2B9H9]. The other 

product was a 3,1,2-isomer in which insertion into the B-H bond had occurred, 
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i.e. [NEt4 [1 ,2Me22,2,2(CO)3-2-I-8-(CH2C6H4Me4)-3, 1 ,2-MoC 2B9FI9. This was 

converted to the 2,1,8-isomer within 10 hours at ambient temperature. Hence, it 

appears that alkyl insertion into a B-H bond occurs prior to skeletal isomensation. 

Further, rearrangement of the Mo-species is less facile than that of the W-analogues. 

This was also apparent when the isomerisation of the species 

[N(PPh31 [1 ,2-Me2-3-(T3C3H5)-3,3-(CO)r3,l ,2-MC 2B9H9], M= Mo, W, by stirring 

with aqueous HI, in a CO saturated CH 2C12  solution1871 , were studied. Whereas the 

W species isomerises virtually quantitatively to the 2,1,8-isomer the Mo-analogue 

gives rise to the complex In order 

to form the 2,1 ,8-Mo-carbaborane, heating to reflux temperature was required, or 

alternatively circa 10% conversion was observed after 10 days at ambient 

temperature. The relative ease of isomerisation of third row carbametallaboranes 

with respect to their second row metal analogues is discussed in chapter 4. 

2.8 Postulated Mechanisms of Polytopal Rearrangements. 

There has been much speculation as to the mechanism of skeletal rearrangements, 

however no definitive mechanism has yet been established. The principal 

mechanistic suggestions are described below. The earliest proposal was 

Lipscomb' S[881 diamond-square-diamond (d.s.d.) mechanism, which successfully 

explained the isomerisation of ortho- to meta-carborane. This involves breaking of 

the common linkage between two adjacent triangular faces of polyhedral atoms to 

form a square face. This face can then revert to the original triangle pair or 

alternatively, a bond may be formed orthogonal to the original one. In an 

icosahedron, six such steps are required to yield a 1,2- to 1 ,7-isomerisation. If these 

d.s.d. cycles occur simultaneously then it was suggested a cuboctahedral intermediate 

could be produced. A single d.s.d. process is shown in figure 2.20, and a full 1,2 - 1,7 
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isomerisation via this mechanism is depicted in figure 2.21. 

Figure 2.20 

- 

A Single Diamond-Square-Diamond Process. 

This simple mechanism cannot account for the further isomerisation of the 

1 ,7-carbaborane to the 1,12-isomer. The observation of this isomer led Lipscomb to 

suggest a more complex variation - the modified d.s.d. mechanism 891 . In this case, 

rotations of trigonal faces in the cuboctahedral intermediate were permitted. When 

the preferential rotation of certain faces was taken into account, the product 

distribution for the isomerisation of 1,2Me 2 9,12-Cl2-1,2-C2B 1 oH8 could be 

mode11ed 1481 . A related mechanism "the d.s.d. twist" involves only rotation of square 

faces 901 . 

Rather than introduce variations in the behaviour of the cuboctahedral 

intermediate, the formation of a complementary anticuboctahedral intermediate has 

been suggested 911 . This can be formed by breaking a different set of bonds in the 

icosahedron, but crucially, the antipodal relationship of vertices need not be 

maintained. The 13 - 1,12 carbaborane isomerisation (as well as the other 

documented rearrangements) can be rationalised by this mechanism which requirs 

only simple diamond-square-diamond steps as illustrated in figure 2.22. 
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Figure 2.21 

2- to 1,7- Isomerisation via a 
ubeoctahedral Intermediate. 

4/ 
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Figure 2.22 

1,2- to 1,7- to 1,12- Isomerisation via an 
Anti-cubeoctahedral Intermediate. 
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Mechanisms involving neither of these polyhedral intermediates have also been 

invoked. Graistein and Dvorak 921  devised a mechanism involving the mutual 

rotation of pentagonal pyramids, within the icosahedron. This was used to 

successfully account for the product distribution in the rearrangements of 

chlorophosPhaCarbabon 1  (e.g. 12-Cl-1 ,2-CPB 10H 

The simple proposal involving the rotation of triangular faces in the icosahedral 

ground state (of Muetterties and Knotht 931) 
gave rise to the unifying 

" xendedtriangle-rOtati0fl" mechanism. This was suggested by Wu and Jones 1 , as 

being applicable to all previously reported rearrangements. Polyhedral atoms were 

defined as being of two classes - framework atoms or middle triangle atoms (see 

figure 2.23). 
Figure 2.23 
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(Only one of the pairs is emphasized in the diagram.) 

Rearrangement could be effected by various combinations of rotations of the middle 

triangles. Preferential rotation of certain triangles (depending on e.g. the nature of 

substituents or of polyhedral atoms) and hence product distributions could be 

explained. However, at this time there exists too small a body of knowledge to allow 

the prediction of the lowest energy triangular rotations, which limits the application 

of this mechanism. 

A final proposed mechanism 01  differs considerably from the rest, in that it 



involves opening of the closo-icosahedrofl to give a 12-vertex nido-speCieS. This is 

formally a nido-fragment of a 13-vertex docosahedron. Various d.s.d.-type processes 

are permitted to occur at the nido-face to produce new configurations which can then 

re-close to form new icosahedra. By varying the pauern of reorganisation within this 

intermediate, formation of all the observed isomers can be explained. Edvenson and 

Gaines [951  have demonstrated that variation of the nature of the processes occurring 

within the intermediate can render this mechanism equivalent to all the other 

proposed rearrangement pathways. Therefore, this provides a potential widely-

applicable mechanism. It is particularly convincing when applied to the case of the 

rearrangement of carbametallaborafles in which the metal is often found to be loosely 

bonded to one or more atom(s) in the ligated face. By the breaking of three of these 

metal-B (or C) bonds and the formation of one, the metal vertex could become part of 

a six-membered nido-face. This would be unlikely to require a large expenditure of 

energy. 

This mechanism has been suggested 871  as being involved in the formation of the 

2,1,8-M-specieS (M= W, Mo) discussed in the previous section, by reaction of CO 

and aqueous HI with the 3,1,2-M-compleXeS. Attack of the metal centre by F could 

lead to the formation of a 12-vertex nido-carbametallaborane. A 

jamond squarediamOnd cycle with rotation of a CBB triangular face, followed by 

closure of the nido-intermedlate, would give the observed products. 

There are numerous examples of the theoretical consideration of these 

mechanisms, but these are beyond the scope of this discussion. It should be noted, 

however, that in the case of an asymmetrically substituted carbametallaborafle the 

symmetry of the molecule is dramatically reduced from that of the molecules usually 

discussed and this will significantly alter the symmetry-allowed processes. 
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2.9 Consideration of the Isomerisation of 1. 

At this time, little can be concluded about the mechanism of rearrangement of 1. 

However, the crystal structure shows significant distortions from an idealised 

icosahedral structure, which may contribute to lowering the activation energy to the 

rearrangement process. The formation of 2 isomeric carbaplatinaboranes, one of 

which (3) is as sterically crowded as 1, indicates steric considerations are not 

predominant. However, it was noted earlier that an unfavourable steric interaction 

between the (CPh) unit and the metal fragment leads to a ground state destabilisation 

of 1, with respect to its unsubstituted analogue. This destabilisation may lower the 

activation energy to rearrangement sufficiently to permit a facile isomerisation to 

occur. A schematic representation of this is shown in figure 2.24. 

-x 

sde 

E  

3,1 

Figure 2.24 

gsde= ground state destabilisation energy 

*= Activation Energy 

3,1,11-isomer 

Reaction Co-ordinate 

It can also be noted that the magnitude of the rotation of the plane through the 

t P2) fragment is such that in the ground state of 1 it is aligned in the same 

conformation as it would be predicted to occupy if the carbaborane face was of the 

CB4  type, with C(1) being the sole carbon atom and C(2) being replaced by a boron 

atom i.e. with the (P2Pt) iragment lying parallel to the B(7)-B(8) bond. 
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2.10 Formation and Characterisation of the {(PMe2Ph)2Pt} 

Complex of (C-Ph) Disubstituted Carbaborane. 

When cis-PtC12(PMe2Ph)2  was stirred with T12C2B9H9Ph2 , in CH2C12, at room 

temperature, a soluble yellow product was formed (along with T1C1) and was purified 

by column chromatography (alumina/CH2C12). Subsequent preparative t.l.c. was 

required on some occasions to yield the pure product, 4. 

Microanalysis is consistent with the formulation B9CH41P2Pt, molecular weight 

756. The solution i.r. spectrum (CH2C12) indicates the presence of borane (B-H 

stretch at 2545cm 1 ) as well as the PMe2Ph ligand. 

The "Bf 1H} n.m.r. spectrum in CDC13  is poorly resolved, under standard 

conditions (at 64.210MHz.). However, the spectrum at higher field (192.630MHz.) is 

more informative and indicates the presence of 8 boron environments in the ratio 

2:1:1:1:1:1:1:1. These resonances occur at ö(p.p.m.)= -3.81, -6.52, -8.41, -12.43, 

-13.16, -14.69, -17.55, -22.48, none of which exhibit discernible coupling to the 

platinum nucleus. The proton coupled spectrum shows 8 doublets indicating that 

each boron atom is bound to a terminal hydrogen atom ( 1JB-H= 95-165Hz.) (see 

figure 2.25). 

The 3 'P( 1H) n.m.r. spectrum consists of a singlet (8 = -14.94 p.p.m.) with doublet 

satellites (1 J195Pt-P=3257Hz.). The spectrum at -50°C (223K) is a fully resolved AB 

pattern, mirrored in the doublet satellites (see figure 2.26). This indicates that, at low 

temperature, there is restricted rotation about the Pt-cage bonding, on the n.m.r. 

timescale, which renders the two phosphorus nuclei inequivalent. Calculation of the 

parameters 751  from this spectrum yields 6P,= -14.25p.p.m., 8P2= - 14.80p.p.m., 

2JP1 -P2= 26.70Hz., 'J 195Pt-P 1= 3228.7Hz. and 'J'95Pt-P2= 3261.2Hz. 
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Figure 2.25 

"B/"B{'H} N.m.r. Spectra of 4, 
192.630MHz., 25°C (298K). 



Figure 2.26 

31P{'H} N.m.r. Spectrum of 4, 
81.020MHz., ..500  (223K). 
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The room temperature 'H n.m.r. spectrum is complex. The signal denoting the 

methyl protons is a broad second-order resonance centred on 1 .50p.p.m., while there 

are two complex signals arising from the phenyl-protons at 7.17 and 7.50 p.p.m. (one 

corresponding to the cage-phenyl protons and the other to the phosphino-phenyl 

protons). 

2.11 Crystal Structure of 4. 

Yellow, single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction study were obtained by slow 

diffusion of n-hexane into a solution of 4 in CH2C12, at -30°C (243K). Data 

collection and structure refinement were carried out in a similar manner to that for 1 

and full details appear in chapter 5. 4 forms discrete, neutral, monomeric molecules, 

with no imposed symmetry. 

Selected bond lengths and angles are given in tables 2.8 and 2.9 respectively. A 

perspective view of a single molecule is depicted in figure 2.27. The striking feature 

relating to this structure is that the two cage carbons have separated, even under the 

mild conditions employed for the reaction. These atoms are separated in a similar 

fashion to those in 2 and 3 to yield the compound 

1,11 -Ph2-3,3-(PMe2Ph)2-3, 1,11 -PtC2B91-19 , 4. 



Figure 2.27 

of 
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Table 2.8 Selected Bond Lengths in 4, A, with Standard Deviations. 

Pt (3) - 	 P (2) 2.2864(14) B (2) - 	C (11) 1.756(  8) 
Pt(3) - 	P(1) 2.2909(14) 8(4) - 	B(5) 1.815( 8) 
Pt(3) - 	C(1) 2.610( 5) B(4) - 	B(8) 1.872( 8) 
Pt (3) - 	B (2) 2.222( 6) B (4) - 	B (9) 1.800 ( 8) 
Pt (3) - 	B (4) 2.293( 6) B (5) - 	B (6) 1.746( 8) 
Pt (3) - 	B (7) 2.199( 6) B(5) - 	B (9) 1.781( 9) 
Pt (3) - 	B (8) 2.231( 6) B (5) -B (10) 1.745( 9) 

P (2) -c (211) 1.811 ( 4) B(6) -B (10) 1.754 ( 8) 
P (2) -C(221) 1.822( 7) B(6) -c (11) 1.712 ( 7) 
P (2) -C (231) 1.826( 7) B (7) - 	B (8) 1.797 ( 8) 
P (1) -C (111) 1.821( 4) B(7) -C (11) 1.735( 7) 
P(1) -C(121) 1.822( 7) B(7) -B(12) 1.783( 8) 
P (1) -C (131) 1.826( 8) B (8) - B (9) 1.768( 9) 
C(1) - 	B(2) 1.700( 8) B(S) -8(12) 1.772( 8) 
C(1) - 	B(4) 1.700( 7) B(9) -B(10) 1.778( 9) 
C(1) - B(5) 1.677( 8) B(9) -B(12) 1.769( 9) 
C(1) - 8(6) 1.647( 7) B(10) -C(11) 1.738( 8) 
C (1) -C (101) 1.515( 6) B(10) -B (12) 1.752( 8) 
B(2) - 	8(6) 1.834( 8) C(11) -8(12) 1.736( 8) 
B(2) - 3(7) 1.871( 8) C(11) -C(201) 1.526( 6) 

Table 2.9 Selected Bond Angles in 4, 0,  with Standard Deviations. 

P(2) 	-Pt(3) - 	P(1) 96.23( 	5) B(5) - 8(6) -B(10) 59.8( 3) 
C(1) 	-Pt (3) - 	B(2) 40.21 (19) B(10) - 8(6) -C(11) 60.2 ( 3) 
C(1) 	-Pt(3) - 	B(4) 39.91 (17) Pt(3) - 	3(7) - 	B(2) 65.6( 3) 
8(2) 	-Pt(3) - 	B(7) 50.08 (22) Pt(3) - 3(7) - B(8) 67.0( 3) 
B(4) 	-Pt (3) - 	8(8) 48.86(21) B(2) - B(7) -C(11) 58.1( 3) 
B(7) 	-Pt (3) - 	B(8) 47.87(21) 8(8) - 	B(7) -B(12) 59.3( 3) 
Pt (3) 	- P (2) -C (211) 117.00(15) C(11) - 3(7) -B (12) 59.1( 3) 
Pt (3) 	- P(2) -C(221) 112.34 (23) Pt(3) - 	3(8) - 	3(4) 67.3( 3) 
Pt(3) 	- P(2) -C(231) 116.43(24) Pt(3) - 	B(8) - 	B(7) 65.1( 3) 
C(211) - P (2) -C(221) 106.4 ( 	 3) B(4) - 8(8) - 	B(9) 59.2( 3) 
C (211)- P (2) -C (231) 102.0( 	3) 3(7) - 	3(8) -B(12) 59.9( 3) 
C(221)- P(2) -C(231) 100.8( 	3) B(9) - 	3(8) -B(12) 60.0( 3) 
Pt (3) 	- P (1) -C(111) 113.86 (13) 3(4) - 	3(9) - 3(5) 60.9( 3) 
Pt(3) 	- P(1) -C(121) 112.61 (23) B(4) - 	B(9) - 3(8) 63.3( 3) 
Pt (3) 	- P (1) -C(131) 120.38 (24) 8(5) - 3(9) -3(10) 58.7( 3) 
C (111)- P (1) -C (121) 105.4 ( 	 3) 8(8) - B (9) -8(12) 60.1( 3) 
C(111)- P (1) -C(131) 100.5( 	3) B(10) - B(9) -3(12) 59.2( 3) 
C(121)- P (1) -C(131) 102.2( 	3) B(5) -B(10) - 	B(6) 59.9( 3) 
Pt(3) 	- C(1) - 3(2) 57.53 (25) 8(5) -B(10) - 	B(9) 60.7( 3) 
Pt (3) 	- C(1) - B(4) 59.97(23) B(6) -8(10) -C (11) 58.7 ( 3) 
Pt (3) 	- C (1) -C (101) 112.6( 	3) B (9) -B (10) -8(12) 60.1( 3) 
3(2) 	- C(1) - 	8(6) 66.4( 	3) C(11) -8(10) -8(12) 59.7( 3) 
B (2) 	- C (1) -C (101) 119.6( 	4) 8(2) -C (11) - 	B(6) 63.8 ( 3) 
3(4) 	- C(1) - B(5) 65.0( 	3) 3(2) -C(11) - B(7) 64.8(  
8(4) 	- C (1) -C (101) 122.9( 	4) B(2) -C (11) -C (201) 118.3(  
B(5) 	- C(1) - 	B(6) 63.4(3) B(6) -C(11) -8(10) 61.1(  
B (5) 	- C (1) -C (101) 119.0 ( 	 4) 3(6) -C(11) -C (201) 115.E (  
B(6) 	- C (1) -C (101) 117.4 ( 	 4) B(7) -C (11) -8(12) 61.8 (  
Pt (3) 	- B (2) - 	C (1) 82.3( 	3) 8(7) -C (11) -C (201) 116.3(  
Pt(3) 	- B(2) - 	B(7) 64.3( 	3) 3(10) -C(11) -3(12) 60.6(  
C(1) 	- B(2) - 	 8(6) 55.4( 	3) 3(10) -C(11) -C(201) 120.0(  



- B(2) -0(11) 56.9( 3) B(12) -C(11) 	-0(201) 121.1( 4) 
- B(2) -C(11) 57.0( 3) B(7) -B(12) 	- 	B(8) 60.7( 3) 

Pt(3) - 	B(4) - 	C(1) 80.1( 3) B(7) -B(12) 	-0(11) 59.1( 3) 
Pt (3) - 	B (4) - 	B (8) 63.83(25) B (8) -B (12) 	- 	B (9) 59.9( 3) 
C(1) 	- B(4) - 	B(5) 56.9( 3) B(9) -B(12) 	-3(10) 60.7( 3) 
3(5) 	- B(4) - 	B(9) 59.0( 3) B(10) -B(12) 	-C(11) 59.8( 3) 
B (8) 	- B (4) - 	B (9) 57.5( 3) 0(1) -0(101)-C (106) 120.0( 3) 
C (1) 	- B (5) - 	B(4) 58.1( 3) 0(1) -0(101)-C .102) 120.0( 3) 
0(1) 	- B(5) - 	B(6) 57.5( 3) 0(11) -C(201)-C(202) 119.3( 3) 
B(4) 	- B(5) - 	B(9) 60.1(  C(11) -C(201) -0(206) 120.7( 3) 
3(4) 	- B(S) -B(10) 106.6(  P (2) -C(211) -C(212) 123.4( 3) 
B (9) 	- B (5) -B (10) 60.6( 3) P (2) -0(211)-C (216). 116.6( 3) 
0(1) 	- B (6) - B (2) 58.2( 3) P(1) -C (111)-C (112) 118.0( 3) 
C (1) 	- B (6) - 	B (5) 59.2( 3) P(1) -C (111)-C (116) 122.0( 3) 
C (1) 	- B(6) -3(10) 107.3( 4) 

The platinum atom and the carbaborane cage define a distorted icosahedron, the 

nature of the distortions being similar to those described earlier. The four 

metal-boron bonds to the CB 4  face are of similar lengths (Pt-B(2)= 2.222(6)A, 

Pt-B(4)= 2.293(6)A, Pt-B(7)= 2.199(6)A and Pt-B(8)= 2.231(6)A). However, the 

platinum- facial-carbon interaction is virtually non-bonding (Pt-C(1)= 2.610(5)A). 

The platinum atom is slipped over the CB 4  face, away from the carbon atom (A= 

-0.36A), at an angle of 17.2° from the vector linkingC(1)and the mid-point of the 

B(7)-B(8) bond (= a). The upper CB4  belt is slipped 0.08A, with respect to the 

centroid of the lower belt, in the same sense as A, leading to a slight over-estimate of 

this value. The metal-bonded face is folded with respect to the lower belt, about an 

axis through B(2) and B(4) making folding angles of 3.52 °  and 11.38° for 0 and 0, 

respectively. The average elevation angle of the substituents on the metal-bonded 

face is 20.6°(= x) indicating that these are bent slightly away from the metal. The 

cage-phenyl ring is twisted slightly (by 19.4°) with respect to the lower CB 4  girdle. 

The geometry at the platinum centre can be considered to be pseudo-square planar 

with the P-Pt-P angle of 96.23(5)°. The plane through the PtP2  fragment is predicted 

to lie perpendicular to the idealised cage mirror plane in a carbaborane containing a 

CB4  metal-bonded face (see section 1.4). The calculated angle between the PtP 2  
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plane and the plane through C(1), B(10) and B(12), in 4, is 79.1 0  (i.e. a rotation of 

10.90  away from the expected orientation is observed). 

This magnitude of rotation has been observed in other carbaplatiflabOrafle 

complexes 271  and was explained as being due to intra-molecular contacts involving 

alkyl-phosphino hydrogen atoms and cage hydrogen atoms. In this case, another 

possible explanation can be envisaged. Within a single molecule there are 

interactions involving phenyl hydrogen atoms and nearby phenyl rings, similar to 

those observed in 1 and 3. These protons point towards the centre of the ring and are 

at a distance less than the sum of the van der Waals radii of a hydrogen atom and the 

half thickness of a phenyl ring (= 1.2A + 1.85A[ 641). The interactions between 

H(202) and the almost orthogonal (calculated angle= 80.8 °) phosphino-pheflYl ring 

(2.85A away) and between H(216) and the almost orthogonal (calculated angle= 

77.4°) cage phenyl ring (3.01A away) are indicated in figure 2.28. It is plausible that 

the (P2Pt} fragment is rotated slightly such as to maximise these interactions. 

A diagram of the packing of 4 in the unit cell (figure 2.29)shows no significant 

inter-molecular interactions. 



Figure 2.28 

Alternative View of 4. 
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Figure 2.29 

Pnekinp fliram of 4. 
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2.12 Consideration of the Factors Leading to the Formation of 4. 

In order to examine the factors which lead to the exclusive formation of the 

rearranged 1,1 1Ph 2 3,3-(PMe2Ph)2-3,1,1 1-PtC 2B9H9  isomer, the expected structure 

of the target compound 1,2Ph 2 3,3(PMe2Ph)2 3,1,2tC2B9H9 must be considered. 

A symmetrically di-substituted carbaborane would be expected to give rise to frontier 

molecular orbitals with similar characteristics to those of the unsubstituted 

carbaborane. Hence, the (PtP 2 ) fragment is predicted to lie perpendicular to the 

idealised cage mirror plane. However, in this conformation there would be a severe 

unfavourable steric interaction between the cage-phenyl groups and the metal 

fragment, which could not be alleviated by a simple rotation of this fragment. This 

steric crowding at the metal-bonded face is thought to lower the barrier to 

rearrangement sufficiently to allow isomerisation to occur at room temperature. 

It is believed that the 3,1,2-isomer must initially be formed and that this then 

spontaneously isomerises to the 3,131-form. The basis for this is that a range of 

metalla-complexeS have previously been prepared from the same carbaborane ligand 

source, [T12C2B9H9Ph2]. Some of these have been structurally characterisedt 43 '49631 , 

and all have the two cage carbons adjacent on the metal-bonded face. From this it 

can be concluded that the cage carbons are adjacent in the starting material and that 

they remain adjacent under the conditions employed for the reaction. 

An analogous formation and spontaneous isomerisation of a 

3,1,2rhodamethy1phenylcarbab0 	was mentioned earlier 481 . This involves the 

formation 	of 	1-Me-11 -Ph-3,3-(PEt 3)2-3H3, 1,11 -RhC2B9H9 	from 

[(PEt3)4Rh] [nido-7-Me-8-Ph-7,8-C2B9H10]. 

Some of the highly distorted metalla-complexes of diphenylcarbaborane were 

discussed in section 1.8. It may appear surprising that we see a sterically driven 
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rearrangement when the metal fragment is fP2Pt} yet not in any of these other cases. 

Even when the fragment is the sterically bulky ( Cp*Rh),  the cage carbon atoms 

remain adjacent (although they are not formally bonded to each other) 431 . This 

suggests that in the case of the fP2Pt) complex a low energy pathway for 

rearrangement exists, whereas for the (C p*Rh) complex it does not. However, the 

spontaneous isomerisation of the 3,1 ,2rhodamethYlPheflY1Carbab0rane species 

described above, suggests that it is not the difference in the nature of the metal atom 

which is important but the ligands it bears. A comparison of space-filling diagrams 

of the (RhCp*) fragment and the (Pt(PMe 2Ph)2 ) fragment (see figure 2.30) shows 

that although the Cp* ligand is bulky, the fragment is virtually planar. In contrast, the 

two phosphine ligands in the (PtP2 ) fragment appear to be more angularly 

demanding and hence are likely to interfere with any substituents on the 

metal-bonded face. 

It is not clear what the actual pathway for this rearrangement is. Some suggested 

mechanisms have been described in section 2.7. If Lipscomb's 

diamond-square-diamond mechanism 881  is considered, then it can be noted that to go 

from a 3,1,2-species to a 3,1,11-isomer would require two sets of 6 concerted d.s.d. 

processes. If the formation of the first cuboctahedral intermediate (or 

anti-cuboctahedral intermediate) involves cleavage of the C-C bond then this 

mechanism will lead to the formation of a 3,1,7-species, in which the two carbon 

atoms are non-adjacent on the metal-bonded face. To form the 3,1,11-isomer another 

set of 6 d.s.d. processes would have to occur. 

If this mechanism was indeed occurring during the formation of 4, then a complex 

incorporating the ((PMe 2Ph)2Pt} fragment, of the type 1,7-Ph 2-3,1,7-PtC2B9H9 , 

would be expected to spontaneously isomerise. Conversely, if a stable complex of 

this type could be formed, then this would suggest that a d.s.d. mechanism was not 

important, in this case. 
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Figure 2 .3' 

Space-filling Diagrams of the {RhCp*} 
and {Pt(PMe2Ph.) 2 } Fragments. 
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Complexes of this type are known for C,C-dimethyl carbaborane 

e.g. 1,1 -(PMe2Ph)2-2,4-Me2  1 ,2,4-PtC2B9H 721  (this is equivalent to the 

3,1,7-species). However, the analogous complexes of diphenylcarbabOrane have not 

been reported. Attempted synthesis of such a species would provide worthwhile 

information as to the rearrangement pathway. 

2.13 Conclusions. 

Reaction of carbaborane dianions with platinum-bisdimethylphenylphoshine salts 

readily yield carbaplatinaborafle complexes. In the case of the mono-phenyl 

substituted carbaborane, the 3,1,2-platina-specieS is formed. This shows a highly 

distorted icosahedral structure, and has been shown to be ground state destabilised. 

The destabilisation facilitates a low temperature polytopal rearrangement, to form two 

isomeric carbaplatinaborafles. However, when the carbaborane is di-phenyl 

substituted, steric crowding at the metal-bonded face leads to the formation of the 

3,1,11-isomer and the 3,1,2-isomer is not isolated. 



Chapter 3. 

Other Platinum Bis-(Phosphine)-Carbaborane 

Complexes. 

3.1 Introduction. 

This chapter describes the effects of varying the phosphorus ligand (P) on 

complexes of the type [(P2Pt)C2B9H 10Ph] and [(P2Pt)C2B9H9Ph2]. These ligands are 

classified in terms of their cone angle 971, which gives a measure of their steric 

influence, and an electronic factor, indicating their ability to act as an electron donor 

ligandI1981 . The effect of varying P on the n.m.r. spectra of the carbaborane complexes 

is considered. A preliminary investigation into the electrochemistry of these species is 

also discussed. The phosphorus ligands employed were as follows: PCy 3; P(p-tolyl) 3 ; 

PPh3; PEt3 ; dppe; PMe3  and P(OMe)3 . 

In light of the results described in the previous chapter, where P= PMe 2Ph, the 

following questions arose: In the case of the [(P 2Pt)C2B9H10Ph] complexes- could 

decreasing the size of P prevent the occurrence of a facile isomerisation? Conversely, 

could increasing the size of P force this isomerisation to occur spontaneously, at room 

temperature? For the [(P 2Pt)C2B9H9Ph2] complexes- could reducing the size of P 

permit the formation of the unrearranged 3,1,2-platinacarbaborane as an isolatable 

product? 



3.2 The Cone Angle of Phosphorus Ligands. 

Changing the substituents on phosphorus ligands can cause marked changes in 

their metal complexes. Although such variations were often described in terms of the 

electronic effect of the substituent groups, Tolman 971  recognised that it is often the 

steric effect of these groups which is dominant. In 1970, he developed an empirical 

measure of this steric influence- the cone angle. He used this to account for the 

observed stabilities of complexes of the type NiP 4, to ligand substitution. The cone 

angles were measured using CPK molecular models. 

The cone angle (0), for a symmetric ligand (i.e. one in which the three substituents 

are the same) is defined as the apex angle of a cylindrical cone, centred 2.28A from 

the middle of the phosphorus atom, which just touches the van der Waals radii of the 

outermost atoms (see figure 3.1). The substituents are oriented such as to give the 

smallest possible cone angle. In the case of an asymmetrically substituted phosphorus 

ligand (PX 1 X2X3) an approximate group addivity is emp1oyed 1 . This assumes that 

the orientation of a substituent in P(X 1 )
31 

 which minimises the cone angle, is the same 

as that which minimiseS 0 in PX 1 X2X3. Hence, 0 can be defined as 2/3  

Figure 3.1 
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The simple model-based method of determination of 0 has a number of 

limitations. While for ligands with fixed geometries or few internal degrees of 

freedom (e.g. PMe3), the cone angle can be measured to within ±2°, for ligands with 

more degrees of freedom (e.g. PCy3), 0 can only be estimated within ±100 .  The 

possibility also arises, for more complex ligands, that the minimum cone angle may 

introduce strain, and may not, realistically, be attained. Even symmetric ligands may 

not exhibit cylindrical symmetry in real complexes. For example, in the species 

[Au(PPh3)3]11001, the ligands are meshed together allowing a graphitic interaction 

between certain phenyl rings. 

The P-M bond length was assumed to be 2.28A, but in real complexes substantial 

variation from this may occur. However, Tolman 1  calculated that even a relatively 

large deviation from this value would not alter the cone angle by more than 3 or 4°. In 

any case, when complexes of the same metal are being compared, the M-P distance 

will be virtually constant. Finally, the geometry at the phosphorus centre was taken 

to be tetrahedral. However, for ligands with small cone angles, the observed angles at 

the phosphorus centre are considerably less than 109.5 0 . With increasing cone angle 

these angles tend towards the tetrahedral value. When angles at the phosphorus atom 

are below 109.50  this leads to an over-estimation of 0. 

In an attempt to overcome these difficulties, a number of alternative methods of 

measuring 0 have been deve1oped' °11  which are based on computer modelling or 

mathematical techniques. However, for the purposes of the current work, Tolman's 

cone angles were considered to provide an adequate measure of the steric influence of 

phosphorus ligands. Indeed, Tolman has provided a convincing description of the 

variation of a number of physical properties with these simply determined values of 

01991. The cone angles for the phosphorus ligands employed in this, and the previous 

chapters, are given in table 
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Table 3.1 The Cone Angles of Selected Phosphorus Ligands. 

Ligand 	 Cone Angle(0)/ °  

P(OMe)3 	 107 

PMe3 	 118 

PMe2Ph 	 122 

dppe 	 125 

PEt3 	 132 

PPh3 	 145 

P(p-tol) 3 	 145 

PCy3 	 170 

3.3 The Electronic Influence of Phosphorus Ligands. 

An electronic factor for phosphorus ligands was defined in terms of the A 1  

stretching frequency of the (CO) groups in complexes of the type Ni(CO) 3P. The 

position of this band can be measured with an accuracy of ±0.3cnr* The smaller the 

value of v 0  the more basic the ligand. A similar method of ranking phosphorus 

ligands was suggested by Strohmeier 1021 , but that utilised here was reported by 

Tolman, in 1970E981.  The value of V for P(o-tol) 3  and P(p-tol) 3  (which posess cone 

angles which differ considerably) are virtually identical (2066.6 and 2066.7cm 1 , 

respectively). This indicates that V is truly a measure of electronic effects and is not 

related to a steric factor. The values of V for the ligands employed in this and the 

previous chapters are given in table 3.21991. 



Table 3.2 The Electronic Factor of Selected Phosphorus Ligands. 

Ligand 	 Vco(cm') 

PCy3 	 2056.1 

PEt 3 	 2061.7 

PMe3 	 2064.1 

PMe2Ph 	 2065.3 

P(p—tol) 3 	 2066.7 

dppe 	 (2067.3) 

PPh3 	 2068.9 

P(OMe) 3 	 2079.5 

The value for dppe was estimated using the substituent additivity relationship: v= 

(2056.1 + a 1  + a2  + a3)cm 1 , for P123 1991  and taking 1 and 2 to be Ph and 3 to be Me 

(aj  is theadditivityconstant for substituent i). 

In the following sections a series of (P 2Pt)-carbaborane complexes are described in 

order of increasing cone angle of the phosphorus ligand (P). 
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3.4 Platinum Bis(trimethylphOShite)Carbab0rah 1e 
Complexes. 

The reaction between T1 2C2B9H10Ph and cis-PtC1 2(P(OMe) 3)2  was carried out in 

CH221  yielding a soluble product. This was separated and purified by column 

chromatography (alumina/CH 2C12). A mobile yellow band was collected and yielded 

a crystalline solid, 5, in moderate yield, on removal on solvent in vacuo. The i.r. 

spectrum of this species (CH 202) indicates the presence of borane (vB-H= 2540cm 1 ) 

and the P(OMe)3  ligand (v= 1175 and 1040cm 1 ). The 31P{ 'H) n.m.r. spectrum of 5 

consists of a singlet (at 8= 104.95p.p.m.), with doublet satellites ( 1J'95Pt-P= 

5478.0Hz.) (see figure 3.2). These resonances show some structure, although an AB 

pattern is not fully resolved. This indicates that there is some restriction to rotation of 

the {PtP2) fragment, at room temperature, on the n.m.r. timescale. 

The large Pt-P coupling constant observed is typical of platinum bis-phosphite 

comp1exes 1031  and arises as follows. The major factor influencing the coupling is 

believed to be the degree of s-character in the aM-P bond 401 . This is increased by 

the presence of it-acceptor substituents on the phosphorus atom which increase the 

p-character of the phosphorus-substituent bonds and, hence, increase the s-character 

of the phosphorus-metal bond. Similarly, in ligands with small cone-angles, the SPS 

(substituent-phosphOrUS-Substituent) angle is less than the tetrahedral angle implying 

increased p-character in the substituent-phosphOrUS bond, thereby increasing the 

s-character of the phosphorus-metal bond. Both these effects may be important here, 

the phosphite ligand being more electronegative than a phosphine ligand, while 

possessing a smaller cone angle. Hence, the observed increase in 

platinum-phosphorus coupling constant may be understood. 

The "B( 1H) spectrum of S consists of 7 resonances, in the ratio 1:1:2:2:1:1:1 (see 

figure 3.3). 
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Figure 3.2 

31 P{'H} n.m.r. spectrum of 5, 81.020MHz., 
25°C (298K). 
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Figure 3.3 

"B/"BOH} n.m.r. spectra of 5, 
64.210MHz., 25°C (298K). 
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There is a high frequency signal (at 8 = +8.97p.p.m.) suggesting the presence of a 

C2B3  metal-bonded face. This boron nucleus shows coupling to the Pt nucleus 

('J' 95Pt-P= 260Hz.). Additionally, in the H-coupled "B spectrum, each resonance 

exhibits coupling to a proton, in the range 'JB-H= 110-150Hz. The 1 H n.m.r. 

spectrum of 5 shows 4 signals (see figure 3.4). There are two resonances due to the 

cage phenyl protons; a doublet (ö= 7.48p.p.m., 3JH-H = 6.6Hz.) integrating for two 

protons and a multiplet (centred on 7. 15p.p.m.) integrating for 3 protons. The signal 

corresponding to the cage C-j appears at 4.21p.p.m., while that due to the 

phosphito-protonS is an apparent triplet centred on 3.53p.p.m. and integrating for 18 

protons. The second-order nature of this signal is typical of phosphito-metal 

complexes [1041  and arises as follows 1051 . There is a 3 bond coupling between a 

proton and the phosphorus nucleus in the same phosphite group. This can be 

estimated from the two outer lines of the signal, and is typically circa. 10Hz. (in 5 

3JH-P = 12.6Hz.). Additionally, there is a 4 bond 195Pt-H coupling of about 2.5Hz. 

The two phosphorus nuclei in a given platinum bis-phosphite moiety are chemically 

equivalent but magnetically inequivalent. Thus, there will also be a weak coupling 

between a given proton and the phosphorus of the other phosphite moiety, 5 bonds 

away. This coupling increases the separation of the two outer lines of the signal and 

leads to a slight over-estimation of 3JH-P. These small couplings give rise to the 

complex signal observed. From the evidence presented above, it was concluded that 

5 was an analogous species to 1, with the [Pt(P(OMe) 3)2 1 fragment bound to the 

C2B3  carbaborane face, i.e. 1 -Ph-3,3-(P(OMe) 3)2-3, I ,2-PtC2B9H10 . 
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Figure 3.4 

1 H n.m.r. spectrum of 5, 200.130MHz., 

25°C (298K). 
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A sample of S was heated in toluene, at reflux temperature, for 30 minutes. On 

removal of solyent in vacuo a pale yellow solid was afforded, and the n.m.r. spectra 

of this residue were recorded. The "B('H) spectrum (CDC1 3) consists of 5 

resonances, in the range ö= -5.65p.p.m. to -20.53p.p.m., in the ratio 3:1:1:2:2. 

Crucially, there is no longer a high frequency boron resonance. The proton coupled 

spectrum contains 5 doublets with 'JB-H in the range 130Hz. to 160Hz., indicating 

that each boron atom is bound to a terminal hydrogen atom. 

The 31P( 'H) spectrum of the thermolysis product is a singlet at Es= 1 14.99p.p.m. 

with doublet satellites ('J 195Pt-P 5388.6Hz.) (see figure 3.5). This suggests that a 

single product has been formed, in which there is free rotation about the 

platinum-cage axis. However, the 1 H n.m.r. spectrum indicates that there are, in fact, 

two species present, in the approximate ratio 2:1 (see figure 3.6). Each of these 

shows an apparent triplet arising from the (OMe) protons (centred on E= 3.71p.p.m., 

and with 3W-H = 12.6Hz., for the major species and at 3.15p.p.m. with 3W-H = 

17.0Hz., for the minor species). There are resonances due to the cage C -ti at S= 

2.82p.p.m. and 1.83p.p.m. for the major and minor products, respectively. The more 

abundant product shows two signals in the phenyl region of the spectrum, centred on 

7.41p.p.m. and 7.13p.p.m., which are both multiplets. Similarly, the other product 

gives rise to 2 multiplets in the phenyl region, centred on 8 7.44p.p.m. and 

7.21p.p.m.. 
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Figure 3.5 

31 P{ 1 H} n.m.r. spectrum of the product(s) of 
thermolysis of 5,81.020MHZ., 25°C (298K). 
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The similarity between the spectra of these 2 products suggests that they are 

isomeric and may be analogues of 2 and 3 with the formulae 

1 -Ph-3,3-(P(OMe) 3)2-3, 1,11 -PtC2B9H 10  and 

11-Ph-3,3-(P(OMe) 3)2-3,1,11-PtC2B9H10. However, it is not clear which of these 

isomers corresponds to the major observed product and which to the minor. With the 

relatively sterically undemanding P(OMe) 3  ligand on the metal fragment, the 

thermodynamically-favoured product would be expected. For the isomerisation of 1 

this appeared to be 3, with the Ph substituent remaining on the metal bonded face. 

However, this was believed to be favoured due to a stabilising intramolecular 

interaction involving a phosphino-phenyl group which would not be possible in the 

alkyl-phosphito complex. In addition, the relatively strong it-acceptor phosphite 

ligands may give rise to a less slipped structure for the carbaborane complex than 

would be predicted for the analogous phosphine complex, in which case the steric 

interaction between the metal-fragment and the cage-carbon substituent would be 

greater. This may favour the formation of the 3,1,11-isomer in which the 

metal-bonded face is less sterically crowded. 

There are further anomalies resulting from this thermolysis reaction. The proton 

spectrum of the products contains 3 extraneous peaks. Two of these appear to be 

6-line patterns centred on = 1.40p.p.m. and 1.59p.p.m., in the ratio 1:1, both with 

coupling constants of about 7Hz., while the other signal is a triplet at 0.98p.p.m. 

exhibiting similar coupling. This could suggest that some decomposition has 

occurred. However, this would be expected to result in the appearance of some extra 

signals in the 31 P n.m.r. spectrum. This consists only of one sharp singlet with 2 sharp 

satellites and indeed the existence of 2 isomerisation products can only be 

rationalised by assuming these have identical chemical shifts and coupling constants. 

Given these problems of identifying the products little can be concluded about this 

reaction. An attempt was made to overcome them by recording the n.m.r. spectra in a 
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different solvent. If there were indeed 2 phosphito-complexes present the chemical 

shifts may become sufficiently different from each other for two signals to be 

observable. However, in d6-acetone there was extensive decomposition to yield a 

white, insoluble material and this reaction was not pursued further. 

When TI2C2B9H9Ph2  was reacted with cis-PtCl 2(P(OMe)3)2  in CH2C12, a soluble 

orange product was obtained. This was separated from the reaction mixture and 

purified by column chromatography. An orange mobile band was collected and this 

yielded an orange solid on removal of solvent in vacuo. Subsequent attempts at 

further chromatographic purification indicated that there may be more than one 

compound present (or the product may undergo decomposition in solution) but a 

suitable set of conditions to allow adequate separation of these constituents could not 

be found. The spectra of the crude product, 6, were therefore recorded. 

The solution i.r. spectrum of 6 (CH202) shows the presence of borane (v= 

2535cm 1  (B-H)) and the P(OMe)3  moiety (v= 1170cm 1 , 11 10cm and 1010cm). 

In the "B('H) spectrum (CDC1 3) there are 9 resonances, in the range 8= -5.70p.p.m. 

to -35.05p.p.m., each due to one boron atom. The proton coupled spectrum indicates 

that all of these are bonded to terminal hydrogen atoms, with 'JB-H in the range 110 

to 170Hz. The 31 P( 'H) spectrum of 6 consists of a poorly resolved AB signal at 3= 

1 14.4p.p.m. which appears as a broad singlet with a little structure, from which a 

mutual P-P coupling of 26Hz. can be estimated. Similarly the doublet satellites are 

ill-resolved and only an average platinum-phosphorus coupling constant can be 

measured ('J 195Pt-P= 5325.511z.). This is indicative of there being restricted rotation 

about the Pt-cage bonding, resulting in the observation of two different phosphorus 

environments within the same molecule. 

The 'H n.m.r. spectrum of 6 is complex, confirming the impurity of the sample. 

There are two signals in the (OMe) region of the spectrum, a second order pattern 
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centred on S 3.75p.p.m. and a doublet of doublets centred on S 3.54p.p.m., with 

coupling constants of 18.311z. and 6.1Hz., respectively. In the phenyl region there are 

5 signals, 3 of which are complex multiplets (centred on S 6.91p.p.m., 7.04p.p.m. and 

7.20p.p.m.). In addition, there is a doublet of doublets at S 7.46p.p.m. showing 

couplings of 8.2Hz. and 1.714z. and a second order resonance centred on S 7.55p.p.m. 

From these spectra it was concluded that the major constituent of the crude product 

mixture was the analogous species to 4, namely 

1,1 1Ph2 3,3-(P(OMe)3)2-3,1, 1  1-PtC2B9H9. Hence, even with the the relatively small 

phosphorus ligands on the metal fragment, the 3,1,2-isomer is not isolatable and is, 

presumably, spontaneously isomerised to the 3,1,11-isomer. As described before, 

however, the it-acceptor phosphite ligands may induce a less slipped structure in the 

carbametallaborafle, in which there is a greater steric interaction between the metal 

fragment and the cage substituents than would be predicted purely from consideration 

of the ligand cone angle. This steric interaction may lead to the observed facile 

isomerisation. 
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3.5 Platinum Bis(trimethylphosphifle)-Carbab0rafle Complexes. 

The reaction between T1 2C213 914101?h and cis-PtCl2(PMe3)2
1 

in CH2C121  yields 

several products. The major product was separated from the others by two-stage 

column chromatography (alumina/CH 2C12  followed by aluminal3: I CHC1). This 

yielded a yellow crystalline solid on recrystallisation from CH 2Cl2/Et20. 

This product, 7, was characterised by i.r. and n.m.r. spectroscopies. The solution 

i.r. spectrum (CH2C12) confirms the presence of borane (v= 2510cm 1 ). The "B('H) 

n.m.r. spectrum consists of 7 signals in the ratio 1:1:1:1:1:3:1, including a high 

frequency resonance at S +11.51p.p.m. which shows coupling to the metal nucleus of 

270Hz. The proton coupled spectrum contains 7 doublets with 'JB-H in the range 120 

to 17011z. (see figure 3.7). The 31 P('H) spectrum of 7 consiSts of one singlet (at S = 

-42.79p.p.m.) with doublet satellites ('J 195  Pt-P= 3240.3Hz.). This suggests there is 

rapid rotation about the platinum-cage axis at room temperature, on the n.m.r. 

timescale, which renders the phosphorus nuclei equivalent. The 1H n.m.r. spectrum 

contains a broad signal at S 2.16p.p.m. which integrates for 18 protons and can be 

assigned to the methyl protons. There is a resonance at S 3.77p.p.m. due to the single 

cage C-ti and two multiplets denoting the phenyl protons centred on 5 7.16 and 

7.54p.p.m. integrating for 3 and 2 protons, respectively. From this data it was 

concluded that 7 was analogous to 1, with the formula 

1 -Ph-3,3-(PMe3)2-3, 1 ,2-PtC2B9H10 . 
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Heating a sample of 7 in toluene produced a pale yellow product mixture. The 

11 B('H) n.m.r. spectrum of this consists of 8 signals, in the range &= -4.99 to 

-24.34p.p.m., in the ratio 1:1:1:1:1:1:2:1. The proton coupled spectrum comprises 8 

doublets with 'JB-H in the range 130-160Hz. The 31 P('H} n.m.r. spectrum consists 

of a singlet at S= -19.98p.p.m. with doublet satellites ('J' 95Pt-P= 3278.7 Hz.). The 

three peaks are all extremely broad but show no fine structure (see figure 3.8), 

suggesting that there may be two distinct complexes present with similar chemical 

shifts and coupling constants. Alternatively, there may simply be one complex in 

which hindered rotation about the Pt-cage bonding renders the phosphorus nuclei 

inequivalent. 

The proton spectrum contains three resonances in the 

methyl region of the spectrum; a complex multiplet centred on 8 1.58p.p.m., an 

apparent triplet centred on 6 1 .73p.p.m. and with PJP-H + 4W-H I = 9.6Hz (estimated 

from the separation of the 2 outer 1ines 110 ) and a small apparent triplet at 6 = 3.15 

with I2JP-H + 4JP-H I 15Hz. A resonance denoting a cage C-H proton appears at 6 

2.53p.p.m. and there are 3 multiplets in the phenyl region of the spectrum (centred on 

7.04, 7.10 and 7.42p.p.m.). The complexity of this spectrum suggests there may be 

more than one species present. It can be tentatively suggested that there are two 

complexes present, of a similar nature to the 3,1,1 1-isomers discussed elsewhere. 
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Figure 3.8 

31 P('H) n.m.r. spectrum of the products of 
thermolysis of 7, 81.020MHz., 25°C (298K). 
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When T12C2B 9H9Ph2  and cis-PtCl2(PMe3)2  were stirred in CH 2C1 21  an 

orange/brown soluble product was formed, along with T1C1. Separation was effected 

by column chromatography, whence the brown mobile band yielded a brown solid, 8, 

on removal of solvent in vacuo. The "B('H) n.m.r. spectrum of 8 consists of a 

broad envelope (from S= -5.30p.p.m. to -23.67p.p.m.) within which 5 resonances can 

be distinguished. The proton coupled spectrum indicates that each boron atom is 

attached to a terminal hydrogen atom ('JB-H= 140460Hz.). The 31 P('H) spectrum 

consists of two signals (at ö= -26.22p.p.m. and -27.12p.p.m.) each with doublet 

satellites ( 1 J 195Pt-P= 3225.0Hz. and 3210.9Hz., respectively). These inequivalent 

phosphorus nuclei show a small mutual coupling of less than 1011z., indicating that 

they occur within a single molecule, in which there is hindrance to rotation about the 

metal-cage axis. The 1 H n.m.r. spectrum of 8 consists of a multiplet centred on 

1.59p.p.m. denoting the methyl protons and two multiplets centred on ö 7.30 and 

7.5 lp.p.m. due to the phenyl protons. 

The absence of a high frequency boron resonance in the 11B n.m.r. spectrum, 

together with the observation of 2 signals in the 31 P n.m.r. spectrum, suggest that a 

polytopal rearrangement has occurred. If this is assumed to be of a similar nature to 

that giving rise to 4, then 8 can be concluded to be 

1,11 -Ph2-3,3-(PMe 3)2-3, 1,11 -PtC2B9H9 . 
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3.6 Platinum (Dppe)-Carbaborane Complexes. 

Dppe (diphenylphosphinoethane, Ph 2PCH2CH2PPh2) is markedly different from 

the other phosphorus ligands utilised in this work, in that it acts as a bidentate ligand. 

Co-ordination of this ligand to the metal atom was assumed to preclude any processes 

involving subsequent cleavage of one of the Pt-P bonds, due to the chelate effect. 

When T12C2B9H10Ph and PtC1 2(dppe) were reacted, in CH 2C12, a yellow soluble 

product was formed along with T1C1. Chromatographic purification readily afforded a 

lemon yellow solid, 9, in moderate yield. The solution i.r. spectrum of 9 indicates the 

presence of borane (yB-H = 2510cm -1 ). The "B( 1 H) n.m.r. spectrum (CDC1 3 ) 

consists of 6 resonances in the ratio 1:2:1:3:1:1. The highest frequency of these (at 

5= 14.18p.p.m.) shows coupling to the platinum nucleus of 300Hz. and can be 

tentatively assigned to B(8). The proton- coupled spectrum is 6 doublets (with 

1JB-H= 130-160Hz.) confirming that each boron atom is bound to a terminal 

hydrogen atom. 

The 31P( 1 H} n.m.r. spectrum of 9 is a singlet (at S = 48.21p.p.m.) with doublet 

satellites ('J 195Pt-P = 3286.8Hz.). This is consistent with there being rapid rotation 

about the Pt-cage axis, on the n.m.r. timescale, which renders the two phosphorus 

atoms equivalent. The 1H n.m.r. spectrum is complex. There is a second order signal 

centred on S 2.20p.p.m. arising from the C112  protons in the dppe ligand. The cage 

C-H resonates at S 3.20p.p.m. and there are 4 multiplets in the phenyl region of the 

spectrum (centred on S 6.61p.p.m., 7.26p.p.m., 7.51p.p.m. and 7.72p.p.m.) From this 

spectroscopic evidence it was concluded that 9 has the formula 

1-Ph-3-dppe-3, 1 ,2-PtC 2B9H10 . 

A sample of 9 was dissolved in toluene and heated at reflux temperature for 30 

minutes, during which time the solution became lighter in colour. Removal of the 
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solvent in vacuo yielded a pale yellow residue. The 11 B( 1 H) n.m.r. spectrum of this 

residue consists of 5 resonances in the range ö = -7.26p.p.m. to -21.25p.p.m. The 

high frequency resonance observed in the spectrum of 9 is no longer present, 

indicating that the thermolysis product does not contain a C 2B3  face. The 31 P('H) 

n.m.r. spectrum of this product is a singlet at 8= 46.52p.p.m. with doublet satellites, 

'JPt-P= 3377.6Hz. (see figure 3.9), suggesting that a single isomerisation product had 

been formed, in which there is facile rotation about the metal-cage axis. The 1 H 

n.m.r. spectrum contains a broad signal centred on 8 2.63p.p.m. corresponding to the 

C12-potons. The cage C-ll resonates at 8 3.27p.p.m. and there are three signals in 

the phenyl region. Two of these are multiplets, centred on 8 7.25 p.p.m. and 

7.75p.p.m., while the third is a 12.3Hz. doublet (at 8 7.53p.p.m.). Assignment of the 

last three of these resonances was not possible. 

Thus, thermolysis of 9 gives rise to one product, believed to be one of the two 

possible 3,1,1 1-isomers. Identification of which of the two had been formed was not 

possible. The fact that only one was produced can be explained using a number of 

different approaches. Although the dppe ligand has a relatively small cone angle it is 

fairly rigid, hence the metal fragment is less flexible than one bearing two 

mono-dentate phosphorus ligands and, consequently, there is less scope for avoidance 

of steric interaction between the metal fragment and the cage carbon substituents. 

This potential steric crowding at the metal-bonded face may favour the sole formation 

of the less crowded 3,1,11-isomer i.e. 1 1-Ph-3-(dppe)-3,1,1 1-PtC 2B9H 10 . 

Alternatively, 9 may isomerise via a different pathway to the other 

carbaplatinaborafle complexes, due to rupture of a Pt-P bond being relatively 

disfavoured in this case. The alternative mechanism may favour rearrangement to 

one or other of the two 3,1,11-isomers. 
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Figure 3.9 

31 P{'H} n.m.r. spectrum of the thermolysis product of 9 9  
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Even if the rearrangement pathway of 9 is similar to that of the other complexes 

described, the co-ordination of a bidentate ligand may sufficiently alter the geometry 

and nature of bonding at the metal centre to favour rearrangement to only one of the 

isomers. The fact that a 3,1,11-isomer is formed, at all, indicates that, for this specific 

complex, the pathway must not involve a phosphine dissociation step. 

The reaction between T12C2B9H9Ph2  and PtC1 2(dppe) was attempted by a similar 

method to that employed previously to yield a deep yellow product, 22. The i.r. 

spectrum (CH 2C12) confirms the presence of borane (vB-H= 2540cm 1 ) and of dppe 

(v= 1410cm, broad). The ' 1B('H) n.m.r. spectrum of this species shows 8 

resonances in the ratiol:1:1:1:2:1:1:lin the range 6 = -1.78p.p.m. to -34.98p.p.m. 

Each of these signals becomes a doublet in the proton coupled spectrum, with 'JB-H 

in the range 120 to 170Hz. The complex is prone to decomposition and during 

spectral accumulation a white precipitate is slowly deposited. From the 31P('H) 

n.m.r. spectrum there is evidence that this is the salt [PtCI 4] 2 [Pt(dppe) 2]2t There is 

also a less intense signal denoting a second non-carbaborane containing 

platinum-phosphine complex. The complex 22 exhibits two phosphorus 

environments which give rise to singlets at 6= 44.55p.p.m. with 'J 195Pt-P= 3268.8Hz. 

and 6= 46.17p.p.m. with 'J 195Pt-P= 3296.6Hz. The peaks show evidence for a small 

(<5Hz.) PP coupling (see figure 3.10). The inequivalence of the two nuclei suggests 

there is restricted rotation about the metal-fragment to cage bonding. The 1 H n.m.r. 

spectrum is complex in the phenyl region of the spectrum, showing 6 broad 

multiplets. The signal denoting the dppe-C112  protons is broad, centred on 6= 

2.3p.p.m. From the above evidence it was concluded that 22 was the 3,1,11-isomer, 

1,11 -Ph2-3-dppe-3, 1,11 -PtC 2B 9H9 . 

The isolation of this skeletal isomer suggests that rearrangement occurs via a route 

which does not involve cleavage of the metal-phosphorus bond. 
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3.7 Platinum Bis(triethylphosphine)-Carbab0rane 
Complexes. 

The reaction of T1 2C2B9H10Ph with cis-PtC1 2(PEt3)2 
 was carried out to yield an 

orange-red soluble product. Recrystallisation from CH 2Cl2IEt2O afforded orange-red 

crystals, 10. Microanalysis was consistent with the formulation B 9C20H45P2Pt, 

molecular weight 639.6. A solution i.r. spectrum of 10 confirms the presence of 

borane (yB-H = 2530cm -1). The B('H) n.m.r. spectrum of 10 consists of 8 

resonances, in the ratio 1:1:1:1:2:1:1:1 (see figure 3.11). The signal at highest 

frequency (6 = +13.87p.p.m.) shows coupling to the platinum nucleus ('J' 95Pt-B= 

254Hz.) and can tentatively be assigned to B(8). The proton coupled spectrum 

comprises 8 doublets with 'rn-H in the range 120-160Hz. 

The 31P( 1 H) n.m.r. spectrum of 10 consists of two singlets (at 6= +13.68p.p.m. 

and +8.59 p.p.m.) each with doublet satellites ('J 195Pt-P= 3038.5Hz. and 3388.011z., 

respectively) (see figure 3.12). There is a mutual coupling between the two 

phosphorus nuclei of approximately 1011z. indicating that the two phosphorus 

environments exist within the one molecule, probably as a result of there being 

restricted rotation of the (Pt(PEt 3)2
} fragment over the asymmetrically substituted 

C2B3  face, on the n.m.r. timescale. 
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Figure 3.12 

31 P('H) n.m.r spectrum of 10, 81.020MHz., 
25°C (298K). 
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Figure 3.13 

'H n.m.r. spectrum of 10,200.130MHz., 

25°C (298)K,. 
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The 1 H n.m.r. spectrum of 10 is second order in the ethyl region (see figure 3.13). 

There are 2 broad signals centred on i= 1.80 and 1.93p.p.m., corresponding to the 

2 inequivalent sets of Cjj2  protons, and 2 broad resonances centred on E= 0.83 and 

1.12p.p.m. due to the Cli3 groups. The cage 

C-li resonates at 8 3.89p.p.m. while there are two signals corresponding to the phenyl 

protons. The first of these is a doublet of doublets centred on 8 7.49p.p.m. with 

coupling constants of 9Hz. and 1.5Hz. and integrating for 2 protons. The other signal 

is a complex multiplet, centred on 8 7.13p.p.m, which integrates for 3 protons. From 

the available data it was concluded that 10 was analogous to 1 with the formula 

1-Ph-3,3-(PEt3 )2-3,1 ,2-PtC2B9H 10 . 

When a sample of 10 was dissolved in toluene and heated at reflux temperature for 

30 minutes a pale yellow product mixture was produced. The 11 B('H) n.m.r. 

spectrum consists of six signals in the range 8= -4.73p.p.m. to -23.63p.p.m. The high 

frequency boron resonance, indicative of the presence of a C 2B3  metal-bonded face, 

is no longer present. The 31 P( 1 H) n.m.r. spectrum indicates that are were two 

products in the mixture, in the ratio of greater than ten to one (see figure 3.14). The 

major product contains two different phosphorus environments which give rise to 

signals at ö +7.82p.p.m. and 6.56p.p.m. each of which shows coupling to the platinum 

nucleus ( 1J 195Pt-P= 3257.011z. and 3288.3Hz., respectively). There is a small 

coupling, of less than 1011z., between these two nuclei. In contrast, the minor product 

exhibits only one signal, at 8 4.5 lp.p.m., with coupling of 3200.2Hz., to the platinum 

nucleus. 
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Figure 3.14 

31 P{ 1H} n.m.r. spectrum of the products of 
thermolysis of 10, 81.020MHz., 25°C (298K). 
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Figure 3.15 

'H n.m.r. spectrum of the products of thermolysis 

of 10., 200.130MHz., 25°C (298K). 
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The 1 H n.m.r. spectrum (see figure 3.15) shows a doublet of triplets centred on 

1.1 lp.p.m. (with 3W-H = 16.3Hz. and 3JCH2-H= 7.5Hz.) which integrates for the 18 

C113 protons. The signal corresponding to the Cj 2  protons is a broad multiplet, 

centred on S 1.94p.p.m. which integrates for 12 protons. The cage C -ll resonates at S 

2.60p.p.m. and there are two multiplets in the phenyl region at S 7.13p.p.m. and 

7.54p.p.m., representing 3 and 2 protons respectively. 

With no further data on these products it is impossible to identify them with any 

certainty. However, if it is assumed that they are analogous to the rearranged isomers 

2 and 3, then their formation can readily be explained. In 10 the metal fragment is 

more sterically demanding than it is in 1, where the phosphine is the smaller PMe 2Ph. 

Thus, there would be expected to be a greater incentive for rearrangement to the less 

crowded isomer, analogous to 2, with the (CPh) unit in position 11. Further, the 

stabilising intramolecular interaction between the cage-phenyl and the 

phosphino-phenyl groups, which was noted in 3, is not possible when the phosphine 

is tri-alkyl substituted. Therefore, it was concluded that the major thermolysis 

product is likely to be 1 1-Ph-3,3-(PEt3)2-3,1,1 1-PtC2B9H10, and the minor one 

1-Ph-3,3-(PEt 3)2-3,1,1 1-PtC2B9H 10 . 

When 112C2B91 9Ph2  was reacted with cis-PtC1 2(PEt3 )2  the major product was a 

pale orange solid, which was recrystallised to afford yellow crystals of 11. 

Microanalysis figures were consistent with the formulation B9C26H49P2Pt, molecular 

weight 714.6. The solution i.r. spectrum of 11 indicates the presence of borane 

(vB-H= 2540cm 1 ). 

The 11 B( 1 H) n.m.r. spectrum (CDCI3) consists of 7 resonances in the range 8= 

-1.74p.p.m. to -24.41p.p.m., in the ratio 1:1:1:1:1:3:1. There is no high frequency 

boron signal indicating that the product does not contain a C 2B3  metal-bonded face. 

The proton coupled spectrum of 11 consists of 7 doublets with 1JB-H in the range 
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130Hz.- 150Hz. The 31 P( 1 H} n.m.r. spectrum shows two signals at & = +5.76p.p.m. 

and +4.58p.p.m., which each exhibit coupling to the platinum nucleus ( 1 J 195Pt-P= 

3206.2Hz. and 3 173.1Hz., respectively). There is also a mutual coupling between the 

two phosphorus nuclei, of 10Hz., indicating that there are two distinct phosphorus 

environments within a single molecule. While the upper belt is believed to be of the 

CB4  type, and therefore has a mirror plane through the carbon atom, the (CPh) on the 

lower CB4  belt does not lie in this plane and hence the carbaborane is asymmetric. 

Therefore, in a static structure, or if there is restricted rotation of the metal-fragment, 

there will be two different phosphorus environments (see section 3.14). 

There are 4 resonances in the phenyl region of the 1 H n.m.r. spectrum of 11. Two 

are doublets of doublets, each corresponding to 2H, one arising from two protons in 

each of two inequivalent cage phenyl groups. These occur at 6 7.56p.p.m. with 

3JH-H = 10.3Hz. and 4JH-H.= 1.7Hz. and at 8 7.44p.p.m. with 3JH-H= 7.8Hz. and 

4JH-H = 1.2Hz. In addition, there are two multiplets at S 7.16p.p.m. and 7.04p.p.m. 

each integrating for 3H and corresponding to the other 3 protons in each cage-phenyl 

moiety. The inequivalence of the two cage-phenyl groups provides strong evidence 

that the bound carbon atoms have separated. From this and the other spectroscopic 

data it was concluded that 11 was analogous to 4 with the formula 

1,11 -Ph2-3,3-(PEt3)2-3, 1 ,2-PtC2B9H9 . 
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3.8 Platinum Bis(triphenylphosphine)-CarbabOrane Complexes. 

When T12C2B91-I 10Ph was reacted with cis-PtC1 2(PPh 3 )2  an orange soluble product 

was formed. This was purified by a bulk recrystallisation (CH 2C12/n-hexane) which 

afforded a fine orange microctystalline solid 12, in reasonable yield. Microanalysis 

figures were consistently found to be too low for the target compound which has the 

formula B9CH45P2Pt, molecular weight 927.8. To establish whether this had indeed 

been formed, a FAB mass spectrum of 12 was recorded. The principal peaks in this 

spectrum and their assignments are given in table 3.3. These assignments are based 

on a molecular ion of formula [(PPh 3)2PtC2B9H10Ph]', m/z = 928. 

Table 3.3 Principal Peaks in the FAB Mass Spectrum of 12. 

m/z 	 Assignment 

928 	 [(PPh3 ) 2PtC2B9H10P1] 

719 	 [(PPh3 ) 2Pt] 

642 	 [(PPh2 ) (PPh3 )Pt1 4  

565 	 [(PPh) (PPh3 )Pt] or [(PPh2 ) 2Pt] 

488 	 [(PPh) (PPh2)Pt] 

457 	 [(PPh3)Pt] 

411 	 [(PPh)2PtP 

380 	 [(PPh2)Pt] 

From these results it was concluded that a complex with the composition of the 

target compound had indeed been formed. A possible explanation for the poor 

microanalysis figures obtained was that there was incomplete combustion of the 
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sample. 

The i.r. spectrum of 12 (CH2C12) confirmed the presence of borane (vB-H= 

2540cm 1 ). The 11B('H) n.m.r. spectrum (CDC1 3) consists of 7 boron environments 

in the ratio 1:1:3:1:1:1:1. There is a high frequency boron signal at 6= +21.1lp.p.m., 

which shows coupling to the platinum nucleus of 270Hz. and is indicative of the 

presence of a C2B3  metal-bonded face. The proton coupled spectrum contains 7 

doublets indicating that each boron atom is bound to a terminal hydrogen atom 

('JB-H= 100-15011z.). The 31P( 1H) n.m.r. spectrum of 12 shows the presence of two 

phosphorus environments (6= 26.20p.p.m. and 22.25p.p.m.). Each of these 

resonances is broad and shows some structure, from which a mutual coupling 

between the two phosphorus nuclei, of approximately 20Hz. can be estimated. This 

suggests that these different environments arise within the same molecule, as a result 

of restricted rotation about the platinum-cage bonding. In addition, both signals 

possess doublet satellites, with 'J 195Pt-P= 3032.414z. and 3438.8Hz., respectively. 

The 1H n.m.r. spectrum of 12 contains a resonance denoting the cage C-jj proton at 6 

2.85p.p.m.. There are also two complex multiplets due to the phenyl protons, at 8 

6.95 and 7.20p.p.m. From the above evidence it was concluded that a complex 

analogous to 1 had been formed, namely 1Ph-3,3-(PPh 3)2-3,1,2-PtC2B9H1o. 

When a sample of 12 was warmed at reflux temperature in toluene, the solution 

lightened in colour. Removal of solvent in vacuo yielded an orange residue. The 

11B 
( 

1
H) n.m.r. spectrum of this residue (CDCI 3) is poorly resolved. However, the 

absence of a high frequency resonance suggests a change in the nature of the 

metal-bonded carbaborane face. The 31P{ 'H) n.m.r. spectrum consists of a poorly 

resolved AB signal at 8= 21.87p.p.m., with doublet satellites ('J' 95Pt-P= 3408.9Hz.). 

The resonance is broad, but a mutual P-P coupling of approximately 22Hz. can be 

observed. This suggests that there is only one thermolysis product, in which there is 

restricted rotation about the platinum-cage bonding. The 1H n.m.r. spectrum consists 
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of a signal denoting the cage C -Il proton, at 8= 1.57p.p.m. and two resonances in the 

phenyl region of the spectrum. One of these (at 8 7.45p.p.m.) is broad and 

structureless, while the other (at ö 7.22p.p.m.) is a complex multiplet. From this 

evidence it was concluded that thermolysis of 12 gives rise to a single rearranged 

isomer. It is not clear which of the two possible isomers this is, although, on steric 

grounds, the isomer with the (CPh) distant from the metal fragment would be 

favoured i.e. 11 -Ph-3,3-(PPh3)2-3, 1,11 -PtC2B9H10. 

Reaction of 112C2B9H9Ph2  with cis-PtC12(PPh3 )
21 

 in CH2C121  yielded an orange 

soluble product, and T1C1. The former was purified by column chromatography 

which afforded a yellow solid, 13. Microanalysis figures were a little low for the 

target compound of formula B9CH49P2Pt1  molecular weight 1003.8. However, 

incomplete combustion of the sample, as for 12, could account for this discrepancy. 

The solution i.r. spectrum (CH2C12) indicated the presence of borane (vB-H= 

2540c&). 
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The 11 13( 1H) n.m.r. spectrum (CDC1 3) of 13 shows 9 resonances, each 

corresponding to one boron atom. The highest frequency resonance occurs at 8 = 

+9.30p.p.m., which is in the range where the high frequency boron resonance, in 

complexes with a C211 3  metal-bonded face, has been found to occur. However, in 

previous cases, when the presence of a C 2133  face is proven, this resonance shows a 

coupling to the platinum nucleus and the next highest resonance is found at 

approximately lOp.p.m. lower shift. In the case of 13, however, this resonance shows 

no coupling to the metal. In fact, the spectrum (see figure 3.16) resembles those of 

the other 3,1,1 1-platinacarbaboranes studied (i.e. a broad envelope covering a range 

of 20-40p.p.m.)except that all the resonances are at relatively high frequency. It was 

concluded that the relatively high frequency of this boron resonance was due to the 

presence of the bulky (PtP 2 ) fragment, rather than being indicative of a change in the 

nature of the metal-bonded face. The proton coupled 11B spectrum shows a doublet 

for each signal ('JB-H= 120-180Hz.) indicating that each boron atom is bonded to a 

terminal hydrogen atom. 

The 31 P( 1H) n.m.r. spectrum of 13 consists of two signals, at 8 24.32p.p.m. and 

22.22p.p.m. Each of these possesses doublet satellites ('J 195Pt-P = 3209.011z. and 

3305.6Hz., respectively). In addition, there is mutual coupling between the two 

phosphorus nuclei, of 18.2Hz., indicating that there are two different phosphorus 

environments within the same molecule. The 1H n.m.r. spectrum consists of several 

complex signals denoting the phenyl protons. From this spectroscopic evidence, it 

was concluded that a complex of a similar nature to 4 had been formed i.e. 

1,11 -Ph2-3,3-(PPh3)2-3, 1 ,2-PtC2B9H9 . 
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3.9 Platinum Bis-(tri-p-tolylphosphine)-CarbabOrane Complexes. 

Tri-p-tolylphosphine has the same cone angle as triphenyiphoshine. However, it 

possesses different electronic properties, being the more basic of the two. Therefore, 

a comparison of the carbaborane complexes incorporating these fragments may 

provide information as to the degree, and to which properties, electronic effects are 

significant. 

When TI2C2B9H10Ph was stirred with cis-PtC12(P(p-tol)3)
21 

 in CH2C12, an orange 

soluble product and T1C1 were formed. Purification was effected by column 

chromatography (alumina/CH 2C12) which yielded an orange microcrystalline product, 

14. 

The solution i.r. spectrum of 14 (CH2C12) indicates the presence of borane (vB-H= 

2540cm) and the P(p-tol) 3  ligand (v= 1490 and 1440cm 1 ). The "B('H) n.m.r. 

spectrum (CDC13 ) 
is poorly resolved. However, seven resonances can be identified 

including one at 6= +20. 19p.p.m. which shows coupling to the platinum nucleus of 

approximately 280Hz. In the proton coupled spectrum, there are 7 doublets 

indicating that each boron atom is bonded to a terminal hydrogen atom ( 1 JB-H= 

100-150Hz.). The 31 P( 1H) spectrum shows two phosphorus resonances, at 6= 

24.33p.p.m. and 20.33p.p.m. (see figure 3.17). Both of these exhibit coupling to the 

platinum nucleus (of 3055.6Hz. and 3439.31-1z., respectively) and also a mutual 

coupling of 27Hz. 
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Figure 3.17 

31 P{'H} n.m.r. spectrum of 14, 81.020MHz., 
25°C (298)K. 
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Figure 3.18 

'H n.m.r. spectrum oul4, 200.130MHz., 

25°C (298)K. 
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The 'H n.m.r. spectrUm of 14 shows a signal due to the cage C-j proton at 5 

2.95p.p.m. (see figure 3.18). There are two singlets denoting the protons of the 

magnetically inequivalent methyl groups in the two p-tolyl ligands (which have a 

combined integral of 18 protons). The phenyl region of the spectrum is complex, 

consisting of four multiplets (centred on S = 7.50p.p.m., 7.32p.p.m., 7.10p.p.m. and 

6.90p.p.m.) which integrate for a total of 29 protons. From the above data it was 

concluded that a complex analogous to 1 had been formed, namely 

1 -Ph-3,3-(P(p-tol) 3 )2-3, 1 ,2-PtC2B9H10. 

When a sample of 14 was heated in toluene, at reflux temperature, the solution 

lightened. The n.m.r. spectra of the residue, which remained after removal of solvent 

in vacuo, were recorded. The 11 B('H) spectrum (CDC1 3) is a broad envelope which 

shows little structure. However, it is apparent that the high frequency boron 

resonance, indicative of the presence of a C 2B31  face is now absent. The 31 P( 'H) 

spectrum consists of a poorly resolved AB pattern, centred on 5= 20.02p.p.m., from 

which a P-P coupling of 26.3Hz. and an average 1J195Pt-P of 3404.9Hz. can be 

measured (see figure 3.19). This indicates the formation of a single new 

carbaplatinaborane in which there is hindered rotation about the platinum-cage 

bonding at room temperature, on the n.m.r. timescale. The 1H n.m.r. spectrum of this 

product shows a signal due to the cage C-! at S 3.05p.p.m. There are two singlets 

corresponding to the magnetically inequivalent sets of p-tolyl methyl protons, at S 

2.32 and 2.37p.p.m. The phenyl region of the spectrum is complicated, containing 3 

multiplets centred on S = 7.34,7.24 and 6.91p.p.m. 
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Figure 3.19 

31 P{'H} n.m.r. spectrum of the product of 
thermolySiS of 14,81.020MHZ., 25°C (298K). 
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From the above spectral data it was concluded that thermolysis of 14 gives rise to a 

single rearranged isomer. On steric grounds this would be expected to be the one in 

which the carbon atom bearing the phenyl group has migrated to the lower belt i.e. 

1 1-Ph-3,3-(P(p-tol) 3 )2-3, 1,11 -PtC2B9H10. 

Reaction of T12C2B9H9Ph2  with cis-PtC12(P(p-tol) 3)2
1 

in CH2C12 , yielded an 

soluble orange product. This was worked up as described previously to afford an 

orange solid, 15. A solution i.r. spectrum (CH 2C12) was recorded, indicating the 

presence of borane (vB-H= 2540cm -1  and the P(p-tol) 3) moiety (v= 1500 and 

1450cm-1 ). 

The "B('H) n.m.r. spectrum of a sample of 15 (CDC1 3) consists of 5 resonances 

in the ratio 1:2:2:3:1. There is no high frequency boron signal, which suggests that 

the product does not contain a C 2B3  metal-bonded face. As in the spectrum of 13 all 

the resonances are at relatively high frequency. In the proton coupled spectrum each 

signal is split into a doublet ( 1JB-H= 100-140Hz.). The 31P('H) n.m.r. spectrum of 

15 consists of two singlets at 8= 20.05p.p.m. and 22.65p.p.m. each of which exhibits 

doublet satellites ( 1J'95Pt-P = 3323.1 and 3228.2Hz., respectively) (see figure 3.20). 

A mutual coupling is also observed ( 2JP 1 -P2= 20.4Hz.), indicating that the two 

environments exist within a single molecule, in which there is restricted rotation 

about the platinum-cage bonding. The 1H n.m.r. spectrum contains two singlets due 

to the inequivalent sets of methyl protons in the two phosphine ligands. There are 

three multiplets in the phenyl region of the spectrum centred on S 7.24p.p.m., 

6.91p.p.m. and 6.74p.p.m. The combined spectroscopic evidence suggests that a 

complex analogous to 4 has been formed, namely 

1,11 -Ph2-3,3-(P(p-to1)3)2-3, 1,11 -PtC 2B9FL. 
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Figure 3.20 

31 P{'H} n.m.r. spectrum of 15, 81.020MHz., 
25°C (298)K. 
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3.10 A Comparison of the Platinum Bis(triphenylphOSPhifle) 
Complexes with the Platinum Bis(tri-p-tolylphOSPhifle) 

Complexes. 

The spectra and observed behaviour of the carbaborane complexes incorporating 

the (Pt(PPh 3)2 ) fragment were similar to those of the corresponding carbaborane 

complexes containing the (Pt(P(ptol) 3 )2 } fragment. 

Considering firstly the complexes of the type [(P 2Pt)C2B9H 10Ph], it can be noted 

that the 11 B n.m.r. spectra both show a high frequency boron resonance, at similar 

chemical shift. In fact, the shift in the (Pt(PPh 3 )2) complex is at slightly higher 

frequency, contrary to what would be predicted on the grounds of the e-donating 

abilities of the ligands. This indicates that, for these two species, the steric bulk of 

the phosphine ligands may be the dominant factor in determining the magnitude of 

the slippage in these structures. The correlation of high frequency boron shift with 

ic-acceptor properties of ligands is discussed more fully in section 3.13. Both 

31P( 'H) n.m.r. spectra consist of two phosphorus resonances which exhibit similar 

coupling to the platinun t nucleus and to each other. However, both the signals arising 

from theE Pt(P(p-tol)3)2)complex, 14, occur at slightly lower chemical shift, indicating 

that the phosphorus nuclei are more shielded, in this case, by the better e-donating 

substituents. 

On heating, 12 and 14 each give rise to one thermolysis product which have 

similar 11B n.m.r. spectra. Both the 31P( 'H) spectra consist of poorly resolved AB 

signals for which the measured couplings are almost identical. Again, the chemical 

shifts observed in the spectrum of the (Pt(P(p-tol 3)2 ) complex, 14, are to lower 

frequency. It was concluded that the isomerisations had both given rise to analogous 

3,1,11-isomers. The species of the type [(P 2Pt)C2B9H9Ph2] have 11 B and 31P( 1 H) 

n.m.r. spectra of similar nature with similar chemical shift variations as those 
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described above. 

From these comparisons it was concluded that variation of the electronic properties 

of ligands of the same steric bulk has no significant effect on the nature or behaviour 

of their carbaborane derivatives. 

3.11 Platinum Bis(tricyclohexy1phoSphifle)Carbab 0raIe 
Complexes. 

When TI2C2B9H10Ph was stirred with rrans-PtC1 2(PCy3)2
1 
in CH2C121  there was no 

apparent reaction. This was confirmed by a 31 P( 1 H) n.m.r. spectrum of the residue 

which showed only the presence of trans-PtCl 2(PCy3)2. Similarly, there was no 

reaction when these reagents were stirred in CH 2C12, at reflux temperature, for 3 

hours. The residue from this reaction was dissolved in toluene and heated to reflux 

temperature for 1 hour. There was a slight colouration of the solution, although there 

was still insoluble yellow l'1 2C2B9H10Ph present. A solution i.r. spectrum revealed 

the presence of borane (vB-H= 2540cm 1 ). However, the "B n.m.r. spectrum was 

extremely complex and suggested that decomposition of the cage may have occurred. 

The 31P( 'H) n.m.r. spectrum consists of the signals denoting PtCl 2(PCy3.)2and also a 

small singlet at ö +51.15p.p.m., which shows no coupling to the platinum nucleus. 

This may be a result of some decomposition of the chioro-platinum complex. 

It was concluded that the [Pt(PCy 3)2]2  fragment was sterically too demanding to 

co-ordinate to [1-Ph-1,2-carbaborane] 2 . The failure of this reaction was not believed 

to be a result of the use of the trans-chloroplatinum starting material rather than the 

cis-. The basis for this is that the reaction between trans-PtC1 2(PMe2Ph)2  and 

Tl2C2BqHjOPh  has been carried out to yield 1 in similar yield to the analogous 

reaction using the cis-chloroplatinum isomer. The reaction between T1 2C2B9H9Ph2  

and trans-PtC12(PCy3)2  was not attempted. 
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3.12 A Comparison of the 11 B N.M.R. Spectra. 

Within each of the three classes of complexes studied (i.e. 

[1 -Ph-3,3-P2-3, I ,2-PtC2B9H 10], [Ph-3,3-P2-3, 1,11 -PtC2B9H 10] and 

[l,llPh2.3,3P2 3,l,11-PtC2B9H9]) the 11 B n.m.r. spectra are broadly similar. The 

striking feature of the observed spectra for complexes of the type 

[lPh3,3P2 3,1,2.PtC2B9HIO1 is the presence of a relatively high frequency boron 

resonance which is discussed fully in the next section. Thermolysis of these 

complexes yields species which no longer possess a resonance of this type. Similarly, 

the complexes of the type [1,1 1-Ph 2-3,3-P2 3,1,1 1-PtC2B9H91 which were synthesised 

did not exhibit a high frequency signal. There appeared to be no obvious trends in 

11B chemical shifts with changing the metal-bound phosphorus ligand. 

3.13 The High Frequency Boron Resonance. 

It has been recognised [1061  that the presence of a high frequency boron resonance 

in the 1113 n.m.r. spectrum is particularly distinctive of a slipped structure (in 

complexes containing a C2B3  metal-bonded face). Further, the magnitude of this shift 

may reflect the degree of slippage of the metal-fragment 01 . 

This concept must be used with caution, however, as it has been found 1071  that 

complexes in which the metal atom is either not strongly bonded to the open face 

(e.g. as in [TlC2B9H 111), or is effectively bonded to only one of the boron atoms (e.g. 

as in 3(pPh3)-3,l,2-HgC2B9H11) do not exhibit a high frequency boron resonance. 

With this limitation in mind Wallbridge synthesised a range of 

carbametallaboranes (mainly palladium complexes) with a variety of ligands bound to 

the metal atom, and studied their 11B n.m.r. spectra. The degree of opening of a 

carbaborane structure is believed to depend on the occupancy of the e 1  metal-cage it 



antibonding orbital 271  and it has been suggested that the introduction of it- acid 

ligands onto the metal could produce a more nearly closed polyhedron by 

delocalising electron density away from the el * orbital onto the Iigands 601 . Thus the 

stronger a it- acceptor ligand bound to the metal centre, the smaller the slippage of the 

metal fragment over the C 2B3  face and the lower the expected chemical shift of the 

high frequency boron resonance. 

Broadly speaking, this idea was shown to hold true, with palladium complexes 

bearing it-neutral N-donor ligands showing a higher shift of the highest frequency 

resonance than those bearing weak it-acceptor C- donor or alkene complexes, which 

in turn showed a higher shift than observed for complexes bearing P-donor ligands. 

The crystal structureS of 3-(tmen)-3,1,2-PdC 2B9H 11  and 

3,3-(PMe3 )2-3, 1 ,2-PdC 2B9H11  (see section 1.9) confirmed that the former exhibited a 

larger slippage of the metal fragment than the latter and this could be correlated with 

a higher frequency resonance in the boron n.m.r. spectrum 60 . 

This correlation was later called into question, however, when the crystal structure 

of 3(1,5COD)-3,1,2-PdC2B9Hii was determined 651 . This showed a slippage of the 

metal fragment of similar magnitude to that observed in the analogous ((PMe 3)2Pd} 

complex. However, the chemical shift of the high frequency boron signal (8= 

+17.67p.p.m.) was significantly different from that for the phosphine complex (8= 

+6.68p.p.m.) and in fact was more similar to that observed for the ((tmen)Pd) 

complex. There were also anomalies in the original work which could not readily be 

explained, e.g. involving the complex 3-(dppe)-3,1,2-PdC 2B9H11 (see later). 

While there are clearly problems in comparing specific complexes bearing ligands 

of a different nature, it was believed that consideration of a series of complexes in 

which the ligand type is constant and the sole variation is in the electronic properties 

of the ligands may be more valid. Each of the (Pt(bis-phosphine)) complexes of 
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[C2139H 10Ph] 2  described in this and the previous chapters showed a high frequency 

boron resonance in the 11 13 n.m.r. spectrum. Table 3.4 shows the value of these 

shifts, with the phosphorus ligands ordered going from the worst it-acceptor at the top 

to the best it-acceptor at the bottom. 

Table 3.4 Chemical Shifts of the Highest Frequency Boron Resonance in 
the ' 1 B{'H} N.m.r. Spectra of Complexes of the Type 

. 

Phosphorus Ligand (P) 	(high frequency boron resonance) 
(p.p.m.) 

PEt3 13.78 

PMe3 11.51 

PMe2Ph 11.00 

P(p—tol)3 20.02 

dppe 14.18 

PPh3 21.11 

P(OMe)3 8.97 

The first three complexes in the table and the last one follow the expected trend, 

with the shift of the high frequency boron resonance decreasing with increasing 

it-acceptor ability of the ligands. The other three complexes show higher than 

predicted shifts, which may be attributed to steric effects. In the cases of the PPh 3  

complex, 12, and the P(p-tol) 3  complex, 14, the large steric bulk of the ligands may 

cause a larger slippage of the metal fragment than would be predicted on purely 

electronic grounds (as slippage would decrease the steric interaction between the 

metal fragment and the cage-phenyl substituent). Although the dppe ligand is 

smaller, it is more rigid and so cannot adjust in the same way as the bis-monodentate 

ligands can to reduce interaction with the cage phenyl group. Hence, in the dppe 

complex this interaction may only be minimised by greater slippage of the metal 

fragment than would be predicted on purely electronic grounds. Walibridge also 

found that the 3-(dppe)-3,1,2-PdC2B9H11 complex showed an anomalously high shift 

of the boron resonance compared to the other phosphine complexes which were 
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studied 601 . 

When steric constraints are taken into account these complexes show the expected 

trend in chemical shifts of the high frequency boron resonance. What is not clear, 

however, is if this provides a justification of the original correlation or if it is merely 

fortuitous. 

3.14 A Comparison of the 31 P and 1 H N.M.R. Spectra. 

The chemical shifts observed in 31P n.m.r. spectra depend on a number of complex 

factors 1081  and a comparison of these would be of little value. However, the structure 

and number of resonances observed can be of use in assessing the nature of the 

metal-cage bonding. For complexes of the type [l-Ph-3,3-P 2-3,1,2-PtC2B9H10], the 

metal fragment lies over an asymmetrically substituted C 2B3  face and hence if the 

structure is static, or if there is restricted rotation of the metal fragment, then the two 

phosphorus nuclei will be inequivalent. This is observed for complexes incorporating 

the larger metal fragments i.e. (Pt(P(ptol) 3)2 ) (14), (Pt(PPh3)2 ) (12), (Pt(PEt3)2 ) (10) 

and (Pt(PMe2Ph)2 ) (
1) (see chapter 2), in which there is restricted rotation about the 

metal-cage bonding. For complexes With smaller metal fragments this rotation is 

more facile and the two phosphorus nuclei can show an average chemical shift value. 

This is observed for the complex which incorporates the (Pt(PMe 3)2 ) fragment (7). 

However, in S where the metal fragment is the smaller { Pt(P(OMe) 3)2 ), some AB 

structure is observed. The phosphite ligands possess relatively good it-acceptor 

properties, which may lead to a more closed (less slipped) structure, in 5. This, in 

turn may increase the severity of the steric interaction between the metal fragment 

and the cage-phenyl ligand, thereby restricting rotation of this fragment. Only one 

phosphorus environment is revealed in the 31P{ 'H) n.m.r. spectrum of the (Pt(dppe)) 

complex. This is perhaps surprising given that 1, where the phosphine has a smaller 
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cone angle, exhibits two, and may simply be an effect of the presence of a bidentate 

ligand. Alternatively, there may conceivably be two phosphorus environments 

present which have identical chemical shifts and coupling constants. 

Although the metal bonded face in the 3,1,11-complexes is symmetric and the 

lower belt is symmetric these are twisted relative to each other (see figure 3.21) so in 

a static structure, or where there is hindrance to rotation about the metal-cage 

bonding, the two phosphorus environments will be inequivalent. All the complexes 

of the type [1,11-Ph 2-3,3-P2-3,1,1l-PtC2B9H9Ph2], except the one in which the metal 

fragment is (Pt(PMe 2Ph)2 ) (see chapter 2), show some degree of inequivalence of the 

two environments. This can be related to the steric bulk of the metal fragment 

restricting rotation about the metal-cage connectivities. Even the complex 

incorporating the small (Pt(P(OMe) 3)2 ) fragment (6) has a 31 P( 'H) n.m.r. spectrum 

consisting of an AB signal, indicating that there are two distinct phosphorus 

environments. This may again be attributed to the reduced slippage of the metal 

fragment increasing the steric interaction with the cage-phenyl group. The 31 P( 'H) 

n.m.r. spectrum of 4 has only one resonance, suggesting that there is free rotation 

about the platinum-cage bonding. It is not clear why this is the case given that, the 

complex 8 (where the metal fragment is the smaller (Pt(PMe 3 )2 )) exhibits two 

phosphorus environments. There may, in fact, be two distinct environments in 4 

which have the same spectral parameters. 

Figure 3.21 



One point of interest which arises from the 1 H spectra concerns the chemical shift 

of the cage C-H proton. Generally, this proton resonates at higher frequency in the 

3,1,2-species than in the analogous 3,1,11-isomers (thermolysis products). A C13 4  

face is considered to be more electron rich than a C 2 13 3  onet 1] and hence a C -il 

would be relatively shielded when attached to the former and would resonate at lower 

frequency. Alternatively, this deshielding of the C-il  protons in a C2B 3  face can be 

thought of as arising from the effect of the carbon atom bearing the proton being 

adjacent to a relatively S+ carbon atom. 

3.15 Redox Chemistry of Carbaplatinaborane Complexes. 

The cyclic voltammetry of the range of carbaplatinaboranes synthesised, in this 

and the previous chapters, was studied. These studies were confined to one solvent 

system (CH2C12) and no attempt was made to quantify the electron transfer steps 

observed, therefore the conclusions which can be drawn from the results obtained are 

limited. Full experimental details are described in chapter 5. The redox processes 

observed for complexes of the type [1-Ph-3,3-P 2-3,1,2-PtC2B9H10I are presented in 

table 3.5, in which the phosphorus ligands are ordered in decreasing it-acceptor 

ability. In the following discussion it is assumed that in the starting species the metal 

atom is formally in the +2 oxidation state. 

The first oxidative process is generally quasi-reversible becoming more reversible 

with increasing scan rate (v) and decreasing temperature. The oxidation of 1 is the 

most reversible of those studied, at room temperature, and this is depicted in figure 

3.22. In the dppe complex there is no sign of reversibility of the first oxidative 

process under any set of conditions. The oxidation process became easier as the 

donor properties of the phosphorus ligand increase. This suggests that the oxidation 

is metal-based and can tentatively be described as a Pt to Pt 3  step, with the 

stronger donor ligands more effectively stabiising the higher oxidation state. The 

second oxidative process is found to be irreversible under all conditions (see figure 
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Table 3.5 Redox Processes of 1-Ph-3,3-P 2-3,1,2-PtC2B9H 10  Complexes. 

Eia/V(Oxid. Range) E 1 /V(Red. Range) Phosphorus Ligand 

P (OMe) 3  

PPh3  

dppe 

P (p-tol) 

PMe2Ph 

PMe3  

PEt 3  

+1.30 (qr) 
+1.42 (1) 
+1.25 (qr) 
+1.81 (1) 
+1.11 (i) 
+1.33 (1) 
+1.82 (1) 
+1.19 (qr) 
+1.61 (i) 
+1.02 (r) 
+1.39 (i) 
+0.99 (qr) 
+1.24 (i) 
+1.00 (qr) 
+1.46 (1) 

-1.54 (1) 

-1.45 (ii 

-0.63 (qr) 
-1.57 (i) 

-1.57 (1) 

-1.60 (i) 

-1.69 (i) 

-1.64 (i) 

potentials are quoted versus a Ag/AgC1 reference electrode at 
which the fc/fc couple occurs at +0.56V (see chapter 5) 
r= reversible electron transfer step 
qr= quasi-reversible electron transfer step 
i= irreversible electron transfer step 
(Reversibility criteria are outlined in chapter 5.) 

3.23). There is no apparent trend in the oxidation potential so it is not possible to 

suggest its nature. However, if the first oxidation is Pt 2 fPt3  then further oxidation to 

Pt4  may be possible. 

The irreversible reductive process of all complexes, apart from the 

dppe-containing species, appears to become more difficult with increasing donor 

properties of the phosphorus ligand, although this trend is not particularly pronounced 

(see figure 3.24). This process may conceivably be primarily metal-based, involving 

the Pt2 /Pt' couple, although from the available data this cannot be reliably 

concluded. In the reductive range the dppe complex behaves anomalously, exhibiting 

a quasi-reversible reduction at -0.63V as well as an irreversible reduction at -1 .57V 

(corresponding to that observed for the other complexes). It can be concluded that in 

this complex there may be more scope for ligand-based redox processes. 
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Figure 3.22 	 Cyclic Voltammogram showing 
First oxidation of 1. 
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Figure 3.23 	 Cyclic Voltammogram showing 
Oxidations of 1. 
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Figure 3.24 	 Cyclic Voltammogram showing 

Reduction of 10. 

/ 

/ 

/ 
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Similar cyclic voltammetry experiments were carried out on the range of 

complexes of the type [1,11-Ph 2-3,3-P2-3,l,IIPtC2B9H9I and the results are 

presented in table 3.6. 

Table 3.6. Redox Processes for 1,11Ph2 3,3-P2-3,1,11-PtC 2B9H9 Complexes. 

Phosphorus Ligand E 1 /V(Oxid. 	Range) E 1 /V(Red. 	Range) 

P(OMe)3 +1.13 (i) (obscured by adsorption 
+1.40 (i) onto electrode) 

PPh3 +1.09 (i) -1.14 	(i) 
+1.27 (1) 
+1.58 (i) 

dppe +1.12 (i) -0.82 	(i) 
+1.38 (i) 

P(p-tol)3 +1.11 (i) -1.45 	(i) 
+1.42 (1) 

PMe2Ph +1.01 (i) -1.25 	(i) 
+1.45 (i) 

PMe3 +1.04 (i) -1.24 	(1) 
+1.41 (i) 

PEt3 +0.98 (i) -1.50 	(i) 
+1.50 (i) 

Again, these species show two oxidations and one reduction (the first oxidation of 

4 is shown in figure figure 3.25). 

Figure 3.25 

Cyclic Voltammogram 

First Oxidation of 4. 

I I 
+0.5 —1.OV 

scan rate= 400mV/s. 	 156 



In addition, the complex incorporating the (Pt(P(ptol) 3 )2 ) fragment exhibits a third 

irreversible oxidation at +1.58V (see figure 3.26). The first oxidation becomes easier 

with increasing donor properties of the phosphorus ligands. This process can be 

tentatively assigned as a metal-based oxidation, possibly Pt 2 fPt3 . Comparison of 

the electrode potentials of these oxidations with those for the first oxidation of the 

analogous [(P2Pt)C2B9H 10Ph] species, indicates the former to be easier. This 

provides further evidence for the process being metal- based, as a metal bonded to a 

CB4  face would have more available electron density and so be easier to oxidise than 

one bound to a C2B3  face1109 . The second oxidation processes in the 

[1,1 1-Ph2-3,3-P2-3,1,1 1-PtC2B9H9] complexes are irreversible under all experimental 

conditions and must be assigned to redox-active products arising from the 

decomposition of the starting complex following initial electron-transfer. They 

exhibit no discernible trend in the variation of electrode potential with phosphorus 

ligand. The potential of the reductive process also appears to be independent of the 

donor-properties of the phosphorus ligand. However, these are generally more facile 

than the reductive processes involving the mono-phenylcarbaborane analogues, 

consistent with addition of a second electron-withdrawing substituent resulting in the 

species becoming more prone to reduction. 

From these preliminary experiments it appears that the carbaplatinaborane 

complexes studied exhibit a rich electrochemistry. Although, there is insufficient 

evidence from which to draw meaningful conclusions it has been shown that these 

complexes merit further study. 
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Figure 3.26 

Cyclic Voltammogram showing 

Oxidations of 13. 

+IJ.IJ 

scan rate= 400mV/s. 
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3.16 Conclusions: Complexes of the Type 
1-Ph-393-P2-39192-PtC2B9H 10• 

Complexes of the general form [1-Ph-3,3-P 2-3,1,2-PtC2B9H10] are readily formed 

incorporating all the metal fragments employed except f Pt(PCy3 )2 1. As this fragment 

is the most bulky it is assumed that the steric bulk prohibits co-ordination to the 

carbaborane nido-face. All the species produced were believed to be of the 

3,1,2-isomeric form, and proved stable to isomerisation at room temperature, even 

when the metal fragment was the bulky (Pt(PPh 3)2 ) or (Pt(P(p-tol) 3)2 ). However, all 

the 3,1,2-species are found to undergo a thermally induced isomerisation to produce 

one or two 3,1,11-isomers. Even the smallest of the phosphorus ligands employed 

gives rise to a 3,1,2-carbaplatinaborane which is readily isomerised. In this example, 

5, the decreased size of the metal fragment may be compensated for by reduced 

slippage of the metal fragment, due to the it-acceptor properties of the phosphite 

ligand, so the steric interaction of the metal fragment may be greater than would be 

predicted solely on the grounds of ligand cone angle. This is to some extent 

confirmed by the presence, in the 11B n.m.r. spectrum of 5, of a high frequency boron 

resonance at the lowest chemical shift of all those observed, indicating a smaller 

slippage of the metal fragment in this case. The isomerisation of the dppe complex, 

9, proceeds in a similar manner to those of the (PtP 2 ) complexes, and if it is assumed 

that all these rearrangements take place via the same mechanism, this precludes the 

cleavage of a M-P bond on the reaction pathway. 

While all the 3,1,2-isomers undergo isomerisation, some give rise to two products 

while others give only one. This can largely be attributed to the steric bulk of the 

metal fragment. The complex with the smallest fragment (Pt(P(OMe) 3)2), 5, gives 

rise to two 3,1,11-isomers in the ratio 2:1, however 1 produces two isomers in the 

ratio 4:1 and the complex of the even larger (Pt(PEt 3)2 ), 10, forms two isomers in the 
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The isolation of 22 as the 3,1,11-skeletal isomer indicates that the rearrangement 

which leads to its formation does not involve the breaking of a metal-phosphorus 

bond. 
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Chapter 4 

Phenyl-substituted Carbapalladaboranes 

and Related Complexes. 

4.1 Introduction. 

This chapter discusses the effect of substituting Pd 2  for Pt2  in mono- and 

di-phenyl C-substituted carbaborane complexes incorporating an (ML 2+  fragment. 

The effect of varying the nature of the ligand(s) on the metal fragment is also 

outlined. For this purpose the pseudo-M1_2  fragment, (Pd(1,5-COD)) 2  was treated 

with each of the phenyl-carbaborane anions and the resulting carbapalladaboranes 

were characterised. In the case of the diphenyl substituted carbaborane complex an 

X-ray crystallographic study was undertaken. Each of the (Pd(1,5-COD)) complexes 

differs significantly from the (PtP 2 ) complexes discussed in the previous chapters 

with regard to the stability of the carbaborane skeletal isomers. In order to determine 

if this resulted from the nature of the metal centre or the COD ligand, complexes 

incorporating the (Pt( 1,5-COD)) fragment were also studied. 



4.2 Carbaborane Complexes Containing the {Pd(PMe 2Ph) 2} 

Fragment. 

The reaction between TI 2C2B9H 10Ph and cis-PdCl2(PMe2Ph)21  in CH2CI21  

produced a red soluble species, and insoluble TIC1. Column chromatography 

(aluminaJCH202) yielded a purple complex in good yield, as the sole product. 

Microanalysis is consistent with the composition of the target complex, 

C24H37B9P2Pd. The solution i.r. spectrum of the product, 16, confirms the presence 

of borane (vB-H= 2540cm -1 ) and co-ordinated phosphine ( V = 1490 and 

1450cm 1 ). 

The n.m.r. spectra of 16 are consistent with the formation of a closo-

carbainetallaborane. The "B{'H) n.m.r. spectrum (64.210MHz.) contains 5 

resonances in the ratio 1:1:2:2:3, including a relatively high frequency signal at ö 

+9.75p.p.m., which is indicative of a slipped structure 601 . The other resonances 

occur at 8= -0.99, -6.26, -14.05 and -16.00p.p.m. Each signal is a doublet in the 

proton coupled spectrum, with 1JB-H in the range 130 - 147Hz., suggesting coupling 

to terminal hydrogen atoms. The 11 B n.m.r. spectra at higher field (115.546MHz.) 

are better resolved and are shown in figure 4.1. The position of the high frequency 

boron resonance can be compared with that observed for 1. In the palladium species 

this boron nucleus resonates at 8= 9.75p.p.m. compared with 8= 11.00p.p.m. in the 

platinum analogue. This difference would be expected if the palladium species was 

less distorted. However, it is at variance with the other reportedE 601  comparison of a 

carbapalladaborane and a carbaplatinaborane. In this case the high frequency boron 

resonance in 3-dppe-3,1,2-PdC2B9H 11  resonates at 6= 12.77 p.p.m. while that of the 

platinum analogue occurs at 8= 10.32 p.p.m. Once again, this illustrates the danger in 

attempting to relate spectroscopic and structural features. While the chemical shifts 

in 16 and 1 agree with what would be predicted, this may simply be fortuitous. 
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The 31 P( 1 H) spectrum of 16 conSists of a broad envelope centred on 6 -4.65p.p.m 

(see figure 4.2), indicating that the phosphorus environments in the molecule are 

nearly equivalent (probably by rotation about the M-cage bonding). In addition, there 

is a singlet at 6= +35.00p.p.m. corresponding to the phosphorus nucleus of the 

phosphine oxide (Me2PhP=O) (not shown in figure). When the sample is cooled to 

approximately -55°C (218K), the spectrum of 16 is two doublets, centred on 6= 

+4.09p.p.m. and -9.77p.p.m., which show mutual P-P coupling of 2JP-P= 52.9Hz. 

(see figure 4.3). This is consistent with the two phosphorus nuclei being in a cis-

arrangement at a square-planar Pd centre 1411 . The increase in 2JPP on replacement of 

Pt2  with Pd2  has been describedU' °l previously (the value of 2JPP in 1 is <10Hz.). 

The signal indicating the presence of phosphine oxide is also present. 

The 11 B( 1H) n.m.r. spectrum at this temperature is broad and structureless, in the 

range 6 +5 to -35p.p.m., and also has two sharp peaks at 6= -37.22p.p.m. and 

-38.25p.p.m. (see figure 4.4). The proton spectrum at -55°C is dominated by the 

phosphine oxide signal 11111; a doublet at 8= +1.77p.p.m. (2JP-H= 13.011z.) and 2 

multiplets in the phenyl region of the spectrum (centred on 6= 7.53p.p.m. and 

7.73p.p.m.) There are also resonances which can be assigned 1121  to free PMe2Ph (at 

8= 0.8p.p.m.) and the closo- species described above (C-ll at 6= 3.25p.p.m., Ph-H at 

6= 7.22p.p.m. (multiplet) and two doublets corresponding to the methyl protons at 6 

1.06p.p.m. (2JPH= 10Hz) and 1.59p.p.m. (2JPH= 1111z.). 

At elevated temperature (+55°C, 328K) the 31P('H) spectrum contains a singlet at 

8= -4.45p.p.m. indicating that the phosphorus environments have become equivalent, 

on the n.m.r. timescale (in addition to the phosphine oxide signal). The room 

temperature proton spectrum of 16 is second order for the phosphino-methyl protons, 

showing apparent triplets at 8= 1.16 and 1.46p.p.m. with a PJPH + 4JPH I coupling of 

9.811z. (see figure 4.5). 
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Figure 4.2 

31 P{'H} n.m.r. spectrum of 16, 
81.020MHz., 25°C, (298K). 
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Figure 4.4 

"B{'H} n.m.r. spectrum of 16 9  64.210MHz., 
-55°C, (2 18K). 
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Each of these signals integrates for 3 protons. The observed pattern is consistent 

with a cis- arrangement of the phosphine ligands at the metal centret 1131 . The single 

cage C-U resonates at 8= 3.24p.p.m. and there are 3 multiplets arising from the 

phenyl protons, centred on = 7.07, 7.24 and 7.47p.p.m., and a doublet at ö= 

7.35p.p.m. with a coupling constant of 7.1Hz. The combined integral of the signals 

in the phenyl region confirms that there are 10 phenyl protons. The signals 

corresponding to the free phosphine and phosphine oxide are also observed. 

Crystals suitable for an X-ray diffraction study were obtained by slow diffusion of 

n-hexane into a CH 2C12  solution of 16, at -30°C (243K). Two distinct types of 

crystals formed; red hexagons and purple needles. Each of these gave the same lattice 

parameters and data were collected for one of the purple crystals. This was found to 

be isomorphous to 1, so only the positions of the non-hydrogen atoms were 

determined, to enable comparative calculations to be carried out. These suggest that 

the structure of 16 is less distorted, from an idealised icosahedral one, than that of 1. 

The slippage parameter, ,, of 16 is 0.30A (towards B(8)), appreciably less than 

that of 1 (= 0.39A). This is consistent with the ideat 601  that the lower d-p promotion 

energyt 61 1 in the Pd-complex than in the Pt-analogue lessens the unfavourable 

4-electron anti-bonding interaction (involving filled metal xy orbitals and cage 5e' 

(a') orbitals) and, hence, allows a more closed structure to be adopted. The direction 

of the slippage makes an angle of 51.2° with the centroid to B(8) vector (= (Y). The 

value of a in 1 is 35.7° . The related folding parameters are also lower for 16, at 6.15 

and 1.97°, for and 6, respectively (compared with 7.25 and 2.76° in 1). The two 

species are folded about the same axis, which passes through B(4) and C(2). 

Similarly, the rotation of the (P2Pd) fragment about the cage mirror plane is 

comparable with that observed in 1 (37.1 ° and 37.2 °, respectively). The lateral 

movement of the C2B 3  face with respect to the B 5  belt in 16 is 0.07A, similar to the 

value observed in 1 (= 0.09A). 
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The metal-cage connectivities are generally shorter in the palladium complex: 

M-C(1)= 2.530(11) vs. 2.596(10)A, M-C(2) 2.308(12) vs. 2.326(10)A, M-B(4)= 

2.282(13) vs. 2.313(12)A, however, M-B(8) 2.277(14) vs. 2.239(12)A. This latter 

variation may result from the smaller slippage away from B(8) in the palladium 

complex (as may the other observed changes). However, a lengthening of M-ligand 

distances has been previously observed 11141 , on substitution of Pd11  for Pt11 . The 

M-B(7) connectivities are within one standard deviation of each other: Pd-B(7)= 

2.269(13)A, Pt-B(7)= 2.257(12)A. 

The spectroscopic and crystallographic data presented up to this point are 

consistent with 16 being the species 1 -Ph-3 ,3-(PMe 2Ph)2-3, 1 ,2-PdC2B9H10 . 

However, the other available data suggest that formation of this complex does not 

occur in a straightforward manner, and the closo-carbametallaborafle may itself be 

unstable under certain conditions. 

Firstly, it was mentioned that the reaction mixture was dark red whereas the 

chromatographically isolated product was purple. The reaction was repeated and the 

red species isolated by filtration, under an atmosphere of N 2. The n.m.r. spectra were 

recorded and the data indicated the presence of more than one compound. The 

' 1B('H) n.m.r. spectrum contained 16 resonances (see figure 4.6). Some of these 

may be due to 16 (at S (p.p.m.)= 9.43, -1.22, -6.60, -14.89 and -16.45). These 

become doublets on retention of proton coupling, with 1JB-H in the range 

120-145Hz., except for the signal at 5= -6.60p.p.m. which is apparently unperturbed 

(in contrast to the corresponding signal in the spectrum of 16). There are, in addition, 

two more resonances, which arise from boron atoms apparently not bound to protons, 

occurring at S= +8.18p.p.m. and +5.98p.p.m. The other 9 signals all show proton 

coupling. These appear at S (p.p.m.)= -8.44, -9.59, -12.87, -17.92, -20.05, -21.93, 

-32.01, -34.54 and 35•01• The 'JB-H values lie in the range 130-150Hz., except for 

the coupling to the boron atom which resonates at S= -32.01p.p.m. which shows a 
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proton coupling of only 68Hz. This magnitude of coupling suggests that this proton 

may occupy an endo or bridging position. Due to the complexity of the spectrum it is 

not possible to obtain relative integrals. 

The 31P( 1 H) spectrum (see figure 4.7) contains the phosphine oxide resonance at 

8= +35.16p.p.m. In addition, there is a complex, weak pattern at just below Op.p.m. 

This consists of 2 doublets at 6= -1.55p.p.m. and -6.53p.p.m. which possess mutual 

P-P coupling of 65.1Hz. This is consistent with cis- PP coupling at a square-planar Pd 

centre 411 . There is also a sharp singlet at 6= -4.84p.p.m. and several other weaker 

signals. The 'H n.m.r. spectrum of the red material (see figure 4.8) shows evidence 

for the presence of 16 in small quantity- C-U 8= 3.25p.p.m., Me-U 8= 1.16p.p.m. 

and 1.44p.p.m. (2
JP-H= 10.014z.). There is a more intense doublet at 6= 1.73p.p.m. 

(2
JP-H= 13.0Hz), which probably corresponds to the methyl protons in free 

phosphine oxide. The presence of another carbaborane complex, which gives rise to 

a C-U resonance at 8= 2.75p.p.m., is also apparent. The phenyl region of the 

spectrum contains 4 broad multiplets centred on &(p.p.m.) = 7.10, 7.23, 7.51 and 7.70. 

Finally, there is a signal of low intensity, arising from free PMC2Ph (Me-il), at around 

8= 0.8p.p.m. 

From this spectroscopic evidence, it was not possible to determine the composition 

of the red product mixture with any certainty. However, it appears to contain 16 and 

another carbaborane complex, as well as free phosphine oxide and a little 

un-coordinated phosphine. The presence of phosphine oxide in the sample is not easy 

to explain, especially given that only a trace of free phosphine is present and that this 

phosphine is not rapidly oxidised under normal conditions. In solution the mixture 

turns purple with time and even in the solid state, under an atmosphere of dry N21  the 

purple colouration slowly appears. It seems most likely that the red species is a 

reaction intermediate. 
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Figure 4.6 

11 B/' 1 B{'H} n.m.r. spectra of red reaction mixture, 

64.210MHz., 25°C (298K). 
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Figure 4.7 

3 P{ 1 H} n.m.r. spectrum of red reaction mixture, 

81.020MHz., 25°C (298K). 
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Figure 4.8 

'H n.m.r. spectrum of red reaction mixture, 
200.130MHz., 25°C (298K). 
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The reaction was repeated on a number of occasions, but consistent n.m.r. data of 

the product of column chromatography could not be obtained. Often the resonances 

denoting 16 were dominated by another set of peaks and sometimes they were not 

present at all. The 11 B( 1 H} spectrum of this other product contains 7 resonances in 

the ratio 2:1:2:1:1:1:1, at 8 (p.p.m.)= -9.33, -14.45, -16.49, -20.00, -32.07, -33.64 and 

-34.33 (see figure 4.9). The 4 resonances to high frequency show "normal" coupling 

to terminal protons 381  in the proton coupled spectrum with 'JBH in the range 125 - 

155Hz. However, the 3 signals to low frequency give only 4 lines on retention of 

proton coupling. This can be explained if only one of these boron atoms (the one 

which resonates at 8= -33.64p.p.m.) is coupled to a terminal proton with 'JBH= 

145Hz. The other 2 boron atoms could then be coupled only to endo or bridging 

hydrogen atoms ( 1
JBH 64.2Hz., 63.9Hz.). One line from each of these doublets 

overlapping with the other doublet would give rise to the observed pattern and 

intensities. 

The 31 P('H) n.m.r. spectrum of this species (81.020MHz.) consists of 2 

overlapping doublets (in the ratio 1:1), at ö= -6.55p.p.m. and -8.85p.p.m., with mutual 

coupling of 2JPP= 291.1Hz. (see figure 4.10). That this was a genuine coupling was 

confirmed from the spectrum at higher field (145.836MHz.) in which the couplings 

were retained. This magnitude of coupling suggests that there has been a change in 

the ligand arrangement at the metal centre. The coupling is approximately midway 

between that expected for a cis- palladium bis-phosphine species (2JPP circa 

8-80Hz.) and that for the rrans- analogue (2JPP circa 500-800Hz.) 411 . 

The proton spectrum (see figure 4.11) contains a doublet of doublets representing 

the methyl protons at &= 1.77p.p.m. with 2JPH =12.3Hz. and 4JPH= 3.9Hz., 

integrating for 6 protons. 
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Figure 4.9 

1IB/llB{IH} n.m.r. spectra of purple product, 

64.210MHz., 25°C (298K). 
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Figure 4.10 

31P{'H} n.m.r. spectrum of purple product, 

81.020MHz., 25°C (298K). 
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Figure 4.11 

'H n.m.r. spectrum of purple product, 
200.130MHz., 25°C (298K). 
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The C-ll proton resonates at 6= 2.74p.p.m. The phenyl region contains 4 multiplets 

centred on 6= 7.12p.p.m., 7.17p.p.m., 7.23p.p.m. and 7.60p.p.m. In addition there are 

two overlapping doublets of doublets at 6= 7.76p.p.m. with couplings of 12.1Hz. and 

1.6Hz., and at 6= 7.71p.p.m. with couplings of 12.1Hz. and 2.2Hz. The total relative 

integral of the signals in this region suggests that there are 10 phenyl protons. 

Although the 11 B n.m.r. spectra of this species show no evidence for the presence 

of a high frequency boron resonance, the complex is not believed to be simply the 

3,1,11-isomer of 16. This is implied from the low frequency region of the spectrum, 

in which there are two boron resonances which do not couple to a terminal proton, 

but, in each case, couple only to a bridging or endo hydrogen. Further, the 

phosphorus spectrum is not consistent with a cis square-planar palladium centre (as 

the PP coupling constant is too large). 

Attempts to devise a plausible structure, consistent with the observed data, proved 

largely unsuccessful. The metal fragment may contain a third ligand, causing the 2 

phosphines to adopt a more transoid arrangement. There is no evidence for the 

presence of a metal-hydride bond (from 1H n.m.r. or infra-red spectroscopies) 

leaving the most likely candidate to be Cl, which could conceivably have been 

picked up from the solvent. Alternatively, the metal-centre may be 3 co-ordinate 

(Pd°), with the concomitant increase in s-character of the bonding causing the 

observed increase in P-P coupling 11151 . Reduction of the M2  could be related to the 

appearance of O=PMe 2Ph in the sample. The nature of the co-ordination of the metal 

fragment to the cage is not clear. There is no evidence for bridging B-H-Pd linkages, 

which may suggest Pd-B a bonding. It may be helpful if the conditions which favour 

the formation of this species, rather than 16, could be determined. However, other 

than a possible concentration effect, in which 16 is favoured at high concentrations, 

no such conditions were apparent. Indeed, from sample to sample it was not possible 

to predict the nature of the dominant product. 
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Warming a sample (in which this latter species was thought to be the major one) in 

toluene, for 30 minutes leads to a change in the colour of the solution (purple to 

yellow) and some deposition to a black material. The n.m.r. spectra of the isolated 

yellow species indicates that it is essentially similar to the starting complex. The 11 B 

and proton spectra are identical to those of an un-thermolysed sample. However, the 

31P('H) spectrum, as well as containing the signals previously observed, also 

contains an additional singlet at 8 +6.86p.p.m. It was concluded that thermolysis 

does not lead to isomensation. With the complication of the presence of more than 

one carbametallaborane, it is not possible to determine if the failure to isolate a 

3,1,1 1-carbametallaborane, in this case, provides any important data on the factors 

which facilitate low temperature isomerisations in carbaplatinaboranes. 

T12C2B9H9Ph2  and cis-PdCl2(PMe2Ph)2  were mixed in CH2C12  and stirred for two 

hours. The solution turned orange and T1C1 was precipitated. The soluble product 

was separated by column chromatography and the orange mobile band further 

purified by t.l.c. (silica plates, CH 2C12  eluent). There were several mobile bands but 

only was one of sufficient intensity to merit collection- a yellow band at Rr=  0.9. 

This band was removed from the plates with CH 2C12  and yielded a yellow solid, 17, 

on removal of solvent in vacuo. 

The i.r. spectrum confirms the presence of borane (vB-H= 2550cm 4 ). There are 8 

resonances in the "B('H) n.m.r. spectrum of 17, in the range 8= -1.89 to 

-25.70p.p.m. in the ratio 1:1:1:1:1:1:2:1 (see figure 4.12). 
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Figure 4.12 

"B/"B{'H} n.m.r. spectra of 17, 

64.210MHz., 25°C (298K). 
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Each of these signals becomes a doublet in the proton coupled spectrum, with 

'rn-H in the range 125-160Hz. The 31 P( 1 H) spectrum shows that there are two 

phosphorus environments. These give rise to resonances at = -8.31 and -11.61p.p.m. 

and possess mutual P-P coupling of 52.711z. (see figure 4.13). This indicates that two 

types of nuclei are present in one molecule. The 1 H n.m.r. spectrum of a sample of 

17 contains one broad multiplet representing the methyl protons. There are 5 

additional signals corresponding to phenyl protons. Four of these are multiplets 

(centred on ö= 7.16p.p.m., 7.29p.p.m., 7.48p.p.m. and 7.83p.p.m.(weak)), while the 

fifth is a doublet of doublets at ö= 7.03p.p.m. with couplings of 8.2 and 1.2Hz. 

The absence of a high frequency boron resonance in the 11 B n.m.r. spectra 

indicates that the metal-bonded face is not of the C 2B3  type, and the complexity of the 

phenyl region of the proton spectrum, suggests that the carbaborane is asymmetric. It 

is reasonable to assume that the nature of the carbaborane is the same as in the 

analogous platinum species (4) and, therefore, 17 can be formulated as 

1,1 1-Ph2-3,3-(PMe2Ph)2-3,1,1 1-PdC2B91 9 . 

The cyclic voltammetry of the purple species from the previous reaction, and of 17 

were studied. The former is oxidised quasi-reversibly (at 1.16V). This process 

becomes more reversible with increasing scan rate and decreasing temperature. 

There are two further oxidations which are both irreversible, at 1.61V and 1.75V. In 

the reductive range there are two redox processes (see figure 4.14). The one 

occurring at -1.45V is quasi-reversible, whereas the other one, at -1.85V, gives rise to 

a daughter product which is re-oxidised at -0.48V. 17 exhibits two oxidations at 

1.23V and 1.78V. The former of these is quasi-reversible, becoming more reversible 

at low temperature, whereas the latter is irreversible. Comparison of this behaviour 

with that of 4 shows that both exhibit two oxidations but both of these are more facile 

in the platinum-species. No reductions are observed for the purple complex, whereas 

17 has a single irreversible process. 
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Figure 4.13 

31P{'H} n.m.r. spectrum of 17, 
81.020MHz., 25°C (298K). 
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Whereas 17 is analogous to 4 it is clear that 16 behaves differently to 1. Even 

discounting the failure of 16 to form a 33,11-isomer, the presence of another 

accessible carbametallaborane alone represents a significant change in its behaviour. 

As the nature of this other carbametallabOrane could not be ascertained, it was not 

clear which factors were important in its formation. The effect of varying the nature 

of the non-carbaborafle ligand was now studied via the synthesis of complexes 

incorporating the (Pd(1,5-COD)) fragment. 

4.3 Carbaborafle Complexes Containing the {Pd(1,5-COD)} 
Fragment. 

When T12C2B9H10Ph and PdCl2(1,5-COD) were reacted in CH 2C12, a dark red 

soluble product was obtained. After separation from the reaction mixture, this was 

found to consist of a number of species, although microanalysis figures were 

reasonable for the expected composition, C 16H27B9Pd. The constituents were 

separated by t.1.c. (silica plates, 1:1 CH 2Cl2/n-hexane eluent). This revealed 6 mobile 

bands and an immobile one. All the mobile bands were collected although only the 

most intense of these (band A, purple, R f= 0.5) was in sufficient quantity to permit 

satisfactory characterisatiOn. This is described later, but first the minor products and 

the limited spectroscopic data available for them are discussed. 

Band B is dark red with an R f  of 0.6 and shows a B-H stretching band in the i.r. 

spectrum at v= 2530cm 1 , as well as a C-H band at 2860cm 1 . The "B('H) n.m.r. 

spectrum is extremely complex and shows evidence of decomposition during spectral 

accumulation. There are 8 principal resonances in the range 8+20.25 to -16.15p.p.m. 

and also a number of peaks of lower intensity. This decomposition prevented the 

recording of a proton coupled spectrum. The 'H spectrum is poorly resolved. There 

are 3 signals attributable to the COD-CJ 2  protons (6= 2.13, 2.30 and 2.55p.p.m.) 

which are all multipiets. In addition, there is a resonance at 6= 5.75 p.p.m. 
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corresponding to the COD-Cu protons. In the phenyl region of the spectrum there 

are 2 multiplets centred on 5= 7.30 and 7.60p.p.m. The appearance of a high 

frequency boron resonance, coupled with the multiplicity of the COD signals in the 

proton spectrum, implies that the metal fragment is bound to an asymmetric cage 

face. 

At slightly higher R f  value there is a red/green band (band Q. There are two C-H 

bands in the i.r. spectrum of this species, at v= 2900 and 2840cm 1 , and also a B-H 

band at v= 2530cm4 . The "B('H) n.m.r. spectrum contains 9 resonances in the 

range 5= +20.40 to - 14.97p.p.m. Each of these becomes a doublet on retention of 

proton coupling ( 1 JB-H in the range 135-160Hz.), except for the signal at 5= 

+6.73p.p.m., which is unperturbed. The 1 H n.m.r. spectrum contains a broad 

resonance and a multiplet representing COD-CU2 protons. There are 2 broad 

multiplets corresponding to COD-CU protons centred on 5= 5.60 and 5.75p.p.m., 

while the phenyl region contains 2 multiplets. The cage C-U resonates at 5 

4.92p.p.m. From this data it seems that a 3,1,2-framework. may be maintained. 

However, the nature of this species is not clear, in view of the fact that one of the 

boron atoms appears not to be bonded to a hydrogen atom. 

Band D has a slightly higher Rf  value still (0.7). This purple species has 8 signals 

in its B('H) n.m.r. spectrum in the range 5= +20.39 to -17.00p.p.m. (see figure 

4.15). All of these signals become doublets in the proton coupled spectrum (1 JB-H in 

the range 130 to 16011z.) except the one at around 5= 6.7p.p.m. (as observed in the 

spectra of band Q. The i.r. spectrum contains bands at v= 2910cm 1  (C-H) and 

2520cm4  (B-H). 
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Figure 4.15 

11 B n.m.r. spectrum of band D, 
64.210MHz., 25°C (298K). 
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Band E has an R f  value of 0.74 and is yellow, with a B-H band in the i.r spectrum 

at v= 2560cm -1 . The 11 B( 1 H) n.m.r. spectrum is poorly resolved. However, 5 

resonances can be distinguished in the range I= +20.18 to -16.93 and in the ratio 

1:1:3:3:1 (see figure 4.16). It was not possible to obtain a proton coupled spectrum 

nor a 'H spectrum for this species and hence no conclusions can be drawn as to its 

nature. 

Band F is yellow and has an Rf  value of 0.83. The i.r. spectrum contains bands at 

v= 2920cm (C-H) and 2570cm (B-H). There are 9 major resonances in the 

complicated 11 B( 1 H) spectrum, in the range 6= +26.20 to -12.07 and in the ratio 

1:1:1:1:1:1:2:2:1. Each of these shows coupling to a terminal hydrogen atom in the 

proton coupled spectrum ( 1JB-H in the range 140 to 180Hz.). The proton spectrum 

shows no evidence for the presence of COD, but does confirm the presence of cage 

C-H (6= 3.12p.p.m.) and phenyl protons (2 multiplets centred on 6= 7.36 and 

7.70p.p.m.). Bis-carbaborane palladium sandwich complexes, of the type 

[Pd(C2B9H11 )2
], which contain unsubstituted carbaboranes are well documentedt 1061 . 

It is possible that this band corresponds to a phenyl- substituted analogue of this type 

(e.g. Pd(C2B9H10Ph)2). 
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Figure 4.16 

n.m.r. spectrum of band E, 
64.210MHz., 25°C (298K). 
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The major band (A) shows 7 resonances in the "B('H) n.m.r. spectrum in the 

ratio 1:1:1:1:3:1:1 (see figure 4.17). The one at highest frequency, ö +20.06p.p.m., 

can tentatively be assigned to B(8). All the resonances are doublets in the proton 

coupled spectrum with 'rn-H in the range 135-160Hz., indicating that each boron 

atom is bound to a terminal hydrogen atom. The 'H n.m.r. spectrum (see figure 4.18) 

contains 3 multiplets, centred on ö 2.09, 2.30 and 2.54p.p.m., arising from the 

COD-C112 protons. The COD-Cfl protons are denoted by 2 multiplets centred on 5 

4.93 and 5.81p.p.m. The presence of multiple signals corresponding to the COD 

protons suggests that the metal fragment is associated with an asymmetric 

carbaborane. The spectrum also contains a signal which denotes the cage C-H, at S 

4.73p.p.m. Finally, there are two resonances in the phenyl region of the spectrum; a 

multiplet centred on S 7.32p.p.m. corresponding to 3 hydrogen atoms, and a doublet 

of doublets, centred on 5= 7.58p.p.m., integrating for 2 protons, with couplings of 

7.8Hz. and 1.4Hz. The i.r. spectrum (CH 2C12) contains a B-H stretching band at 

25 15cm -1 . The spectroscopic evidence is consistent with the expected species, 

namely 1 -Ph-3-( 1 ,5-COD)-3, 1 ,2-PdC2B9H,0. 

A sample of 18 was suspended in toluene and the mixture warmed at 50°C for I 

hour. There was no apparent colour change so the temperature was inbreased and the 

mixture stirred at reflux temperature for a further 30 mins. During this time some 

decomposition was observed. However, the colour of the remainder of the sample 

was unchanged. The solvent was removed in vacuo to yield a purple/black residue. 

The 11 B ( 1 H} spectrum is almost identical to that of 18 except for the appearance of 2 

new signals, at 3= -10.26 and -12.15p.p.m. These additional resonances perhaps 

indicate some decomposition has occurred. Crucially, however, the high frequency 

resonance, at circa 3= +20p.p.m. is still present, suggesting that the nature of the 

metal-bonded face has not changed. The proton spectrum is identical to that of 18 

confirming that no isomerisation has occurred. 
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Figure 4.17 

"B/"B{ 1 H} n.m.r. spectra of band A (18), 
64.210MHz., 25°C (298K). 
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When T12C2B9H9Ph2 was reacted with PdCl 2(1,5-COD) in CH 2Cl2  a purple 

soluble product formed. This was separated from the reaction mixture by filtration. 

Microanalysis figures were reasonable for the predicted formulation, C 22H31 B9Pd, 

however, t.l.c. indicated the presence of several components. The crude product was 

chromatographed (silica plates/CH 2C12  eluent) to yield 7 bands. Six of these were 

mobile and were recovered while the seventh immobile band was not. The red band 

(band 1), with lowest Rf  (0.51), was the most abundant and full charactensation was 

possible (see later). 

The next band (band 2, orange, R f= 0.56) has 7 resonances in its "B('H) 

spectrum (see figure 4.19). One of these is at relatively high frequency ( 

+14.98p.p.m.). Each of these signals becomes a doublet in the proton coupled 

spectrum with 'JB-H in the range 130 to 16011z. The signals corresponding to the 

COD protons in the 1H n.m.r. spectrum are broad, occurring at 8 2.55p.p.m. for the 8 

Cl2 protons and 8 5.58p.p.m. for the 4 CH protons (see figure 4.20). The phenyl 

region of the spectrum contains 2 signals- a multiplet at ö 7.16p.p.m. representing 6 

protons and a doublet of doublets at 7.41p.p.m. (J= 6.5 and 1.011z.) integrating for 4 

protons. The i.r. spectrum contains a band at v= 2515cm - ' (B-H). 

Band 3 is yellow with an Rf  value of 0.66. In the i.r. spectrum there is a band at v 

2565cm4  (B-H). The "B( 1H) n.m.r. spectrum is complicated, containing 5 bands in 

the range S= -4.22 to -14.99p.p.m. as well as a number of less intense resonances. 

The major signals all show coupling to a terminal proton, in the proton coupled 

spectrum, with 1 JB-H in the range 120 to 160Hz., but for a number of the minor 

bands there is no resolved coupling. The 'H spectrum is poorly resolved. While the 

signals corresponding to the phenyl protons are present (multiplets centred on S= 7.15 

and 7.38p.p.m.) there is no conclusive evidence for the presence of COD. There does 

appear to be some strucwre on the baseline in the relevant regions of the spectrum, 

however. 
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Figure 4.19 

11 B/11 B0H} n.m.r. spectra of band 2, 

64.210MHz., 25°C (298K). 
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At slightly higher R f  value (0.7) a weak red band (band 4) was observed. The i.r. 

spectrum contains a band corresponding the B-H stretch (at 2560cm -1 ). The "B{ 1 H} 

spectrum comprises 8 resonances in the range 8 +25.76 to -27.23p.p.m. (see figure 

4.21). As for the previous band, the spectrum is complicated by the presence of 

several lower intensity signals. More information can be obtained from the 'H n.m.r. 

spectrum (see figure 4.22). This consists of 2 broad resonances arising from the COD 

protons, at S 2.52p.p.m. for the 8 Cj 2  protons and at S 5.52p.p.m. for the 4 CH 

protons. In addition there are 2 multiplets in the phenyl region of the spectrum-

occurring at S 7.17p.p.m. corresponding to 4 protons and at 8= 7.55p.p.m. integrating 

for 6 protons. The appearance of this spectrum suggests that the carbaborane ligand 

is symmetric. 

Band 5 is orange with an Rf  value of 0.78. The i.r. spectrum contains a bands at 

2540cm-1  (B-H). The 11 B( 1 H} spectrum of this species is poorly resolved, but 5 

principal resonances can be distinguished, including a relatively high frequency one 

at 5= +15.56p.p.m. The 1H n.m.r. spectrum contains signals attributable to the COD 

protons, at S= 2.55p.p.m. and 5.56p.p.m. for the CH2  and CH protons, respectively. 

There are also two multiplets which denote the phenyl protons, centred on S= 7.20 

and 7.40p.p.m. Again, these spectra are consistent with the presence of a symmetric 

carbaborane ligand. 

The final minor band collected is pale yellow with an R f  value of 0.89. It has 

bands at v= 2910cm and 2855cm (C-H) and 2570cm 1  (B-H) in its i.r. spectrum. 

The I I B( 1 H) spectrum contains 3 resonances in the ratio 2:4:4, at 8= -1.76, -8.43 and 

-9.73p.p.m., respectively (see figure 4.23). This corresponds to the spectrum of 

1,2-Ph2-cl0s0-1,2-C2B 10H10. The 1H spectrum of band 6 comprises two multiplets 

only, arising from the phenyl protons. The origin of the closo-carbaborane is not 

clear. It may be present as an impurity in the T1 2C2B9H9Ph2  or as a by-product of 

reaction. 
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Figure 4.21 

"B/"B{ 1 H} n.m.r. spectra of band 4, 

64.210MHz., 25°C (298K). 
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Figure 4.22 

'H n.m.r. spectrum of band 4, 
200.130MHz., 25°C (298K). 
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Figure 4.23 

11 B/llB{IH} n.m.r. spectra of band 6, 

64.210MHz., 25°C (298K). 
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The major product (band 1) has a band in the i.r. spectrum (CH 202) at 2515cm4  

(B-H). There are 5 environments in the "B('H) spectrum in the ratio 1:2:2:3:1 (see 

figure 4.24). One of these is at high frequency (8= 25.21p.p.m.), suggesting the 

presence of a C2B 3  metal-bonded face. Further evidence for the 3,1,2-framework is 

provided by the presence of only 5 peaks. Whereas a symmetrically substituted 

carbametallabOrafle would be expected to possess 6 resonances (in the ratio 

1:2:2:2:1:1) when arranged in the 3,1,2-form, as the cage becomes asymmetric (as in 

a 3,1,11-carbametallaborafle) 9 would be expected (although coincidences may 

reduce the number actually observed). These two observations provide compelling 

evidence that, in this case, a complex of the 3,1,2-skeletal isomer has been generated. 

The proton coupled spectrum consists of 5 doublets with 1 JB-H in the range 125 to 

155Hz. The proton spectrum of 19 contains a multiplet at 6 2.52p.p.m. 

corresponding to the 8 COD-CU2 hydrogen atoms (see figure 4.25). The 4 COD-CU 

protons resonate at 6= 5.58p.p.m. and there are two signals in the phenyl region of 

the spectrum. The first of these is a multiplet centred on 6 7.16p.p.m. and represents 

6 protons while the other is a doublet of doublets at 6 7.57p.p.m., integrating for 4 

protons, with coupling constants of 8.1 and 1.1Hz. The presence of only two signals 

in this region suggests that the two phenyl groups are equivalent and hence provides 

further evidence that 19 exists in the 3,1,2-isomeric form. 
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Figure 4.24 

"B/11 B{'H} n.m.r. spectra of band 1 (19), 
64.210MHz., 25°C, 298K. 
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Figure 4.25 

'H n.m.r. spectrum of band 1(19), 
200.130MHz., 25°C (298K). 
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4.4 Crystal Structure Determination of 19. 

In order to confirm the structure of 19 an X-ray crystallographic study was 

undertaken. Single, dark red crystals were obtained by slow diffusion of Et 20 into a 

solution of 19 in CH202, at -30°C (243K). Details of data collection and structure 

refinement can be found in chapter 5. 19 forms discrete, neutral, monomeric 

molecules with no imposed symmetry. Selected bond distances and angles are given 

in tables 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. A perspective view of a single molecule is 

depicted in figure 4.26. This confirms the 3,1,2-architecture of 19. 

Table 4.1 Selected Bond Lengths in 19, A, with Standard Deviations. 

C(1) - 	C(2) 1.521( 4) B(7) 	-B(12) 1.821( 5) 
C(1) -Pd(3) 2.710( 3) B(8) 	- B(9) 1.740( 5) 
C(1) - 	B(4) 1.846( 4) B(8) 	-B(12) 1.754( 5) 
C(1) - B(5) 1.648( 4) B(9) 	-B(10) 1.760( 6) 
C(1) - B(6) 1.704( 4) B(9) 	-B(12) 1.749( 6) 
C(1) -C(11) 1.490( 4) B(10) 	-B(11) 1.806( 5) 
C(2) -Pd(3) 2.669( 3) B(10) 	-B(12) 1.751( 6) 
C(2) - B(6) 1.752( 4) B(11) 	-B(12) 1.791( 5) 
C(2) - B(7) 1.821( 4) C(12) 	-C(13) 1.395( 4) 
C (2) -B (11) 1.671( 4) C (12) 	-C (11) 1.389( 4) 
C(2) -C(21) 1.508( 4) C(13) 	-C(14) 1.377( 5) 
Pd(3) - B(4) 2.177( 4) C(14) 	-C(15) 1.381( 5) 
Pd(3) - B(7) 2.230( 3) C(15) 	-C(16) 1.388( 5) 
Pd(3) - B(8) 2.229( 4) C(16) 	-C(11) 1.393( 4) 
Pd(3) -C(101) 2.302( 4) C(22) 	-C(23) 1.379( 4) 
Pd(3) -C(104) 2.315( 4) C(22) 	-C(21) 1.396( 4) 
Pd(3) -C(105) 2.295( 4) C(23) 	-C(24) 1.384( 5) 
PcI(3) -C(108) 2.229( 4) C(24) 	-C(25) 1.371( 5) 
B(4) - B(5) 1.830( 5) C(25) 	-C(26) 1.396( 4) 

B(4) - B(8) 1.810( 5) C(26) 	-C(21) 1.393( 4) 
B(4) - B(9) 1.823( 5) C(101)-C(102) 1.504( 5) 

B(5) - B(6) 1.727( 5) C(101)-C(108) 1.355( 5) 
B(5) - B(9) 1.798( 6) C(102) -C(103) 1.515( 6) 

B(5) -B(10) 1.770( 6) C(103)-C(104) 1.514( 5) 
B(6) -B(10) 1.753( 5) C(104)-C(105) 1.355( 5) 
B(6) -B(11) 1.790(  C(105)-C(106) 1.506(  
B(7) - B(8) 1.786( 5) C(106) -C(107) 1.508( 7) 

B(7) -B(11) 1.801( 5) C(107)-C(108) 1.510( 6) 
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Table 4.2 Selected Angles, in 19, 0,  with Standard Deviations. 

C(2) - 	C(1) - 8(6) 65.50 (19) 8(4) - 	B(8) - B(9) 61.76(21) 

C(2) - 0(1) 	-C(11) 121.56(22) B(7) - 3(8) -3(12) 61.93(20) 
Pd(3) - 	0(1) - C(2) 72.08 (14) 3(9) - 	8(8)  60.07 (22) 
Pd(3) - 	C(1) - B(4) 53.04 (13) B(4) - B(9) - 3(5) 60.70 (21) 

Pd(3) - 	C (1) -C (11) 104.95(16) B (4) - 3(9) - B (8) 61.01(21) 

B(4) - 	0(1) - B(S) 62.85 (19) 3(5) - B(9) -8(10) 59.65 (23) 
B(4) - 	C(1) -C(11) 117.02 (21) B(8) - B(9) -8(12) 60.37 (22) 

B(S) - 	C(1) - B(6) 62.01(20) 8(10) - 3(9) -3(12) 59.86(23) 

B(S) - 	0(1) -0(11) 121.21(23) B(5) -B(10) - 8(6) 58.70(22) 

3(6) - 0(1) -C (11) 121.69(22) B(S) -B(10) - 3(9) 61.25(23) 

0(1) - 0(2) -Pd(3) 75.07 (14) 8(6) -3(10) -3(11) 60.38 (21) 

C(1) - 	C(2) - 3(4) 40.79(14) 3(9) -B(10) -3(12) 59.76 (23) 
C (1) - 	C(2) - 8(6) 62.28(18) 3(11) -8(10) -8(12) 60.45(22) 

C (1) - C (2) -C (21) 121.S1 (22) C (2) -B (11) - B (6) 60.67(19) 

Pd(3) - C (2) -C (21) 110.64(16) C (2) -8(11) - B (7) 63.12(18) 

3(6) - C (2) -B (11) 63.02(19) 3(6) -B (11) -B (10) 58.36(21) 

B(6) - C (2) -C (21) 115.98(22) B(7) -B(11) -3(12) 60.95(20) 
B (7) - 	0(2) -3(11) 61.90(18) 8(10) -B (11) -3(12) 58.25(22) 
3(7) - 	C (2) -0(21) 119.S1 (21) 8(7) -3(12) - 3(8) 59.89 (20) 
8(11) - 	0(2) -C (21) 11S.55 (22) 8(7) -B (12) -B (11) 59.79 (20) 
0(1) -Pd(3) - 	0(2) 32.84( 	8) 3(8) -3(12) - 	8(9) 59.56(22) 

0(1) -Pd(3) - 	8(4) 42.68 (11) 3(9) -B(12) -8(10) 60.39(23) 
0(2) -Pd(3) - 	B(7) 42.46(10) B(10) -B(12) -B(11) 61.30(22) 
B(4) -Pd(3) - B(8) 48.48 (13) 0(13)  -0(11) 120.5( 	3) 
8(7) -Pd(3) - 	8(8) 47.21(12) 0(12)  -0(14) 120.9( 	3) 
C(101)-Pd(3) -0(104) 77.64 (12)  -0(14) -C(1S) 119.2( 	3) 
0(101) -Pd(3) -C (108) 34.75(13)  -C(1S) -0(16) 120.1( 	3) 
C (104) -Pd(3) -C(105) 34.19(13) C(1S) -0(16) -C(11) 121.4( 	3) 
0(105) -Pd(3) -0(108) 80.65(14) 0(1) -0(11) -0(12) 121.64(24) 
0(1) - 	8(4) -Pd(3) 84.28(16) 0(1) -C (11) -0(16) 120.45(24) 
0(1) - 3(4) - B(S) 53.27(17) 0(12) -C (11) -C (16) 117.9( 	3) 
Pd(3) - B(4) - 8(8) 67.29(16)  -C(22) -0(21) 121.0( 	3) 
B(S) - B (4) - B(9) 58.99(21) C(22) -0(23) -0(24) 120.3( 	3) 
8(8) - B(4) - 8(9) 57.24 (20) 0(23) -0(24) -C(2S) 119.8( 	3) 
0(1) - B(S) - B(4) 63.88 (19)  -C(2S) -0(26) 120.2( 	3) 
C (1) - B(S) - 3(6) 60.58(20) C(2S) -0(26) -C(21) 120.7( 	3) 
3(4) - B(S) - 3(9) 60.31(21) 0(2) -C(21) -0(22) 121.63(24) 
3(6) - B(5) -B(10) 60.17 (22) C(2) -0(21) -0(26) 120.18(23) 

B (9) - B(S) -3(10) 59.10(22) C(22) -0(21) -C(26) 118.01(25) 
0(1) - B (6) - C (2) 52.22 (16) Pd(3) -0(101)-C (108) 69.67(21) 
0(1) - 3(6) - B(S) 57.41 (19) C(102)-C(101)-C(108) 125.6( 	3) 
C (2) - 	B (6) -3(11) 56.30(18) 0(101)-C (102) -C (103) 115.2( 	3) 
B(S) - 8(6) -B (10) 61.13(22) 0(102) -C(103) -0(104) 115.7( 	3) 
3(10) - 	8(6) -3(11) 61.25(21) Pd(3) -0(104) -0(105) 72.10(22) 
0(2) - 	B (7) -Pd(3) 81.75(15) 0(103) -C (104) -0(1OS) 126.5( 	3) 
0(2) - 	B(7)  54.97 (17) Pd(3) -C(105)-C(104) 73.72(22) 
Pd(3) - B(7) - 	B(8) 66.37 (16) C(104)-C(105)-C(106) 123.6( 	4) 
8(8) - 3(7) -3(12) 58.18(20) 0(105) -C (106) -0(107) 116.2( 	4) 
3(11) - 3(7) -3(12) 59.26(20) C(106)-C(107)-C(108) 115.1( 	4) 
Pd(3) - 	8(8) - B(4) 64.23(16) Pd(3) -C(108)-0(101) 75.58(22) 
Pd(3) - 	B(8) - 3(7) 66.42 (16) 0(101) -C(108)-C(107) 126.9( 	3) 
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Figure 4.26 

A Perspective View of 19. 

KrAl 



The palladium atom and the carbaborane cage define a distorted icosahedron. The 

metal vertex is slipped away from the centre of the C 2B 3  face towards B(8) (positive 

slippage), by 0.56A, at an angle of 3.0 0  to the face centroid to B(8) vector (= a). The 

magnitude of slippage () is considerably greater than that observed in the analogous 

complex 3-( 1 ,5-COD)-3, 1 ,2-PdC 2B9H 1  E651  (= +0.24A). In addition, the metal 

bonded face is folded about an axis passing through B(4) and B(7) making folding 

angles of 8.32 and 5.22° for 4) and 0, respectively. Again, these distortion parameters 

are larger than those exhibited by the unsubstituted analogue, which has values of 5.9 

and 4.9°, for 4) and 0. 

Related to the metal fragment slippage is a disparity in the bonding of the C 2B3  

face to the metal atom. The Pd-B distances are similar (Pd-B(4)= 2.177(4), Pd-B(7)= 

2.230(3) and Pd-B(8)= 2.229(4)A) and comparable to those in 

3(1,5COD)-3,1,2-PdC2B9H 11 651  in which the average metal - boron distance is 

2.230A. However, the palladium- carbon distances are significantly longer than those 

in the unsubstituted analogue, with a Pd-C(1) distance of 2.710(3)A and a Pd-C(2) 

distance of 2.669(3)A compared with 2.432(3) and 2.377(3)A. In fact, the Pd-C 

interactions in 19 can be considered to be essentially non-bonding. The distortions 

described up to this point can be attributed to the presence of the two bulky phenyl 

substituents on the cage carbon atoms in 19. This can also account for lengthening of 

the cage C-C distance from 1.495(4)A in 3-(1,5-COD)-3,1,2-PdC 2B9H11  to 1.521(4)A 

in 19. 

A means of describing the conformation of the phenyl substituents in a 

carbaborane was described in section 1.4. To recap 0 	can be defined as the 

average deviation from 	a 900  torsion about the C(1)-C(1 1) (and C(2)-C(21)) 

bonds. In 19 the values of °phy1 are 42.5 and 56.7° for the Cl 1-C16 ring and the 

C21-C26 ring, respectively, with rotation occurring in a conrotatory manner, as 

shown in figure 4.27. 
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Figure 4.27 

Alternative view of 19. 
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The average Ophenyl value (49.6°) is close to the optimum 1431  value at which the 

overall energy in a closo diphenyl-carbaborafle complex is at a minimum (as the 

phenyl substituents are as close to parallel to the C cage Ccage  bond as they can be 

without steric interference causing destabilisation). Thus, the CcageCcage bond length 

is the shortest so far observed in a diphenyl-substituted carbametallaborafle. 

The average substituent elevation angle (X) for the C 2B3  face of 19 is 20.70 , 

indicating bending of the substituents away from the metal centre. One final cage 

distortion can be measured; lateral slippage of the C 2B3  face over the B 5  one (Q). 

This has a value of 0.09A, in the same direction as Ajeading to a slight over-estimate 

of the slippage parameter. 

Co-ordination of an unconjugated diene such as 1,5-COD, to a metal atom can be 

considered as equivalent to co-ordination of the two isolated alkenes. 

The metal-alkene bonds can be described 1161  in terms of a a and a it component. 

The a interaction involves a filled alkene it orbital and an empty metal hybrid orbital. 

The it "back donation" occurs between a filled metal hybrid orbital and a? alkene 

orbital. This bonding scheme, known as the Dewar-Chatt-DunCanSofl model, requires 

the alkene to be perpendicular to the plane of the metal centre and the other ligands. 

Confirmation of the validity of this scheme was provided by a neutron diffraction 

determination of the structure of Zeise's salt, [PtCl3(C2H4)]-K1171. This illustrates 

that, as well as having the alkene at right angles to the plane through the platinum 

atom and the 3 chloride ligands, the alkene is also situated symmetrically about this 

plane (as required for the suggested bonding scheme). 

Back donation into the it alkene orbitals leads to an increase in the C-C bond 

length, in comparison with that observed in the free alkene. In addition, the alkene 

substituents are bent back from the metal 11181. This can be thought of as arising from 

a change in hybridisation at the carbon atoms, from SP2 towards sp3. 



In 19, the 1,5-COD ligand adopts a twist boat (tub) configuration, similar to that 

observed in PdC1 2( 1 ,5-COD) 1191  and 3-( 1,5 -COD)-3 , I ,2-PdC2B9Hjj [651 and to the 

lowest energy configuration of the free diene in the gas phase 1201 . The COD "bite 

angle" is definedt 1191  as the Z1-Pd-Z2 angle, where ZI is the mid-point of the 

C(101)-C(108) bond and Z2 the mid-point of the C(104)-C(105) bond. In 19 the bite 

angle is 83.6° , similar to that measured in PdC1 2(1,5-COD) (= 86.3 °). Hence, the 

geometry at the metal centre can be regarded as pseudo-square planar. The 

metal-COD distances (Pd-Z1= 2.162 and Pd-Z2 2.203A) are significantly longer 

than those observed in PdC1 2(1,5-COD) (2.092 and 2.097A), but similar to those 

found in 3-(1,5-COD)-33,2-13dC213911 11 . This can be rationalised by consideration of 

the donor properties of the non-COD ligands. Whereas Cl -  is a weak it-donor, the 

carbaborane ligands are considered to be weak it-acceptor ligands and hence will be 

in competition with the diene for backdonationt 651 . This leads to shortening in the 

carbon-carbon double bonds in the carbaborane complexes (1.355(5) and 1.360(5)A 

for 3-(1,5-COD)-3,1,2-C 2B9H11  and 1.355(5) for both the double bonds in 19) 

compared with 1.38, 1.39A for PdC12(1,5-COD). 

A number of other parameters have been suggested' 18 ' 91  which quantify the 

distortions of the COD ligand arising from co-ordination to a metal. These have been 

calculated for 19 and are tabulated along with the reported values for 

PdC12(1,5-COD) 11191  and 3(1,5-COD)-3,1,2-PdC 2B9H11 t651 . a is the angle between 

the planes defined by each alkenic carbon atom and its two substituents. For 

example, for the C(101)-C(108) bond a= [C(l01), C(102), H(101)] plane versus 

[C(108), C(107), H(108)] plane. An undistorted olefin will have a value of 0° for a. 

(3 is the angle subtended by the C-C vector and the plane containing an alkenic carbon 

atom and its substituents, and decreases from 90 0  with bending back of substituents 

from the metal centre. 

Three other parameters have been described' 9L However, these have not been 
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rigorously defined so comparisons of calculated and literature values may not be 

valid. Nevertheless, the values have been calculated for 19 and are quoted here for 

completeness. The "twist" distortion is described as the deviation from perpendicular 

of the best plane through the alkene and the metal-alkene mid-point vector via 

rotation about the C-C double bond. This is calculated as 90- ([C(101), C(102), 

H(101), C(108), C(107), H(101)] plane versus [Pd, Zi, Z21 plane)°, where Zi and Z2 

are defined as above. The "torque" is described as rotation of the C-C bond about the 

M-alkene mid-point vector, from the normal perpendicular orientation towards the 

"in-plane" orientation. For the C(lO1)-C(108) bond this was calculated as: 

(90-[Pd-Z1-Z2] plane versus [C(101)-C(108)] vector). The "tilt" is described as the 

deviation from perpendicularity of the C-C bond and the M-alkene mid-point vector. 

This was calculated for the C101-C108 bond as the deviation of the angle 

Pd-Z1-C(101) (or Pd-Z1-C(108)) from 900 

Table 4.3 Distortion Parameters for Pd(1,5COD)-COmPleXeS. 

Non—COD ligand 	
13b 	TWjSta 	T orquea 	Tilta 

2x Cl 	 26,40 79,75; 	2,3 	6,5 	0,0 

71,69 

[C2B9H 11 ] 	 19,19 79,79; 	11,12 	7,4 	1,0 

79,82 

(C2B9H9Ph2 I 	 25,18 76,77; 	4,1 	8,3 	3,1 

82,80 

N.B. All parameters quoted in o. 

a bond 1, bond 2. b alkenic carbons in increasing order of numbering. 

From the above table it can be observed that the C101-C108 alkene is more 

distorted than the C104-C105 alkene. This can be readily observed by inspection of 

figure 4.27,and is best quantified by considering the heights of the 8 COD carbon 

atoms above the best plane through the B 5  girdle, which is assumed to be planar. 

These heights are given in table 4.4. 
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Table 4.4 Heights of COD Carbon Atoms With Respect to B 5  Plane. 

Carbon Atom 	Vertical Height (arbitrary scale) 

101 4.95 
102 6.28 
103 6.28 
104 5.23 
105 4.94 
106 5.64 
107 5.78 
108 4.45 

It can be noted that the COD carbon atoms nearest the carbon atoms of the ligating 

face (C(101)-C(104)) are elevated relative to those nearest the boron atoms. 

Deviation of the C-C double bonds from the parallel to the B 5  belt can be calculated. 

The C(lO1)-C(108) bond is at an angle of 21.6° from the parallel while the 

C(104)-C(105) bond is at an angle of 12.4°. This difference can be related to the 

orientation of the closest cage phenyl substituent. The larger twist is observed for the 

double bond closest to C(1) which bears a phenyl group which is closer to the 

"normal" i.e. closer to perpendicular to the B 5  plane and hence that for which a 

greater steric interaction with the COD ligand would be expected. The ortho 

hydrogen atom in this group (H(1 16)) is in close contact with one of the COD-H 

atoms (H(103)) (see figure 4.28). 

Their separation of 2. 197A can be compared with the sum of the van der Waals 

radii (2 x 1.2A)[641. The substituent on C(2) is twisted away from the COD ligand by 

another circa 14° and this can be correlated with the smaller deviation from the 

predicted orientation of the C(104)-C(105) bond. The closest H...H contact involving 

this ring is between H(216) and H(104) at a distance of 2.320A i.e further apart than 

the closest contact involving the C(11)-(16) ring but still within the sum of the van 

der Waals radii. 
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Figure 4.28 	Interactions of Phenyl-Hs with COD-Hs in 
19. 

Cage BHs removed for clarity. 
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The effect of changing the conformation of the phenyl substituent on the COD 

ligand is further demonstrated by the calculated Pd-Z distances. The Pd-Z1 distance 

of 2.710(3)A is significantly longer than the Pd-Z2 distance of 2.669(3)A, which can 

be correlated with the greater twist and hence lesser steric interaction with the COD 

ligand, involving the phenyl group closest to the latter double bond (i.e. C(21)-C(26) 

lying closer to C(104)-C(105)). 

One final distortion requires comment. The plane through the metal fragment 

(Z1-Pd-Z2) lies at an angle of 74.9° to the cage mirror plane (through B(6) B(8) 

B(10)). A value of 900  would be predicted from E.H.M.O. calculations (see section 

1.4). This magnitude of deviation from the calculated orientation is commonly found-

e.g. for 1,1 -(PMe2Ph)2-2,4-Me2- 1 ,2,4-PtC2C2B9H9  (= lO. l(')Cfl and 

3,3-(PEt3)2-3,1,2-PtC2B9H1 1 (= 13.9c)]. The formation of 19 with a 

3,1,2-architecture may be related to the ability of the metal fragment to adopt an 

orientation close to the predicted one. This seems to be a direct result of the nature of 

the COD ligand, which can distort in order to permit the two phenyl-bearing cage 

carbon atoms to be accommodated on the metal-bonded face. This is apparently not 

possible when the COD ligand is replaced by two phosphorus ligands and hence the 

3,1,11-form is favoured. 

A sample of 19 was suspended in toluene and warmed to circa 50°C (223K). After 

1 hour there was no colouration of the solution so the temperature was raised to 

reflux. The mixture was stirred for 30 minutes, at this temperature, during which 

time the solution turned pale yellow and some black material was deposited. This 

was removed by filtration and the solvent removed from the filtrate in vacuo. The 

11B ( 1H) n.m.r. spectrum of the yellow residue consists of 3 resonances in the ratio 

1:4:5 at ö= +1.07, -5.86 and -14.98p.p.m. (see figure 4.29). There is no longer a high 

frequency resonance present indicating that there has been a change in the nature of 

the metal-bonded face. The proton coupled spectrum consists of 3 doublets with 
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'JB-H in the range 140 to 155Hz., indicating that each boron atom is bonded to a 

terminal hydrogen atom. The proton spectrum (see figure 4.30) is more complex than 

that of 19. There are 3 multiplets corresponding to the COD-C11 2  protons, centred on 

= 2.07, 2.34 and 2.63p.p.m. in the ratio 4:2:2. In addition, there are two signals 

denoting the COD-Cj protons in the ratio 2:2. The phenyl region of the spectrum 

contains 2 signals; a multiplet centred on S= 7.21p.p.m. and integrating for 6 protons 

and a doublet of doublets at 8= 7.40p.p.m. integrating for 4 hydrogen atoms (J= 8.2, 

1.4Hz.). The multiplicity of the signals corresponding to the COD protons provides 

further evidence that the carbaborane has become asymmetric. If it is assumed that 

any isomensation would be of a similar nature to that discussed in the previous 

chapters then the thermolysis product can tentatively be formulated 

1,11 -Ph 2-3-( 1 ,5-COD)-3, 1,1 1-PdC2B9H9 . 
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Figure 4.30 

'H n.m.r. spectrum of product of thermolysis 
of 19, 200.130MHz., 25°C (298K). 
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4.5 Carbaborane Complexes Containing the {Pt(1,5-COD)} 
Fragment. 

The behaviour of the complexes containing the (Pd(l ,5-COD)) fragment is unique 

amongst the ML2-complexes so far discussed. Of particular interest is the failure of 

18 to isomense at elevated temperatures and also the formation of 19 with a 

3,1,2-framework. It may be that these apparent anomalies result from the ability of 

the COD ligand to distort and hence permit a stable orientation of the metal fragment 

with respect to the ligated carbaborane cage. However, the nature of the metal may 

also be important. Although Pd2  and Pt2  have approximately the same radius, 

bonding at palladium involves 4d orbitals whereas that involving platinum involves 

5d orbita1s' 7 . This may be significant in stabilising the palladium species. To probe 

this, the carbaborane complexes incorporating the (Pt(1,5-COD)) fragment were 

prepared in order to compare their behaviour with the palladium analogues. 

T12C2139H 10Ph and PtC12(1,5-COD) were mixed in CH 2C12  and stirred at room 

temperature. After two hours a soluble red product and TIC1 had been formed. The 

latter was removed by filtration and the solvent removed from the filtrate in vacuo to 

yield a red/brown residue. This was chromatographed (silica plates, 2:1 

CI-12C12/n-hexane eluent). There were several mobile bands, but only two were of 

sufficient intensity to merit collection. The less intense of these was a rust-coloured 

band at Rf= 0.95. The 11 B( 114) n.m.r. spectrum of this species contains 6 bands in 

the ratio 1:2:2:1:1:2, and includes a high frequency resonance at S -+-12.90p.p.m. 

Each one becomes a doublet in the proton coupled spectrum ('JB-H in the range 135 

to 165p.p.m.) indicating that there is a terminal hydrogen atom bound to every boron 

atom. There are also several less intense signals present. There is tentative evidence 

for the presence of co-ordinated COD in the 1H n.m.r. spectrum. This takes the form 

of some structure on the baseline at approximately 8= 2.1, 2.4, 4.5 and 5.3p.p.m. The 

phenyl protons give rise to two multiplets centred on 8=7.17 and 7.40p.p.m. 
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The major band separated by chromatography was yellow with an R f  value of 

0.85. The "B('H) n.m.r. spectrum consists of 8 resonances (see figure 4.31). The 

one at highest frequency, at S= +10.26p.p.m., integrates for 1 boron atom and 

displays coupling to the platinum nucleus ('J' 95Pt-P= 300Hz.). The chemical shift of 

this resonance can be compared with that of the corresponding resonance in the 

palladium analogue (18) (= 20.06p.p.m.). This is contrary to what would be 

predicted if the correlation between chemical shift of the high frequency boron 

resonance and slippage of the metal fragment is considered (see section 3.13). The 

other signals arising from 20 are in the range 8= -1.62 to -16.44p.p.m. and in the ratio 

1:1:2:1:1:1:1. The proton coupled spectrum contains 8 doublets with 'JB-H in the 

range 140 to 175Hz. The 'H spectrum (see figure 4.32) contains 2 multiplets 

corresponding to COD-Cjj 2  protons (centred on & 2.11 and 2.53p.p.m.) which have a 

total integral of 8 protons. The 4 COD-CH protons give rise to two multiplets which 

appear at & 4.58 and 5.42p.p.m. There are also two multiplets in the phenyl region of 

the spectrum (centred on & 7.23 and 7.34p.p.m.) corresponding to 5 protons. The 

n.m.r. data strongly suggest that this species is the desired product; namely 

1 -Ph-3-( 1 ,5-COD)-3, 1 ,2-PtC2B9H10, 20. The identity of the other species is unclear 

but the complexity of the 11 13 spectra suggests that it may be prone to decomposition. 

In addition, the absence of any resolved Pt-B coupling implies that it is not a slipped 

carbametallaborane. 
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A sample of 20 was suspended in toluene and stirred at reflux temperature for 30 

minutes. There was no apparent colour change and removal of the solvent in vacuo 

yielded a yellow residue. The "B('H) n.m.r. spectrum contains 8 resonances which 

can be attributed to 20, including a high frequency signal at 6 10.34p.p.m. which 

shows coupling to the 195pt nucleus. There are also several other resonances, at &= 

-3.56, -6.37, -15.20, -17.54 and -19.62p.p.m., which are not associated with 20. All 

the signals become doublets in the proton coupled spectrum with 1 JB-H in the range 

130 to 160Hz. The proton spectrum contains 6 multiplets centred on 6= 2.73, 3.27, 

4.59, 5.40, 7.18 and 7.35p.p.m. It was concluded that thermolysis of 20 'did not lead 

to isomerisation, but rather to a degree of decomposition. 

T12C2B9H9Ph2  and PtC1 2(1,5-COD) were mixed in CH2C12  and stirred together for 

two hours. The solution was passed through a column (aluminaICH 2Cl2) and the 

orange, mobile band collected. The solvent was removed in vacu.o to yield an orange 

solid, 21. The 11 B('H) n.m.r. spectrum of this species contains 9 resonances in the 

range 6= -1.72 to -17.80p.p.m. each of which integrates for one boron atom. The 

proton coupled spectrum has 9 doublets with 'JB-H in the range 135 to 160Hz., 

indicating that each boron atom is bound to a terminal hydrogen atom. The 'H n.m.r. 

spectrum contains 2 multiplets denoting the COD-Cj2  protons (centred on 6 2.21 and 

2.60p.p.m.) and 3 corresponding to the COD-Cu protons, centred on 65.02, 5.16 and 

5.26p.p.m. There are 2 signals in the phenyl region of the spectrum; two multiplets 

centred on 6 7.24 and 7.50p.p.m., and a doublet of doublets at 6= 7.38p.p.m. with 

couplings of 8.1 and 1.4Hz. The complexity of this spectrum indicates that the 

carbaborane is no longer symmetric. Coupled to this, the absence of a high frequency 

resonance in the 11 B n.m.r. spectrum suggests that a polytopal rearrangement has 

occurred. Assuming that this is of a similar nature to those previously observed, then 

21 can be formulated 1,11 -Ph 2-3-( 1 ,5-COD)-3,1 ,11 -PtCBH 9 . 

The formation of 21 with a 3,1,1 1-framework while 19 is stable in the 3,1,2-form 
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and requires heat to force isomerisation is consistent with previous observations that 

second row transition metal carbaborane complexes are more stable to rearrangement 

than their third row analogues. Thus, the complex 871  

[N(PPh3 )2
] [1 ,2Me23-(113-C3H5)3,3(C0)2-3,l ,2-WC 2B9H9] 

reacts with aqueous HI 

and CO to form the 2,1,8 species 

[N(PPh3)2] [1 ,8-Me2-2-I-2,2,2-(CO)r 2, 1 ,8-WC2B9H9], in quantitative yield at room 

temperature. However, the Mo-2,1,8 analogue is formed only after prolonged reflux 

of the 3,1,2- (Mo(CO) 41) carbaborane, in CH2C12. In third row complexes the 

bonding interactions involve metal 5d orbitals, compared with metal 4d orbitals in 

second row complexes. It may be that the better energy match of the 4d orbitals with 

the cage orbitals leads to the formation of a more closed icosahedral structure. In the 

case of d8  metal complexes the unfavourable 4-electron interaction between the metal 

xz and cage 5e' orbitals may be the dominant effect. The d-p transition is of lower 

energy for second than for third row metals 611  and d-p mixing allows a more closed 

structure to be adopted. 

However, previously it was suggested that the facile isomerisations observed were 

the result of unfavourable steric interactions involving the metal fragment and cage 

substituents. On this basis, carbapalladaboranes, with relatively more closed 

structures and hence more steric crowding at the metal-bonded face, would be 

predicted to isomerise more readily than their platinum analogues. These two 

apparently contradictory ideas can be reconciled as follows. Given that, for whatever 

reason, second-row transition-metal carbametallaboranes are more stable to polytopal 

isomerisation than their third-row analogues, then, even if the palladium carbaborane 

complex is destabilised to a greater extent, by interaction of the metal-fragment and 

the cage-phenyl groups, then the barrier to isomerisation may still be higher than that 

experienced by the platinum anologue. 
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The electrochemistries of 18-21 have been studied and the results are tabulated 

below. 

Redox Properties of 18, 19, 20 and 21. 

Compound 	E 1 /V(OXid. Range) 

18 	 +1.67(1) 

19 	 +1.66(1) 

20 	 +1.78(i) 
+1 .97 (i) 

21 	 -t-1.69(qr) 
(r.w. at +1.39) 

Eia/V(Red. Range) 

-o . 98 (qr) 
-1.70(1) 
-o . 89 (qr) 
-1.57(1) 
-1.59(i) 
-1.99(i) 
-o . 63 (qr) 
-1.55 (qr) 
(r.w. at -1.20) 

j=irreversible, qr= quasi-reversible (reversibility criteria are outlined in chapter 5). 

r.w.= return wave. All voltammograms are recorded in CH 2C12/0.5M[Bu4N] +1BF4], 

at 298K, versus Ag/AgC1. 

Firstly, comparing 18 with 19, each shows a single irreversible oxidation at similar 

potential. In addition, there are two reductions of each species, those for 19 being 

easier than those for 18. This is consistent with the expected effect of the addition of a 

second electron-withdrawing phenyl-substituent in 19. Similarly, 20 and 21 each 

show 2 reductions with those of the diphenyl-substituted analogue easier. 20 has 2 

oxidations while 21 shows only one. If the Pt and Pd-analogues are compared all the 

redox processes are more facile in 18 than in 20. In contrast, the oxidative process 

and the second reductive process occur at similar potential in 19 and 21. However, 

the first reduction of 21 is easier than the corresponding process in 19. 

Unfortunately, there is insufficient data available for the nature of these processes to 

be ascertained. 
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4.6 Conclusions. 

The bis-(phoshine) carbapalladaboraneS, 16 and 17, form in an analogous manner 

to their platinum equivalents. The structure of 16 is less distorted than that of 1 as 

would be predicted. However, there is another stable carbametallaborafle, related to 

16, which is readily formed. This does not appear to be the 3,1,11-isomer of 16, 

however, although it is stable to thermolysis. 17 is isolated only in the 3,1,1 1-form, 

similar to 4. 

The mono-phenyl carbaborane complex incorporating the (Pd( 1,5-COD)) 

fragment is formed as the 3,1,2-skeletal isomer but is stable to rearrangement up to 

110°C. The Pt analogue is also stable to isomerisation and is isolated only in the 

3,1,2-form. Similarly, the di-phenyl carbaborane complex exists in this form and, 

thereby, provides the only reported example of an (ML 2 } complex in which the 

carbaborane contains two cage carbon atoms which are adjacent on the polytopal 

surface. The structure of this species, 19, shows that the COD ligand distorts to allow 

the (MIL2 ) fragment to adopt close to its lowest energy orientation with respect to the 

ligated carbaborane face, in spite of the presence of 2 phenyl substituents on the cage 

face. At elevated temperature the 3,1,11-form is generated. The Pt analogue exists 

only as the isomerised form, indicating that the nature of the metal atom is also 

important in determining the stability of the skeletal isomers. 

The ability of the COD ligand to distort appears to stabilise the 

carbametallaborafles described. Thus, 18 and 20 are stable to isomerisation whereas 

no complex incorporating an angular (less flexible) {MP 2 ) (P= alkyl and/or aryl 

phosphine) is formed under similar conditions. 19 is stable in the 3,1,2-form 

(although steric crowding between the cage phenyl groups and the metal fragment 

leads to rearrangement at 110°C) while the Pt analogue, 21 is not, illustrating the 

general enhanced stability of second row transition metal carbaborane complexes, to 

skeletal isomerisation, relative to their third row analogues. 
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Chapter 5. 

Experimental. 

Introduction. 

This chapter outlines the experimental procedures employed in the work described 

in chapters 2-4. Section A details the syntheses of the complexes and the analytical 

data obtained. In section B the crystallographic techniques utilised in the 

determination of the structures of compounds 1,4 and 19 are described along with the 

partial determination of the structure of 16. Section C covers the methodology of 

E.H.M.O. calculations and includes tables of the atomic co-ordinates used in the 

calculations discussed in chapter 2. In section D the basic electrochemical techniques 

which were used are outlined. 

Section A Synthesis and Analysis. 

5.1 General Methods and Starting Materials. 

All the reactions described were carried out under an atmosphere of dry 

oxygen-free nitrogen, using standard Schlenk techniques. Some subsequent 

manipulations were carried out in air. Preparations involving Ti-salts were carried out 

in foil-covered vessels. Dichloromethafle was pre-treated with KOH pellets and 

n-hexane with Na wire. These were then distilled over Call2  and Na wire, 

respectively, under N 21 
 immediately prior to use. Diethyl-ether was dried with Na 

wire. Microanalyses were carried out by the departmental service (when available). 

Infra-red spectra were recorded as solutions, in CaF 2  cells, on a Perkin-Elmer 598 
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double-beam spectrophotometer. A reference cell containing the relevant solvent was 

placed in the second beam and the difference spectrum recorded. N.m.r. spectra were 

recorded using the following spectrometers: Varian VXR-600 ("B, "Bf'HD,  Bruker 

WH-360 ("B, "B('H)), Bruker WP-200 ("B, "B('H),  31 P('H) and 'H) and Jeol 

FX-90 (31P( 1 H)). Chemical shifts are quoted relative to external standards: BF 3 .OEt2  

("B), 85% H3PO4  (31 P) and SiMe4  ('H), with positive shifts to high frequency. FAB 

mass spectra (described in text) were recorded of samples suspended in a liquid 

matrix (of 3-NOBA) by the departmental service. 

The complexes 11 2C2B9H 1 Ph and T12C9H9Ph2  were prepared by the methods 

developed by the author's research groupE 491 . 	cis-PtCl 2(PMe2Ph)21731 , 

cis-PtCl2(PEt3)211 221, cis-PtC12(PPh3)2 [1231 9 cis-PtC12(P(p-tol)3)21' 2411 

trans-PtC12(PCy3)21' 251, PtC12( I ,5-COD) 181  and PdC12( 1,5-COD) 1 ' 1  were prepared 

using literature methods and their identities confirmed by 31P n.m.r. 

spectroscopy[ 124,128,1291 and microanalysis. The complexes cis-PtCl 2(PMe3 )2  & 

cis-PtC12(P(OMe)3)2  were prepared by displacement of (1,5-COD) from the complex 

PtC12(1,5-COD), in an appropriate solvent. These were readily identified by 31P 

n.m.r. spectroscopy. Attempts to prepare PtCl 2dppe by the method of Cavinato and 

Toniolo' 1301, from H2PtC16 , gave a species with an anomalously low value of 

'JPt-P 131 . The microanalysis figures obtained were consistent with the expected 

formulation, however, it was believed that the Magnus saltt 1321  

([PtC141 2 [Pt(dppe)2] 21 may have been formed. This was heated at reflux 

temperature in 1:1 EtOH/2M HC1 for approximately 1 hour. The white precipitate 

which formed on cooling the solution was isolated by filtration and thoroughly 

washed with water, EtOH and Et20. A 31 P( 'H) n.m.r. spectrum confirmed this to be 

the molecular species. The complex cis-PdC1 2(PMe2Ph)2  was prepared from 

PdC12(1,5-COD) and its identity established by n.m.r. spectroscopy. 
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5.2 
1Ph393(PMe2Ph)2 3,1,2-PtC2B9HiO, 1. 

T12C9B9H 10Ph (0.50g. 0.81mmol.) and cis-Pt(PMe 2Ph)2C12  (0.33g, 0.60mmol.) 

were mixed in de-gassed CH2C12(15cm3), in a foil covered vessel, at -196°C (77K). 

The mixture was allowed to warm to room temperature and stirred for 2 hours. 

During this time the solution turned orange and 710 was precipitated. This was 

allowed to settle and the supernatant removed by pipette. It was concentrated to circa 

5cm3  and chromatograPhed on an alumina column (Brockman activity 2, pre-washed, 

2C'2  eluent). A fast moving orange band was collected and this afforded an 

orange-red solid on removal of solvent in vacuo.. Recrystallisation from 

at 	-30°C 	(243K), 	yielded 	orange-red 	crystals 	of 

1 -Ph-3,3-(PMe2Ph)2-3, 1 ,2-PtC2B9H 10  (0.27g, 65%). 

Microanalysis: Caic. for C 24H37B9P2Pt1  m.wt. 679.9, 42.4%C 5.44%H. Found 

41.6%C 5.52%H. 

I.r.(CH2C12): v= 25 30cm 1 (B-H), 1490cm 1  (broad, PMe2Ph). 

N.m.r.(CDC13): 11 B( 1H) ö(p.p.m.)= +11.00 (lB. 1 J195Pt-B= 225Hz), -2.46 (1B), 

-4.36 (1B), -7.01 (1B), -14.82 (3B), -18.51 (1B) and -20.35 (1B). 

31P( 1H) Ei= - 12.09p.p.m.('J 195Pt-P 3280Hz.) 

1H ö(p.p.m.)= 1.71p.p.m. (broad, Me-fl), 3.60 (broad, cage C-fl), 7.20 and 7.50 

(complex multiplets, Ph-fl). 
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5.3 Thermolysis of (1)- Method (a). 

A sealed n.m.r. tube containing a sample of 1, in CDC1 31  was placed in a flask of 

water maintained at +55°C (328K), for 15 days. During this time the sample became 

pale yellow and the small amount of suspended 1 dissolved. 

N.m.r.(CDC1 3): 11 B( 1 H) ö(p.p.m.)= -6.21 (1B), -8.48 (1B), -17.60 (1B), -20.00 

(1B), -21.87 (3B), -24.12 (1B), -25.49 (1B). 

31P('H) 8= -14.47p.p.m ('J 195Pt-P 3327Hz., major product) and -15.30p.p.m., 

1 J195PtP= 3228Hz., minor product). 

'H (major product (2) first) 8(p.p.m.) 2.74, 2.20 (broad, cage C-j), 7.05, 7.38 

and 7.18, 7.52 (complex multiplets, Ph -H), 1.70p.p.m (broad, Me-H). 

5.4 Thermolysis of 1- Method (b). 

A sample of 1 (0.25g. 0.04mmol.) was dissolved in toluene (15cm 3) and stirred at 

reflux temperature for 30 minutes. During this time the solution lightened. The 

solvent was removed in vacuo to yield a pale yellow residue which was dissolved in 

CFI2C12  (5cm 3) and chromatographed on silica plates (pre-washed, CH 2Cl2  eluent). 

The yellow band at highest R f(= 0.85) was collected using CH 202  and afforded a 

pale yellow solid on removal of solvent in vacuo. 

I.r. (CH2Cl2): v= 2905cm 1  and 2845cm 1  (C-H) 2555cm 1  (B-H) and 1450cm' 

(broad, PMe2Ph). 

N.m.r. (CDCI3): 31P( 1 H} -14.53p.p.m. ('P95Pt-P 3327Hz., 2) and -15.37p.p.m. 

( 1J' 95Pt-P 3255Hz., 3). 
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IH 8 (p.p.m.) 2.68 (broad, cage C -li), 7.51, 7.37, 7.18 and 7.13 (complex 

multiplets, Ph-if), 1.68 (broad multiplet, Me -th and 0.86 (Me-li, free PMe 2Ph). 

5.5 Thermolysis of (1)- Method (c). 

A sample of 1 (0.25g. 0.04mmol) was dissolved in decalin (decahydranaPhthalefle) 

(15cm3), and stirred at reflux temperature for 30 minutes, during which time the 

solution lightened and a dark orange solid precipitated. The mixture was allowed to 

cool and was filtered. The solvent was removed from the filtrate yielding a yellow 

residue (X). The precipitate was washed with Et 20 and dried in vacuo, to yield an 

orange solid (Y). 

I.r.(CH2C12): (X) v= 2920cm 1  and 2845cm- ' (C-H), 2560cm - ' (B-H) and 

1450cm 1  (broad, PMe2Ph). 

(Y) v= 2910cm 1  and 2850cm 1  (C-H), 2550cm4  (B-H), 1450cm (broad, 

PMe2Ph). 

N.m.r.(CDC13): 
(X) "B('H} Broad structureless envelope in range 8= -0.68 to 

-28. 14p.p.m. 

31P( 1H} +35.15p.p.m. (=OPMe2Ph). 

'H 6 (p.p.m.)= 7.70 (multiplet, Ph-il), 7.52 (broad, Ph -il) and 1.97 (broad, Me-li). 

(Y) 11B('H} Broad envelope in which 10 signals distinguishable at 8(p.p.m.) 

-4.57, -7.03, -9.30, -9.97, -14.07, -15.23, -18.80, -20.63, -23.00 and -24.34. 

31p('H) -15.44p.p.m. ('J 195Pt-P= 3219Hz., 3), -14.53 ('J' 95Pt-P= 3316Hz., 2) and 

+35.53p.p.m. (0=PMe2Ph). 

'H S (p.p.m.)= 2.70 (broad, cage C -fl), 1.70 (broad, Me-fl), 7.20, 7.37 and 7.70 
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(multiplets, Ph-li). 

5.6 
1,11Ph2 3,3(PMe2Ph)2-3, 1 ,l 1-PtC 2B9H9, 4. 

TI2C2B9H9Ph2 (0.50g, 0.72mmol.) and cis-Pt(PMe 2Ph)2C12  (0.30g, 0.55mmol.) 

were mixed in degassed CH 2C12  (15cm3), at -1960  (77K). The mixture was allowed to 

warm to room temperature and was stirred for 2 hours. During this time the solution 

turned orange and TIC1 was precipitated. This was allowed to settle and the 

supernatant was removed by pipette, concentrated to circa 5cm3 , and 

chromatographed (alumina column, Brockman activity 2, pre-washed, CH 2C12  

eluent). A fast moving yellow band was collected and afforded a yellow solid on 

removal of solvent in vacuo. On some Occasions, further chromatographic 

purification was required in the form of preparative t.l.c. (silica plates, prewashed, 

CH2C12  eluent). The yellow band with highest Rf(= 0.9) was collected using CH 202  

and this afforded a yellow solid on removal of solvent in vacuO. Two further bands 

at lower Rf  values were also present but these were not collected. Recrystallisation of 

the yellow product at -30°C (243K), from CH 2C12/n-hexane, yielded yellow crystals 

(0.23g, 55%). 

Microanalysis: Calc. for C30H41B9P2Pt , m.wt.= 756.0, 47.7%C 5.42%H. Found 

47.0%C 5.81%H. 

I.r.(CH2C12): v= 2550cm' (B-H) and 1480cm' (broad, PMe2Ph). 

N.m.r.(CDC13): 11 B('H) (Varian VXR-600, 192.630MHz.) ö(p.p.m.)= -3.81 (2B), 

-6.52 (1B), -8.41 (1B), -12.43 (1B), -13.16 (1B), -14.69 (1B), -17.55 (1B) and -22.48 

(1B). 

31p('H) 8= -14.94p.p.m. (1 J195Pt-P= 3257Hz.). 
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1 H 6(p.p.m.)= 7.50 (complex multiplet, Ph-Li), 7.10 (complex multiplet, Ph-il) and 

1.60 (broad complex multiplet, Me -li). 

5.7 1-Ph-3,3-(P(OMe) 3)2-3,1,2-PtC 2B9H 1 0, 5. 

In a similar manner to the synthesis of 1, TI 2C2B9H10Ph (0.50g, 0.81mmol.) was 

allowed to warm together with cis-PtC1 2(P(OMe)3)2 (0.31g, 0.60mmol.), in degassed 

CFI2C12  (15cm -3). The mixture was stirred for 2 hours at room temperature, during 

which time the solution became yellow and T1C1 was precipitated. Column 

chromatography (aluminaJCH2Cl2) and collection of the mobile yellow band yielded 

a yellow solid on removal of solvent in vacuO (0.20g, 55%). 

I.r.(CH2C12): v= 2540cm (B-H), 1175cm -1  and 1040cm 1  (P(OMe) 3). 

N.m.r.(CDC1 3): "B ('H) 3(p.p.m.)= 8.97 (lB. 1J195Pt-P= 260Hz.), -3.25 (1B), 

-5.40 (2B), -12.81 (2B), -13.75 (1B), -18.89 (1B) and -21.61 (1B). 

31P( 1 H) 3= 104.95p.p.m. ('J195Pt-P= 5478Hz.) 

3 (p.p.m.)= 3.53 (OMe-H, second order pattern- apparent triplet 3JP-H= 

12.6Hz., 18H), 4.21 (cage C-H, broad, 1H), 7.48 (Ph-H, doublet, 3JH-H = 6.6Hz., 2H), 

7.15 (Ph-H, multiplet, 3H). 

5.8 Thermolysis of 5. 

A sample of 5 (0.10g. 0.28mmol.) was heated in toluene (15cm 3) at reflux 

temperature, for 30 minutes. During this time the solution lightened. Removal of the 

solvent in vacuo yielded a pale yellow residue. 

N.m.r.(CDC13): "B{ 1H) 6(p.p.m.)= -5.65 (3B), -9.80 (1B), -16.22 (1B), -19.28 

(2B) and -20.53 (2B). 
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31P( 1 H) 6= 114.99p.p.m. ('J 95Pt-P= 5388.6Hz.) 

'H Two sets of peaks-in approximate ratio 2:1. Major isomer first. 6(p.p.m.)= 

3.71 (second order signal- apparent triplet, OMe -il, 3JP-H= 12.6Hz.), 3.15 (second 

order signal- apparent triplet, OMe-i:i., 3JP-H= 17.0Hz.), 2.82 and 1.83 (broad, cage 

C-il), (7.41 and 7.13) and (7.44 and 7.21) (multiplets, Ph-il). There are also 2 6-line 

signals in the ratio 1:1, at 1.40 (J= 7.2Hz) and 1.59 (J 7.3Hz.) and a triplet at 0.98 

(J= 7.1Hz) which were not assigned. 

5.9 
1,11 Ph2-3,3-(P(OMe)3)2-3,l,l 1-PtC 2B9H9, 6. 

'2C2B9H9' 2  (0.50g, 0.72mmol.) and cis-PtCl2(P(OMe)3)2 (0.29g, 0.56mmol.) 

were allowed to react in a similar manner to that described above. An orange soluble 

product was formed along with TICI. Purification was effected by column 

chromatography (alumina, pre-washed, CH 2C12  eluent). An orange mobile band was 

collected and this yielded an orange solid residue on removal of solvent in vacuo 

(0.16g, 48%). Subsequent spot t.l.c. of this residue indicated that it either contained 

more than one species or was unstable in the solvents employed. However, a solvent 

mixture, which could satisfactorily effect separation of the constituents, could not be 

found and, hence, the spectra of the crude product, 6, were recorded. 

I.r.(CH2C12): v= 2535cm -' (B-H), 1170cm 1 , 1110cm 1  and 1010cm (all 

P(OMe)3). 

N.m.r.(CDCI 3) ' 1 B('H} 6(p.p.m.)= -5.70, -7.80, -9.60, -14.31, -16.03, -18.03, 

-20.85, -32.59 and -35.05 (each 1B). 

31 P('H) 6(p.p.m.) 	114.54 ('J 195Pt-P 5331.1Hz.) and 114.22 ( 1 J195Pt-P= 

5320.1Hz., 2W-P 26.3Hz.). 
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1 H (p.p.m.)= 3.75 (complex second order pattern, OMe-H), 3.54 (doublet of 

doublets, 3JP-H= 18.31-1z., 4J' 95Pt-H= 6Hz.), 6.91, 7.04 and 7.20 (all multiplets, 

Ph-H), 7.46 (doublet of doublets, 31H-H= 8.21-1z., 4JH-H= 1.7Hz., Ph-H) and 7.55 

(second order signal, Ph-H). 

5.10 1Ph3,3-(PMe3)2-3,1,2-PtC 2B9H 1o, 7. 

Similarly, T12C2B9H10Ph (0.50g. 0.81mmol.) was mixed with cis-PtC1 2(PMe3)2  

(0.25g. 0.6mmol.) in CH2C12  at -196°C. The mixture was allowed to warm to room 

temperature and stirred for two hours, during which time the solution became 

orange/red and grey insoluble T1C1 formed. The solution was concentrated to circa 

5cm3  and chromatographed (alumina/CH 2C12). A dark orange mobile band was 

collected which afforded a rust/orange coloured solid on removal of solvent in 

vacuo. Spot t.1.c. of this residue indicated that it contained more than one 

component, so the bulk was re-chromatographed (aluminal75:25 CH 2C12/n-hexane). 

Two bands were collected- a fast moving yellow band and a rust coloured band. The 

latter of these was found to contain at least 5 constituents, but in amounts too small to 

permit isolation. The yellow band yielded a yellow solid which afforded yellow 

crystals from CH 2C12/Et20 (0.13g. 40%). 

I.r.(CH2Cl2): v= 3850cm' (C-H), 2510cm 1  (B-H), 1450cm 1  and 1375cm4  (both 

PMe3). 

N.m.r.(CDC13): B( 1H)8(p.p.m)= +11.51 (lB. 'JPt-P= 270Hz.), -2.90 (1B), 

-4.97 (1B), -7.87 (1B), -14.61 (3B), -18.37 (1B) and -21.66 (1B). 

31P( 1H} 8= -42.79p.p.m. ( 1 J195Pt-P= 3240.3Hz.). 

1H 6(p.p.m.)= 2.16 (broad, 18H , Me-H), 3.77 (broad, 1H, cage C -H), 7.16 

(multiplet, 2H, Ph-H) and 7.54 (multiplet, 311, Ph-H). 
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5.11 Thermolysis of 7. 

A sample of 7 (0.10g, 0.18mmol.) was dissolved in toluene and stirred at reflux 

temperature for 30 minutes, during which time the solution lightened. The solvent 

was removed in vacuo to yield a pale yellow residue. 

N.m.r.(CDC13) "B( 1 H) 8 (p.p.m.)= -4.99 (1B), -7.67 (1B), -9.77 (1B), -11.46 

(1B), -15.57 (1B), -18.96 (2B), -23.47 (1B) and -24.34 (1B). 

31 P('H) 8= -19.98p.p.m. (1J 195PtJ) 3278.7Hz.) 

1H ö(p.p.m.)= 1.58 (complex multiplet, Me -iD, 1.73 (second order signal- 

apparent triplet, I2JP-H + 4JP-H 1=9.6Hz.), 3.15 (weak, second order- apparent triplet, 

+ 4JP-H 1=15Hz.), 2.53 (broad, cage C-fl) and 7.04, 7.10 and 7.42 (multiplets, 

Ph-j). 

5.12 
1,1 1-Ph2-3,3-(PMe3)2-3,1,1 1-PtC 2B9H9, 8. 

T12C2B9H9Ph2 (0.50g, 0.73mmol.) and cis-PtC1 2(PMe3 )2  (0,23g, 0.55mmol.) were 

reacted in a similar manner to that described above, to give an orange/brown soluble 

product (and T1C1). Chromatographing this solution (alumina/CH 2Cl2) afforded a 

brown mobile band which yielded a brown solid on removal of solvent in vacuo 

(0.16g, 45%). 

I.r.(CH2C12): v=2530cm' and 1430cm 1  (broad, PMe3). 

N.m.r.(CDC13): 11 B( 'H) Broad envelope in which 7 signals could be distinguished 

at 6(p.p.m.) -5.30, -6.91, -9.65, -13.44, -15.34, -17.83 and -23.67. 

31P('H) 6= -26.22p.p.m. ( 1J'95Pt-P= 3225.0Hz.) and -27.12p.p.m. ('J' 95Pt-P= 
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3210.9Hz., 2JP-P<lOHz.). 

'H 8 (p.p.m.)= 1.59 (multiplet (possibly doublet of doublets of doublets), Me-j), 

7.30 and 7.51 (multiplets, Ph-j). 

5.13 1Ph-3-(dppe)-3,1,2-PtC 2B9H10, 9. 

1'12C2B9H 10Ph (0.50g, 0.81mmol.) and PtCl 2(dppe) (0.31g. 0.60mmol.) were 

stirred in CH 2C12  (15cm3), for 2 hours, during which time a yellow soluble product 

and TiC! formed. The solution was concentrated to circa 5cm3, and chromatographed 

(alumina/CH2C12). A pale yellow mobile band was collected which afforded a 

yellow crystalline solid on removal of solvent in vacuo (0. 16g, 4 1%). 

Microanalysis: Calculated for C 34H39B9P2Pt, m.wt.= 801.7, 50.9%C 4.86%H. 

Found 48.9%C 5.23%H. 

I.r.(CH2C12): v=2920cm 1  and 2850cm' (C-H), 2510cm 1  (B-H) and 1370cm 1  

(dppe). 

N.m.r. (CDC13): B('H) 6(p.p.m.) +14.18 (lB. 'J' 95PtP= 300Hz.), -3.97 (2B), 

-7.31 (1B), -12.51 (3B), -17.02 (1B) and -21.08 (1B). 

31p(1 ) = 48.21p.p.m. ( 1 J195PtP= 3286.8Hz.) 

'H 8 (p.p.m.)= 2.20 (broad second order signal, (dppe-C 2), 3.20 (broad, cage 

C-fl), 6.61 (5 line pattern, Ph-H), 7.26 (multiplet, Ph-H), 7.51 (multiplet, Ph-H) and 

7.72 (multiplet, Ph-H). 
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5.14 Thermolysis of 9. 

A sample of 9 (0.10g, 0.15mmol.) was dissolved in toluene (15cm 3) and heated at 

reflux temperature for 30 minutes, during which time the solution lightened. The 

solvent was removed in vacuo to yield a pale yellow residue. 

N.m.r. (CDC1 3): "B('H) ö(p.p.m.)= -7.26 and -8.19 (total 4B), -15.33 (1B), 

-20.00 and -21.25 (total 4B). 

31P( 1 H} 3= 46.52p.p.m. ( 1J'95PtP= 3377.6Hz.) 

'H S (p.p.m.)= 2.63 (broad), 3.27 (multiplet), 7.25 (broad, Ph-fl), 7.53 (12.3Hz. 

doublet, Ph-fl) and 7.75 (broad, Ph-fl). 

5.15 1,11Ph2-3-(dppe)-3,1,11-PtC2B9H99 22. 

(0.50g, 0.72mmol.) and PtC1 2(dppe) (0.25g, 0.50mmol.) were 

mixed in CI12CI (15cm3) and allowed to react in a similar manner as described 

previously. After 2 hours, the solution was yellow and T1C1 had been precipitated. 

The product was separated chromatographically (alumina/CH 202). A deep yellow 

mobile band was collected which yielded a yellow residue on removal of solvent in 

vacuo. 

I.r. (CH2C12: vB-H= 2540cm 1 , v= 1410cm (broad, dppe). 

N.m.r.(CDC1 3): '1Bf'H} 6(p.p.m.) -1.78 (1B), -8.42 (1B), -9.76 (IB), -13.25 

(1B), -15.86 (2B), -22.05 (1B), -32.26 (1B) and -34.98 (1B). 

31P{'H} 3= 44.55p.p.m. ('J 195Pt-P= 3296.6Hz.) and 46.17p.p.m. ( 1J'95Pt-P= 

3268.6Hz.). Also, 47.95p.p.m. ('J195Pt-P= 2305.7Hz. [PtC14]2[Pt(dppe)2]21 and 
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47.24p.p.m. ('J 195 Pt-P= 2104.3Hz.) 

'H 8 (p.p.m.)= 2.3 (broad, low intensity, dppe-Cj 2), 6.90, 7.05, 7.19, 7.41, 7.47 

and 7.71 (all multiplets, Ph protons). 

5.16 1Ph3,3(PEt 3)2-3,1,2-PtC 2B9H 1 0, 10. 

"' 2B91I 10Ph (0.50g. 0.81mmol) and cis-PtC1 2(PEt3 )2  (0.30g, 0.60mmol) were 

mixed in CH2C12  (20cm 1 ) and stirred for two hours at room temperature, in a similar 

manner to that described previously. During this time a soluble orange product 

formed, together with insoluble T1C1. The solution was concentrated to circa 5cm -1  

and chromatographed (alumina/CH 2C12). A mobile orange band was collected which 

yielded an orange solid on removal of solvent in vacuo. Recrystallisation from 

CH2C12/n-hexane, at -30°C (243K) afforded orange/red czystals (0.26g, 67%). 

Microanalysis: Calculated for CH45B9P2Pt, m.wt. 639.6, 37.6%C 7.04%H. 

Found 35.3%C 6.98%H. 

I.r. (CH202): v= 2530cm 1  (B-H), 2970cm 4  (C-H). 

N.m.r.(CDC13): 11
BPH) 6(p.p.m.)= 13.87 ( 1 J195Pt-B= 254Hz., 1B), -1.98 (1B), 

-3.11 (1B), -7.69 (1B), -13.62 (1B), -14.67 (2B), -19.35 (1B) and -22.19 (1B). 

31P('H) &= +13.68p.p.m. (1 J' 95Pt-P= 3038.5Hz.) and +8.59p.p.m. ('J195Pt-P= 

3388.8Hz., 2JP-P= 10Hz.) 

'H S (p.p.m.)= 0.83 and 1.12 (broad second-order signals, Cl-i 3), 1.80, 1.93 (broad, 

second-order signals,i2), 3.89p.p.m. (broad, cage C-li), 7.49p.p.m. (doublet of 

doublets, J= 9Hz. and 1.5Hz., 2H, Ph-li), 7. 13p.p.m. (multiplet, 3H, Ph-li). 
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5.17 Thermolysis of 10. 

A sample of 10 (0.1g. 0.16mmol.) was dissolved in toluene (15cm 3) and heated at 

reflux temperature for 30 minutes, during which time the solution lightened. The 

solvent was removed in vacuo to yield a pale yellow residue. 

I.r. (CH2C12): v= 2930cm-1  and 2875cm-1  (C-H), 2550cm -1  (B-H), 1485cm -1 , 

1430cm-1  (broad) and 1375cm -1  (all PEt3). 

N.m.r. (CDC13 ): "B('H) (p.p.m.) -4.73 (2B), -8.39 (1B), -9.81 (1B), -15.35 (1B), 

-18.95 (3B) and -23.63 (1B). 

31P( 'H) &= +7.82p.p.m. ( 1 J195Pt-P= 3257.0Hz.) and +6.56p.p.m. ('J 195Pt-P= 

3288.3Hz., 2JP-P <10Hz., major product). +4.51p.p.m.( 1 J195Pt-P= 3200.2Hz., minor 

product). 

1H 8(p.p.m.)= 1.94 (broad, CH3 , 1 8H), 1.11 (doublet of triplets, CH 2, 1 2H, 2JP-H= 

14.2Hz., 3JCH3-H= 7.5Hz.), 2.60 (broad, cage C-fl, 1H), 7.13 (multiplet, 2H, Ph-j), 

7.45 (multiplet, 3H, Ph-!j). 

5.18 
1,11 Ph2 3,3-(PEt3)2-3,1,2-PtC 2B9H9, 11. 

T12C2B911h2  (0.50g. 0.73mmol.) and cis-PtC1 2(PEt3)2 
 (0.28g. 0.55mmol.) were 

mixed in CH2C12  (15cm3) and stirred for two hours. During this time an orange 

soluble product formed in addition to T1C1. The solution was chromatographed 

(alumina/CH2C12) and a yellow, mobile band collected. This afforded a pale orange 

solid on removal of solvent in vacuo, which was recrystallised from CH 2C12/Et20, 

to yield yellow crystals (0.24g. 61%). 
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Microanalysis: Calculated for C 26H49B9P2Pt, m.wt. 714.6, 43.7%C 6.86%H. 

Found 43.3%C 7.71%H. 

I.r.(CH2C12): v= 2540cm -1  (B-H) and 2900cm -1  (C-H). 

N.m.r.(CDC13): "B( 1 H) (p.p.m.)= -1.74 (1B), -4.36 (1B), -8.51 (3B), -9.56 (1B), 

-13.78 (1B), -18.70 (1B) and -24.41 (1B). 

31 P{'H} = +5.76p.p.m. ('J 195Pt-P= 3206.2Hz.) and +4.58p.p.m. ('J' 95Pt-P= 

3 173Hz., 2JP-P= 10Hz.). 

'H 5(p.p.m.)= 0.89 (doublet of triplets of doublets, Cl-I3, 18H, 3JP-H= 11Hz., 

3JCH2-H= 7.5Hz, 4J' 95Pt-P= 2.6Hz.), 1.93 (complex pattern (possibly doublet of 

quartets of doublets), CH 2, 12H), 7.04 (multiplet, Ph-H, 3H), 7.16 (multiplet, Ph, 3H), 

7.44 (doublet of doublets, Ph-H, 2H, 3JH-H= 7.8Hz. and 4JH-H = 1.6Hz.) and 7.56 

(doublet of doublets, Phli, 2H, 3JH-H= 10.3Hz. and 4JH-H = 1.7Hz.). 

5.19 1-Ph-393-(PPh3)2-39 1 92-PtC2B9H 10 , 12. 

T12C2B9FI 1 h (0.50g, 0.81mmol) and cis-PtCl2(PPh3 )2  (0.53g, 0.67mmol.) were 

mixed in CH2C12  (15cm 3), at -196°C (77K) and allowed to react as described 

previously. The orange crude product yielded a yellow mobile band when 

chromatographed (alumina/ CH 2C12). This afforded a yellow solid on removal of 

solvent in vacuo, which was further purified by recrystallisation (CH 2Cl2/n-hexane), 

giving an orange crystalline solid (0.31g. 50%). 

Microanalysis: Calculated for CH 45B9P2Pt, m.wt. 927.8, 57.0%C 4.85%H. 

Found 52.8%C 4.79%H. 

I.r. (CH2C12): v= 2540cm 1  (B-H), 1480cm 1  and 1330cm (both PPh 3). 
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N.m.r. (CDC13):B{ 1 H}5(p.p.m.)= +21.11 ( 1 J' 95Pt-P= 270Hz., IB), +2.46 (IB), 

-4.32 (3B), -10.00 (2B), -14.80 (IB) and -23.04 (IB). 

31 P{'H} SP,= 26.20p.p.m. ( 1 J' 95Pt-P= 3032.4Hz.), 5P2= 22.25p.p.m. ( 1 J' 95Pt-P= 

3438.811z. and 2JP1 -P2= 20Hz.) 

IH S (p.p.m.)= 2.85 (cage C-H, broad), 6.95 and 7.20 (broad multiplets, Ph-fl). 

5.20 Thermolysis of 12. 

A sample of 12 (0.15g. 0.16 mmol), was stirred in toluene, at reflux temperature 

for 30 minutes. This yielded a pale yellow solid on removal of solvent in vacuo. 

N.m.r. (CDC13): "B('H) Broad envelope in the range 5= 0 to -23p.p.m. 

consisting of three distinguishable resonances at S (p.p.m.)= -4.2, -18.1 and -22.2. 

31 P('H) 5= 21.87p.p.m.(poorly resolved AB pattern, 'J 195Pt-P= 3409Hz., 2JP 1 P2  

22Hz.) 

'H S (p.p.m.)= 1.57 (broad, C-fl), 7.22 (complex multiplet, Ph-fl), 7.45 (broad, 

Ph-fl). 

5.21 
1,1 1-Ph2-3,3-(PPh3)2-3,1 ,2-PtC 2B9H9, 13. 

TI2C2B9H9Ph2  (0.50g. 0.73mmol.) and cis-PtCl 2(PPh3)2  (0.40g, 0.55mmol.) were 

mixed in degassed CH2C12, at -196°C (77K). The mixture was allowed to warm to 

room temperature and stirred for 2 hours, during which time the solution became 

orange and T1CI was formed. Column chromatography of the crude product 

(alumina/ CH2C12) afforded a fast moving yellow band, which was collected. This 

yielded a yellow crystalline solid, on removal of solvent in vacuo (0.27g, 49%). 
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Microanalysis: Calculated for C 50H49B9P2Pt, m.wt. 1003.8, 59.82%C 4.88%H. 

Found 52.4%C 5.39%H. 

I.r. (CH202): VBH 2540cm1. 

N.m.r. (CDC13): "B('H) ö(p.p.m.)= +9.30, +2.77, -1.65, -4.05, -9.56, -10.59, 

-12.23, -22.57, -25.74 (each 1B). 

31P( 1H) vP1 = 24.32p.p.m. ('J 195Pt-P= 3209Hz., vP2= 22.22p.p.m. ('J' 95Pt-P 

3306Hz., poorly resolved AB pattern, 2JP1 -P2= 18.2Hz.). 

1 H ö(p.p.m.)= 6.94, 7.05, 7.14, 7.19, 7.40 and 7.50 (complex multiplets, Ph-fl). 

5.22 1 -Ph-3,3-(P(p-tol) 3)2-3, 1,2-PtC 2B9H 10, 14. 

T12C2B9H,0Ph (0.50g. 0.81mmol.) was mixed with cis-PtC1 2(P(p-tol)3)2  (0.52g, 

0.62mmol.), in CH2C12(15cm3) and the mixture treated as before. This gave rise to a 

soluble orange product and T1C1. Purification was effected by column 

chromatography (alumina/CH2C12). The mobile orange band which was collected 

afforded an orange solid on removal of solvent in vacuo (0.36g, 56%). 

I.r. (CH2C12): VB-H= 2540cmYP(P401)3 1490cm 1  and 1450cm 1  

N.m.r. (CDCI3): "B('H} &(p.p.m.)= +20.19 (IB, 1 J 195Pt-B 280Hz.), 2.18 (1B), 

-4.71 (3B) , -10.43 (2B), -21.91 (IB), -24.08 (1B). 

31P( 1 H) &= 24.33p.p.m. ( 1 J195Pt-P= 3055.6Hz.) and 6P2= 20.33p.p.m. 

('J 1 Pt-P 3439.3Hz., 2W,P2  27.0Hz.) 

'H (p.p.m.) 2.95 (broad, 1H, cage C -ri,), 2.34 and 2.32 (singlets, total 18H, 

Me-fl), 7.50,7.32,7.10 and 6.91 (multiplets, total 29H, Ph-if). 
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5.23 Thermolysis of 14. 

A sample of 14 (0.lOg, 0.13mmol.) in toluene was heated at reflux temperature for 

30 minutes, during which time the solution lightened. The solvent was removed in 

vacuo to yield a pale orange residue. 

N.m.r. (CDC1 3 ): "B('H) Broad envelope within which 3 resonances could be 

distinguished at S (p.p.m.) -5.87, -18.68 and -22.24. 

31P( 1 H) S= 20.02p.p.m. (poorly resolved AB pattern, 1 J'95Pt-P= 3404.9Hz., 

2jp.p= 26.3Hz.). 

1 118 (p.p.m.)= 3.05 (broad, cage C-j), 2.32 and 2.37 (2 singlets, Me -H), 7.24, 

6.91 and 6.74 (multiplets, Ph-H). 

5.24 
1,11 Ph2-3,3-(P(p-tO1)3)2-3,l,l 1-PtC 2B9H9, 15. 

T12B91-I9Ph2  (0.50g, 0.73mmol.) was mixed with cis-PtC1 2(P(p-tol) 3)2  (0.52g. 

0.51mmol.) in CH2Cl2  (15cm 1 ). After stirring for 2 hours at room temperature, an 

orange soluble product, together with T1C1, had been formed. The solution was 

chromatographed (alumina/CH 2Cl2) and a fast moving orange band was collected. 

This was further chromatographed (fluorosill75:25 CH 202/n-hexane). A mobile pale 

red band was collected and on removal of solvent in vacuo this yielded an 

orange/red solid (0.23g, 45%). 

I.r. (CH2C12): v=2540cm 1  (B-H), 1500cm 1  and 1450cm 1  (P(p-tol) 3). 

N.m.r. (CDC13): 11 B( 1 H) S(p.p.m.)= +8.41 (1B), +2.36 (2B), -4.67 (2B), -9.58 

(3B) and -26.09 (1B). 
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31 Pf'H) 8P I = 20.05p.p.m. ('J 195Pt-P= 3323.1Hz.), 8P2= 22.65p.p.m. ('J' 95Pt-P= 

3228.211z, 2JP 1 -P2= 20.4Hz.) 

(p.p.m.)= 2.25 and 2.37 (singlets, Me-jj), 7.24, 6.91 and 6.74 (multiplets, 

Ph-j). 

5.25 Reaction of TI 2C2B9H 10Ph with 
t-PtCl2(PCy3)2. 

T12C2B9H 10Ph (0.50g,0.81mmol.) and rrans-PtC1 2(PCy3)2  were mixed in degassed 

0122, at -196°C (77K). After stirring for 20 hours, at room temperature, no 

reaction was apparent. The solvent was removed in vacuo and a 31 P( 'H) n.m.r. 

spectrum of the residue recorded. 

N.m.r. (CDC13): 31 P( ,H} ö= 16.83p.p.m. (singlet., 1 J195Pt-P= 2392.5Hz., 

t-PtC12(PCy3 )2) 

The residue was re-dissolved in CH 2C12  and stirred at reflux temperature for 3 

hours, during which time no colour change was visible. The solvent was removed in 

vacuo and an n.m.r. spectrum of the residue recorded. 

N.m.r. (CDC13): 31P('H) 16.83p.p.m. ('J' 95Pt-P= 2397.5Hz., t-PtC1 2(PCy3 )2). 

The residue was dissolved in toluene and heated to reflux temperature for 1 hour. 

The solution turned pale yellow, but the yellow insoluble TI 2C2B9H10Ph was still 

present. The solvent was removed in vacuo to yield a pale yellow residue. 

I.r. (CH2C12): v= 2540cm 1  (B-H). 

N.m.r. (CDC13): ' 1 B( 1H) Broad envelope in the range -3.9 to -35.6p.p.m. 

(decomposition?). 
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31 P( 1 H) 6= 16.83p.p.m. ('J 95Pt-P= 2397.5Hz.). Also, 51.15p.p.m. (singlet, 

decomposition?). 

5.26 1Ph3,3(PMe2Ph)2 39192-PdC2B9Hio9 
16. 

T12C2B9H 10Ph (0.50g. 0.81mmol.) and cis-PdC1 2(PMe2Ph)2  (0.26, 0.61mmol.) 

were mixed in CH202  (15cm3) and stirred for 2 hours. During this time the solution 

became dark red and grey insoluble TiC! was precipitated. The solution was 

chromatographed (alumina/ CH 2C12) and the mobile purple band collected. This 

yielded a purple solid on removal of solvent in vacuo (0.24g. 67%). 

Microanalysis: Calculated for C 24H37B9P2Pd, m.wt. 590.9, 48.78%C 6.26%H. 

Found 49.18%C 6.14%H. 

I.r. (CH2C12): v= 2540cm 1  (B-H), 1490 and 1450cm 1  (PMe2Ph). 

N.m.r. (CDC13): (16) 11B('H) 8 (p.p.m.)= +9.75 (1B), -0.99 (1B), -6.26 (2B), 

-14.05 (2B) and -16.00 (3B). 

31P 5= +35.00p.p.m. (singlet, O=PMe2Ph) and -4.65p.p.m. (broad). 

• 1 H 8 (p.p.m.)= 1.16, 1.46 (doublets, Me-H, PJPH + 4JPH 1= 9.8Hz., Me-H, 3H + 

3H), 3.24 (cage C-H, IH), 7.07, 7.24,7.47 (multiplets, Ph-fl), 7.35 (doublet,Ph-i, J= 

7.1Hz.), 0.8 (Me-H, PMe.zPh) and 1.73 (doublet, Me-H, 0=PMe 2Ph, 2JPH= 13Hz.). 

Crude product (un-chromatographed) 

11Bf'H) Very complex. 6 (p.p.m.)= 9.48, 8.18, 5.98, -1.23, -6.60, -8.44, -9.59, 

-12.87, -14.89, -16.45, -17.92, -20.05, -21.93, -32.01, -34.70 and -35.01. 

31P('H) 6 (p.p.m.)= 35.00 (singlet, 0=PMe 2Ph). Also, some very weak structure 
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on the baseline at circa Op.p.m. including -1.55 (doublet) and -6.53 (doublet, 2JPP= 

65.1Hz.), -4.84 (singlet). 

IH 6 (p.p.m.)= 0.8 (Me-H, PMe2Ph), 1.16 and 1.44 (doublets, 2JPH= 10Hz., Me-H, 

16), 3.25 (cage C-H, 16), 1.73 (doublet, 2JP-H= 13.0Hz., Me -u), 7.10, 7.22, 7.51 and 

7.72 (all multiplets, Ph-j). 

"Other Carbapalladaborarle" 

N.m.r. (CDC13 ): 
"B('H) 8(p.p.m.)= -9.33 (2B), -14.45 (1B), -16.49 (2B), -20.00 

(1B), -32.07 (1B), -33.64 (1B) and -34.33 (1B). 

31P('H) (Bruker WP-200, 81.020M1iz.) 6 (p.p.m.) -6.55, -8.85 (doublets, 2JPP= 

291.1Hz.). 

31P( 1 H) (Bruker WH-360, 145.836MHz.) 6 (p.p.m.)= -10.32 and -11.33 

(doublets, 2JPP= 295.0Hz.). 

S (p.p.m.)= 1.77 (doublet of doublets, 2JP-H= 12.3Hz., 4JP-H= 3.9Hz., 6H, 

Me-H), 2.74 (broad, cage C-H, 1H), 7.12, 7.17, 7.23, 7.60 (all multiplets, Ph-H) and 

7.76, 7.71 (both doublets of doublets, Ph-U, J= 12.1Hz., 1.6Hz.; 12.1Hz., 

2.2Hz.)(Total relative integral for Ph protons= 10H). 

This reaction was repeated on a number of occasions giving products with spectra 

made up of differing combinations of the above resonances. 

5.27 Thermolysis of Purple Complex. 

A sample of the purple species described in the previous section (0.12g) was 

warmed in toluene (15cm 3) at reflux temperature for 30 minutes. There was some 

evidence for decomposition (formation of a black precipitate) and the solution 
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became pale yellow. The precipitate was removed by filtration, the filtrate collected 

and the solvent removed in vacuo This yielded a small amount of a yellow residue. 

N.m.r. (CDC1 3 ): "B( 1H} ö (p.p.m.)= -9.41, -14.59, -16.52, -20.15, -32.23, -33.74 

and -34.45. 

31 P('H) ö (p.p.m.)= 34.15, 5.85, -6.55 and -8.85 (doublets, 2W-P= 292.4Hz.). The 

spectrum of a sample of the product of a similar reaction also contained an additional 

resonance at +6.86p.p.m. 

(p.p.m.)= 1.73 (doublet, 2JP-H= 13Hz., Me-j.), 7.15, 7.52, 7.58 and 7.74 

(multiplets, Ph-il). 

5.28 
1,11 -Ph2-3,3-(PMe 2Ph)2-3,1 ,2-PdC2B9H9, 17. 

T12C2B9Ph2  (0.50g. 0.73mmol.) and cis-PdC1 2(PMe2Ph)2  (0.24g, 0.57mmol.) were 

allowed to warm together in CH 2C12  (15cm3) and stirred for 2 hours. The resulting 

orange soluble product was separated and purified by column chromatography 

(fluorosil, CH2C12). A mobile orange band was collected and further purified by t.l.c. 

(silica plates, pre-washed, 3:2 CH 2C12/n-hexane eluent). This yielded a major yellow 

band (at R= 0.9) and at least 4 weak bands which were not collected. The major 

band was removed using CH2C12  and afforded a yellow solid on removal of solvent in 

vacuo (0.22g. 61%). 

I.r. (CH202): v= 2550cm 1  (B-H). 

N.m.r. (CDC13): ' 1 B( 1H} 8 (p.p.m.)= -1.89 (1B), -3.80 (1B), -5.85 (1B), -9.76 

(1B), -13.25 (1B), -15.13 (1B), -22.30 (2B) and -25.70 (IB). 

31P('H) 8 (p.p.m.)= -8.31 and -11.61 (21P-P= 52.7Hz.). 
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'H 8 (p.p.m.)= 1.32 (multiplet, Me -Li), 7.03 (doublet (8.2Hz.) of doublets 

(1.2Hz.), Ph-H.), 7.16, 7.29 and 7.48 (multiplets, Ph-Li.) and 7.83 (weak multiplet, 

Ph-ij). 

5.29 
18. 

TI2C2B9H 10Ph (0.5g, 0.83mmol.) and PdC12(1,5-COD) (0.18g, 0.63mmol.) were 

stirred in CH 2C12  (15cm3) for 2 hours. During this time the solution turned brown/red 

and T1CI was precipitated. The solution was passed down a column (fluorosil, 

pre-washed CH 202  eluent) and a mobile, dark red band collected. This yielded a 

dark red residue on removal of solvent in vacuo (0.1 8g, 68%). 

Microanalysis: Calculated for C 16H27B9Pd, m.wt= 422.8, 45.4%C 6.39%H. 

Found 43.6%C 6.96%H. 

The crude product was purified by t.l.c. (silica plates, 1:1 CH 2C12/n-hexane). The 6 

mobile bands were collected, but an immobile brown band was not. The bands 

recovered were A - purple, R1= 0.5, major band; B - dark red, R f  0.6; C red/green, R f  

0.65; D - purple, R f  0.7; E - yellow, Rf  0.74 and F - yellow, Rf= 0.83. 

I.r. (CH2Cl2): 
Band A v= 25 15cm -1  (B-H). Band B v= 2860cm' (C-H), 2530cm 4  

(B-H). Band C v= 2900 and 2840cm (C-H) and 2530cm 1  (B-H). Band D v= 

2910cm 1  (C-H) and 2520cm 1  (B-H) Band E v= 2560cm 4  (B-H). Band F v= 

2920cm 1  (C-H) and 2570cm (B-H). 

N.m.r. (CDC13): Band A ' 1
B('H} ö(p.p.m.) 20.06 (IB), 0.42 (1B), -2.41 (IB), 

-4.51 (1B), -7.67 (3B), -13.14 (1B) and -16.66 (1B). 

1H ö(p.p.m.) 2.09, 2.30 and 2.54 (all multiplets, total 8H, C112), 4.93 and 5.81 

(multiplets, total 4H, CLi), 4.73 (broad, cage C-Li), 7.32 (multiplet, 3H, Ph-ui and 
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7.58 (doublet (7.8Hz.) of doublets (1.4Hz.), 2H, Ph -Li.). 

Band B ' 1 B( 1 H} S (p.p.m.) 20.25, 8.10, -0.02, -1.35, -4.56, -6.83, -12.35 and 

-16.15, evidence of decomposition during spectral accumulation. 

'H S(p.p.m.)= 7.6, 7.3 (multiplets, Ph -Li), 5.75 (multiplet, COD-CLD, 2.55, 2.30 

and 2.13 (multiplets, CH 2). 

Band C "B('H) S (p.p.m.) 20.40, 17.45, 6.73, 0.39, -2.41, -5.00, -6.77, -10.25 

and -14.97. 

IH 	(p.p.m.)= 7.59 and 7.36 (multiplets, PhI-j), 5.75, 5.6 and (broad, CH), 

2.50 (multiplet, CU2) and 2.25 (broad, Cl-I2), 4.92 (broad, cage C -Li.). 

Band D "B( 1 H) 	5 (p.p.m.)= 20.35 (1B), 10.20 (1B), 0.11 (1B), -2.40 (1B), 

-7.16 (1B), -8.31 (2B), -12.40 (1B) and -17.00 (1B). 

1 H (very weak solution) S(p.p.m.)= 7.6, 5.7 and 2.52 (multiplets). 

Band E 1tB('H) S (p.p.m.)= 20.18 (1B), 8.69 (1B), 0.06 (3B), -8.36 (3B) and 

-16.93 (1B). 

Band F ' 1B( 1H}3(ppm) 26.20 (1B), 15.67 (IB), 2.85 (1B), 1.64 (1B), -1.31 

(1B), -3.64 (1B), -8.21 (2B), -10.21 (2B) and -12.07 (1B). 

'H S(p.p.m.)= 7.70 and 7.36 (multiplets, Ph -U.) and 3.12 (broad, cage C -Li). 

5.30 Thermolysis of 18. 

18 (band A, 0.08g, 0.19mmol.) was suspended in degassed toluene and stirred for 

1 hour at +55 °C (328K). There was no apparent reaction so the mixture was stirred at 

reflux temperature for a further 1 hour, during which time there was some 
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decomposition but no colour change. The solvent was removed in vacuo and the 

spectra of the residue were recorded. 

N.m.r. (CDC13): 11 B( 1H) (p.p.m.)= 20.03 (IB), 0.38 (1B), -2.40 (IB), -4.54 (IB), 

-7.76 (2B) and (-10.26, -12.15, -13.18 and -16.65) (total 3B). 

1 H (p.p.m.)= 2.10, 2.30 and 2.53 (broad multiplets, Cl-I2), 4.74 (cage C-j), 4.93 

and 5.82 (multiplets, COD-C-!j.), 7.33 (multiplet, Ph-th and 7.57 (doublet (6.4Hz.) of 

doublets (2.0Hz.), Ph-iD. 

5.31 
19. 

T12C2B9H9Ph2  (0.5g, 0.73mmol.) and PdC1 2(1,5-COD) (0.15g, 0.53mmol.) were 

stirred in CH2C12  (15cm3) for 2 hours. During this time the solution became brown 

and T1C1 was precipitated. The solution was passed down a column (fluorosil, 

pre-washed, CH2Cl2  eluent) and the mobile, dark red band collected. This yielded a 

dark red residue on removal of solvent in vacuo (0.15g. 57%). 

Microanalysis: Calculated for C 21H31B9Pd, m.wt. 498.5, 53.0%C 6.21%H. Found 

51 .9%C 6.79%H. 

The crude product was purified by t.I.c. (silica plates, pre-washed, 60:40 

2C121n-he. There were 6 mobile bands, which were all collected and an 

immobile brown band which was not. The bands were 1 (dark red, Rf= 0.51), 2 

(orange, Rf= 0.56), 3 (yellow, Rf= 0.66), 4 (red, R= 0.70), 5 (orange, R= 0.78) and 6 

(yellow, Rf= 0.89). 

I.r. (CH2Cl2): 
Band 1 v= 2900cm 1  (C-H) and 25 15cm -1  (B-H). Band 2 v= 3020 

and 2960cm (C-H) and 25 15cm -1  (B-H). Band 3 v= 2900cm (C-H) and 2565cm -1  

(B-H). Band 4 v= 2900 and 2850cm' (C-H) and 2560cm 1  (B-H). Band 5 v= 
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2900cm -1  (C-H) and 2540cm -1  (B-H). Band 5 v= 2910 and 2855cm - ' (C-H) and 

2570cm -1  (B-H). 

N.m.r. (CDC13): Band 1 "B('H) ö(p.p.m.)= 25.21 (1B), 2.85 (2B), 0.85 (2B), 

-4.86 (3B) and -9.50 (1B). 

1 H ö(p.p.m.)= 2.52 (broad, second order, 8H, CU2), 5.58 (broal, second order, 4H, 

CH), 7.16 (multiplet, 6H, Ph-il) and 7.57 (doublet (8.1Hz.) of doublets (1.1Hz.), 4H, 

Ph-li). 

Band 2 "B('H) ö(p.p.m.) 14.98 (1B), 1.48 (1B), -2.79 (2B), -6.25 (1B), -11.31 

(2B), -17.25 (1B) and -19.57 (1B). 

1H (p.p.m.) 2.55 (broad multiplet, CH2), 5.58 (broad multiplet, C -li), 7.16 

(multiplet, 6H, Ph-il) and 7.41 (doublet (6.5Hz.) of doublets (1.0Hz.), 4H, Ph-li). 

Band 3 "B('H) & 	(p.p.m.)= 7.26, 3.52, -4.22 (2B), -5.88 (1B), -12.11 (2B), 

-13.12, -13.31 (1B) and -14.99 (3B). 

'H ö(p.p.m.)= 7.38 and 7.15 (multiplets, Ph-il). 

Band 4 11 B( 1 H) 	6 (p.p.m.)= 25.76 (1B), 3.53 (1B), 0.75 (1B), -5.14 (2B), 

-13.33 (1B), -14.67 (1B), -19.32 (1B) and -27.23 (1B). 

'H &(p.p.m.)= 2.52 (multiplet, 8H, CH 2), 5.52 (multiplet, 4H, C-il.) and 7.17 and 

7.55 (multiplets, 4H, 6H, respectively, Ph -li.). 

Band 5 "B('H) 	& (p.p.m.)= 15.46, -1.86, -6.39, -14.73 and 19.58. 

1 H 8(p.p.m.)= 2.55 (broad, CH 2), 5.56 (broad, CF) and 7.20 and 7.40 (multiplets, 

Ph-ff. 

Band 6 11 B( 1 H)) 	, (p.p.m.)= -1.76 (2B), -8.43 (4B) and -9.73 (4B) 
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(C2B , 0H,0Ph2). 

'H 6 (p.p.m.) 7.19 and 7.41 (multiplets, Ph -li). 

5.32 ThermolysiS of 19. 

19 (0.08g, 0.16mmol.) was suspended in degassed toluene and stirred at +55°C 

(328K) for 1 hour. There was no apparent reaction so the temperature was raised to 

110°C (383K) and the mixture stirred for a further 30 minutes. During this time the 

solution turned yellow and there was some evidence of decomposition (precipitation 

of some black material). The solution was filtered and the solvent removed from the 

filtrate to yield a yellow residue. 

N.m.r. (CDC13): "B( 1H) 	ö • (p.p.m.)= +1.07 (1B), -5.86 (4B) and -14.98 (SB). 

1 H 6= 2.07, 2.34 and 2.63 (multiplets, 4H, 211, 2H, all C112), 5.01 and 5.72 

(multiplets, 211, 2H, CHD, 7.21 (multiplet, 6H, Ph-li) and 7.40 (doublet (8.2Hz.) of 

doublets (1.4Hz.), 4H, Ph -il). 

5.33 	 20. 

T12C2B9H,0Ph (0.50g, 0.81mmol.) and PtC1 2(1,5-COD) (0.23g. 0.61mmol.) were 

mixed in CH2C12  (15cm 3), at -196°C (77K) and stirred at room temperature for 2 

hours. The resulting red solution was concentrated and purified by preparative t.1.c. 

(silica plates, pre-washed, 2:1 CH 2C12/n-hexane). There were several bands but only 

two of sufficient intensity to merit collection- a rust coloured band at R f= 0.95 and a 

yellow band at R f= 0.85. These were removed using CH2Cl2  and afforded solids on 

removal of solvent in vacuo (yield of yellow band 0.13g, 42%). 

N.m.r. (CDC1 3): 

"B('H) Rust coloured band 6 (p.p.m.) 12.90 (1B), -1.30 (2B), 
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-2.79 (2B), -5.21 (1B), -7.98 (1B) and -12.18 (2B). Also lower intensity signals at 

23.31 and 10.15. 

Yellow band 8 (p.p.m.) +10.26 (lB. 'J' 95Pt-B= 300Hz.), -1.62 (1B), -5.32 (1B), 

-7.94 (2B), -10.60 (1B), -12.42 (1B), -14.07 (1B) and -16.44 (1B). 

'H Rust coloured band 8 (p.p.m.)= 7.17 and 7.40 (multiplets, Ph-li) and some 

structure on baseline at approx. 2.1, 2.4, 4.5 and 5.3. 

Yellow band 8 (p.p.m.)= 2.11 and 2.53 (multiplets, 8H, CH2), 4.58 and 5.42 

(multiplets, 4H, COD-CIj) and 7.23 and 7.34 (multiplets, 5H, Ph-j). 

5.34 Thermolysis of 20. 

A sample of 20 (0.1g, 0.2mmol) was suspended in toluene and stirred at reflux 

temperature for 30 minutes. There was no apparent reaction, but the solvent was 

removed in vacuo and the n.m.r. data of the residue recorded. 

N.m.r.(CDC13): "B( 1H) S(p.p.m.)= 10.33, -1.60, -5.29, -7.93, -10.38, -12.48, 

-13.77 and -17.54. Also additional resonances (not seen for 20) at -3.56, -6.37, 

-15.20 and -19.62. 

1H 8(p.p.m.)= 2.73 and 3.27 (multiplets, CH 2), 4.59 and 5.40 

(multiplets,COD-Cll) and 7.18 and 7.35 (multiplets, Ph-H). 

5.35 1,11Ph2 3(1,5-COD)-PtC2B9H9, 21. 

T12C2B9H9PH2  (0.50g. 0.73mmol.) and PtC1 2(1,5-COD) (0.21g, 0.56mmol.) were 

allowed to warm together, in CH 2C12  (15cm3), and stirred for 2 hours. The resulting 

orange solution was chromatographed (alumina/CH 2C12) and a mobile orange band 

collected. This yielded an orange solid, 21, on removal of solvent in vacuo (0.19g, 
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58%). 

N.m.r. (CDC1 3): 11 B('H) ö (p.p.m.)= -1.72, -4.11, -6.88, -8.39, -9.62, -13.15, 

-15.23, -16.94 and -17.80 (each 1B). 

S (p.p.m.)= 2.21 and 2.60 (broad multiplets, CH 2), 5.02, 5.16 and 5.26 

(multiplets, CII), 7.24 and 7.50 (multiplets, Ph-II) and 7.38 (doublet (8.1Hz.) of 

doublets (1.4Hz.), Ph-H). 
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Section B Crystal Structure Determinations. 

This section describes the procedures employed in the collection of data and 

subsequent structure solution and refinement, for the crystallographic determinations 

discussed in this thesis. In addition, supplementary crystallographic data are 

tabulated. 

All data were collected, at ambient temperature, on an Enraf-Nonius CAD4 

diffractometer, using graphite monochromated MOK a  X-radiation, with ?= 

0.7 1069A. 

Unit cell parameters and orientation matrices for data collection were established 

by least-squares refinements of setting angles of 25 strong, high angle reflections. No 

decay or movement was noted during data collection for any of the compounds 

studied. Only data for which F>2.Oa(F) were retained for structure solution and 

refinement. Data were corrected for Lorentz and polarisation effects (CADABS 11331 ). 

Metal atoms were located by inspection of a Patterson map (SHELX76 167 ). All 

other non-hydrogen atoms were found by AF syntheses and iterative least-squares 

refinement on F. The positions of the cage-carbon atoms were established by a 

combination of refined (as B) thermal parameters and interatomic distances. The 

cage H atoms were refined from positions located on the AF map, whereas other H 

atoms were set in idealised positions, depending on their bound carbon atom. 

Scattering factors for C, H, B and P atoms were inlaid in the programs, while those 

for Pt and Pd atoms were taken from International Tables for X-Ray 

Crysrallography'341 . After isotropic convergence, data were corrected empirically 

for absorption (DIFABS 681) and thereafter, all non-H atoms were allowed anisotropic 

thermal motion. Before the end of the refinement process, data were weighted, 
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according to w 1 = [a2(F)= g(F)21 (where g is a variable) and refined to convergence 

by full-matrix least-squares. 

Geometrical calculations were carried out using CALCE 1351  and figures were 

produced using SHELXTL' 361 . 

The isotropic thermal parameter takes the form exp[-8it 2U(sin2E)A2] 

For anisotropic thermal parameters U= exp[-2it(U1 1a2h2+ U22b*22k2i 

U33c*212+  2U23b*c*kl+  2U 1 3a*c*hl+  2U 1 2a*b*hk)]. 

The equivalent isotropic thermal parameter is defined as U= (Ua1*a*aj)/3 
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1Ph3,3(PMe2Ph)2-3,1,2-PtC2B9H i o, (1). 

Crystal data. 

CH37B9P2Pt, M= 	689.89, monoclinic, 	space 	group 	P21/c, a=10.381(3), 

b=25.706(4), c= 10.880(7)A, p= 104.57(4)0 , V= 2810.0A 	from the least squares 

refinement of 25 centred reflections (12<0<14), Z=4, 	1.607gcm, LM0KC= 

51.71cm 1 , F(000)= 1336. 

Data collection and processing. 

o-20 scans in 96 steps, with (o scan width 0.8 + 0.34tanO. Variable scan speeds 

between 0.92 and 2.35°min 4 . 3901 independent reflections were measured of which 

3310 (with F>2a(F), h: 0 to 11, k: 0 to 28 and 1: ± 11, 1<0<23°) were retained for 

structure solution. 

Structure solution. 

The Pt atom was located from a Patterson map. The cage-H atoms, along with all 

other non-H atoms were located from full-matrix least squares refinement/AF 

syntheses. The phenyl-H atoms were set in fixed positions with C-H= 1.08A. The 

methyl groups were treated as rigid groups with the same C-H distance. All H atoms 

were assigned a common thermal parameter (U H= 0.061(54)A2 at convergence). An 

empirical absorption correction was applied whereafter all non-H atoms were allowed 

anisotropic thermal motion. R= 0.0476, Rw= 0.0416, S= 1.035, g= 0.000063. 

Maximum and minimum residues in the final AF map were +0.94 and -1.5OeA 3 . 

Crystallographic numbering scheme. 

C(nOl-n06) refers to the phenyl carbon atoms in the ring bound to the cage atom 

Cn, with CnOl bonded to Cn. The phenyl rings bound to the phosphorus atoms are 

labelled C(nl 1-n16) for Pn. The phosphino-methyl carbons are Cn17 and Cn18. H 
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atoms are labelled according to their bound carbon atom. The methyl protons bound 

to Cn are labelled Hn, Hn+1 and Hn+2. 

Table 5.1 Fractional Coordinates of Non-H Atoms with Standard Deviations. 

Atom 	 x 	 y 
	 z 	 Ueq 

Pt (3) 
 
 
 
 

B(6) 
 
 
 

B(10 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

C(106) 
P (1) 
C (111) 

 
 
 
 
 

C(121) 
C(131) 
P (2) 

 
 
 

C(214) 
C (215) 
C (316) 
C(221) 
C(231)  

0.17930( 4) 
-0.0493(10) 
-0.0064( 9) 
-0.0129(11) 
-0.1813(13) 
-0.1777(11) 

0.0352(12) 
0.0273(11) 

-0.1356(12) 
-0.2361 (12) 
-0.1212(12) 
-0.1067(12) 
-0.0199( 9) 
-0.0314 (10) 
-0.0006(12) 
0.0421(12) 
0.0534(12) 
0.0226( 9) 
0.33893(25) 
0.4190( 9) 
0.3408(11) 
0.3919(12) 
0.5241 (14) 
0.6022(11) 
0.5494 (10) 
0.2735(10) 
0.4749 (10) 
0.3195( 3) 
0.4378 (10) 
0.3880(12) 
0.4737 (16) 
0.6077(17) 
0.6526(12) 
0.5682(11) 
0.4179(11) 
0.2401 (11) 

0.15165( 1) 
0.1358( 3) 
0.1944( 4) 
0.1036( 5) 
0.1171( 4) 
0.1771( 5) 
0.2114( 5) 
0.1498( 5) 
0.1262( 6) 
0.1739( 5) 
0.2233( 5) 
0.1937( 5) 
0.1116( 4) 
0.1427( 4) 
0.1206( 6) 
0.0710( 6) 
0.0409( 5) 
0.0618( 4) 
0.20045(10) 
0.1733( 4) 
0.1449( 5) 
0.1259( 5) 
0.1346( 4) 
0.1610( 5) 
0.1815( 4) 
0.2624( 4) 
0.2230( 4) 
0.08800(10) 
0.0612( 4) 
0.0254( 5) 
0.0042( 5) 
0.0214( 6) 
0.0563( 5) 
0.0758( 4) 
0.1060( 5) 
0.0295( 4) 

0.02634( 3) 
0.0764( 9) 
0.0597( 9) 

-0.0480 (10) 
-0.0392 (12) 

0.0364 (13) 
-0.0814(11) 
-0.1606(10) 
-0.1824 (12) 
-0.1271 (12) 
-0.0576(12) 
-0.1985(12) 
0.2070( 9) 
0.3122 (10) 
0.4329(11) 
0.4513 (12) 
0.3532 (12) 
0.2306(10) 
0.16053(25) 
0.3159( 9) 
0.3773 (10) 
0.4983(11) 
0.5573(11) 
0.4974(11) 
0.3772 (10) 
0.2015(10) 
0.0960(11) 
0.00181(24) 
0.1411 (10) 
0.2132 (12) 
0.3211 (13) 
0.3573 (13) 
0.2860 (12) 
0.1774(11) 

-0.1067 (10) 
-0.0765(12) 

0.0274( 2) 
0.034( 6) 
0.036( 6) 
0.033( 7) 
0.041( 7) 
0.040( 7) 
0.037( 7) 
0.036( 7) 
0.043( 8) 
0.044( 8) 
0.041( 8) 
0.045( 8) 
0.033( 6) 
0.048( 8) 
0.066( 9) 
0.067(10) 
0.058( 8) 
0.045( 7) 
0.0334(16) 
0.036( 6) 
0.058( 8) 
0.064( 9) 
0.060( 8) 
0.057( 8) 
0.051( 7) 
0.047( 7) 
0.050( 8) 
0.0373(16) 
0.038( 6) 
0.064( 9) 
0.081 (11) 
0.085(12) 
0.065( 9) 
0.055( 8) 
0.058( 8) 
0.060( 8) 
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Table 5.2 Fractional Coordinates of Hydrogen Atoms. 

Atom x y z 

H(2) 0.024( 	9) 0.218( 4) 0.150(  
H(4) 0.008(10) 0.063( 3) -0.042(  
11(5) -0.250( 	9) 0.085(  -0.032( 9) 
11(6) -0.207(10) 0.187(  0.112( 8) 
1-1(7) 0.086( 	9) 0.250( 3) -0.085( 9) 
H(8) 0.084( 	9) 0.133( 4) -0.227( 8) 
H(9) -0.162(10) 0.100(  -0.252( 8) 
11(10) -0.349( 	8) 0.190(  -0.177( 8) 
H (11) -0.156 ( 	9) 0.263( 3) -0.038 ( 9) 
11(12) -0.108(10) 0.208( 4) -0.284( 7) 
H(102) -0.0636 0.1827 0.2984 
11(103) -0.0110 0.1435 0.5130 

 0.0678 0.0552 0.5462 
 0.0860 0.0010 0.3692 
 0.0329 0.0376 0.1525 

H(112) 0.2380 0.1374 0.3297 
11(113) 0.3292 0.1046 0.5463 
11(114) 0.5652 0.1201 0.6523 
11(115) 0.7065 0.1662 0.5430 
H(116) 0.6120 0.2042 0.3319 
11(121) 0.3509 0.2858 0.2611 
11(123) 0.2002 0.2527 0.2528 
H(122) 0.2265 0.2840 0.1169 
H(133) 0.5395 0.1914 0.0847 
H(131) 0.5342 0.2550 0.1440 
H(132) 0.4177 0.2357 0.0037 
11(216) 0.2844 0.0142 0.1861 
H(215) 0.4386 -0.0249 0.3764 
11(214) 0.6741 0.0063 0.4427 
H(213) 0.7549 0.0691 0.3140 
H(212) 0.6059 0.1031 0.1197 
11(222) 0.4777 0.1339 -0.0428 
H(223) 0.3602 0.1259 -0.1899 
11(221) 0.4820 0.0777 -0.1347 

 0.2995 0.0012 -0.1110 
 0.1716 0.0477 -0.1561 
 0.1850 0.0103 -0.0176 
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Table 5.3 Anisotropic Thermal Parameters for Non-H Atoms, A2. 

Atom 	Ull 	U22 	U33 	U23 	U13 	U12 

Pt(3) 	0.0271(2) 
0.033( 6) 
0.035( 6) 
0.023( 6) 
0.038( 7) 
0.025( 6) 
0.032( 7) 

8(8) 	0.034( 6) 
0.024( 7) 
0.035( 7) 

8(11) 	0.036( 7) 
B(12) 	0.039( 7) 

0.039( 6) 
0.048( 7) 
0.071( 9) 
0.058( 8) 
0.064( 8) 
0.032( 6) 

PCi) 	0.030( 1) 
C(11i) 	0.035( 6) 

0.043( 6) 
0.066( 8) 
0.090(10) 
0.041( 7) 
0.042( 7) 

C(121) 	0.049( 7) 
C(131) 	0.038( 7) 
P(2) 	0.037( 1) 

0.034( 6) 
0.053( 8) 
0.097(12) 
0.107(13) 
0.051( 8) 
0.047( 7) 

C(221) 	0.056( 8) 
C(231) 	0.055( 8) 

0.0265(2) 
0.030( 6) 
0.035( 6) 
0.042( 8) 
0.032( 7) 
0.040( 7) 
0.041( 8) 
0.043( 7) 
0.062( 9) 
0.048( 8) 
0.039( 8) 
0.054( 9) 
0.026( 6) 
0.041( 8) 
0.083(10) 
0.090(11) 
0.050( 8) 
0.045( 7) 
0.031( 2) 
0.029( 6) 
0.078(10) 
0.064( 8) 
0.040( 7) 
0.065( 9) 
0.051( 7) 
0.032( 7) 
0.043( 7) 
0.034( 2) 
0.033( 6) 
0.064( 9) 
0.072(10) 
0.094(12) 
0.078(10) 
0.049( 8) 
0.077(10) 
0.034( 7) 

0.0266(2)  
0.037( 6) 
0.038( 6) 
0.031( 7) 
0.051( 8) 
0 .053 ( 8) 
0.034( 7) 
0.028( 6) 
0.036( 7) 
0.044( 7) 
0.042( 7) 
0.040( 8) 
0.032( 6) 
0.053( 7) 
0.041( 7) 
0.049( 8) 
0.055( 8) 
0.055( 7) 
0.037( 2) 
0.038( 6) 
0.044( 7) 
0.051( 8) 
0.037( 7) 
0.054( 7) 
0.054( 7) 
0.056( 7) 
0.067( 8) 
0.039( 2) 
0.046( 6) 
0.070( 9) 
0.072(10) 
0.047( 8) 
0.056( 8) 
0.067( 8) 
0.040( 7) 
0.083( 9) 

-0.0006(2) 
0.002( 4) 
0.005( 5) 

-0.012( 6) 
-0.001( 7) 
0.009( 6) 
0.009( 6) 

-0.012( 6) 
-0.013( 6) 
-0.004( 6) 
0.002( 6) 
0.020( 6) 

-0.005( 4) 
0.001( 6) 

-0.004( 7) 
0.038( 8) 
0.020( 7) 
0.008( 6) 

-0.003( 1) 
-0.007( 5) 
0.008( 6) 
0.024( 6) 

-0.002( 5) 
-0.008( 7) 
-0.012( 6) 
-0.017( 5) 
-0.003( 6) 
-0.003( 1) 
-0.003( 5) 
0.013( 7) 
0.034( 8) 
0.000( 8) 

-0.006( 7) 
-0.020( 6) 
-0.003( 6) 
-O.029( 6) 

0.0066(1) 
0.005( 5) 
0.016( 5) 
0.002( 5) 
0.014( 6) 
0.015( 6) 
0.006( 5) 
0.005( 5) 

-0.007( 6) 
-0.004( 6) 
0.002( 6) 
0.009( 6) 
0.010( 5) 
0.012( 6) 
0.019( 7) 
0.013( 7) 
0.014( 7) 
0.014( 5) 
0.008( 1) 
0.000( 5) 

-0.008( 5) 
-0.007( 7) 
-0.016( 7) 
-0.017( 6) 
0.005( 6) 
0.007( 6) 
0.021( 6) 
0.014( 1) 
0.016( 5) 
0.012( 7) 
0.040( 9) 
0.014( 9) 

-0.007( 7) 
0.017( 6) 
0.018( 6) 
0.009( 7) 

0.0020(2) 
-0.002( 4) 
0.007( 5) 
0.002( 5) 

-0.021( 6) 
0.008( 5) 
0.001( 6) 

-0.001( 6) 
0.004( 6) 

-0.004( 6) 
-0.001( 6) 
0.003( 6) 

-0.017( 5) 
-0.006( 5) 
-0.013( 8) 
-0.012( 8) 
-0.012( 6) 
-0.004( 5) 
-0.001( 1) 
-0.003( 5) 
-0.024( 7) 
-0.016( 7) 
0.000( 7) 
0.004( 7) 

-0.008( 6) 
0.003( 5) 

-0.003( 5) 
0.007( 1) 
0.007( 5) 
0.003( 7) 
0.028( 9) 
0.051(10)  
0.019( 7) 
0.001( 6) 
0.0.10( 7) 
0.004( 6) 



4. 

Crystal data. 

C301-141 B 9P2Pt, M= 755.99, triclinic, space group Pbarl, a= 11.060(4), b= 

12.997(4), c= 13.293(3), a= 79.703(24) ° , 3= 80.3 14(24) ° , y= 65.14(3) 0 , V=1695.5A 

by a least squares refinement of 25 centred reflections (14<0<17°), Z= 2, D CLLI C= 

1.480gcm 1 , .tMoKa 42.90cm 1 , F(000)= 748. 

Data collection and processing. 

co- 20 scans in 96 steps, with 0) scan width 0.8= 0.34tanO. Variable scan speeds 

0.92 to 2.35°min. 5492 independent reflections of which 5482 retained (with 

F>2aF, h: 0 to +13, k: ±15, 1:±15, 1<0<25°). 

Structure solution. 

Pt atom position from Patterson map. Cage-H atoms and all other non-H atoms 

from least-squares refinement/AF syntheses. Phenyl groups were refined as rigid 

planar rings with C-C= 1 .395A and C-H= 1 .08A. Methyl groups were refined as rigid 

groups with C-H= 1 .08A. An empirical absorption correction was applied after 

isotropic convergence and thereafter all non-H atoms were allowed anisotropic 

thermal motion. All H atoms were assigned a common equivalent thermal parameter 

(U= 0.079(30)A2 , at convergence). R= 0.0298, R= 0.0353, S= 1.025, g= 

0.000459. Max. and mm. residues in final AF map= +0.81 and -0.76ek 3 . 

Crystallographic numbering scheme. 

As for 1. 
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Table 5.4 Fractional Coordinates of Non-H Atoms with Standard Deviations. 

Atom 	 x 	 rj 
	 z 

	 Ueq 

Pt (3) 
P (2) 
P (1) 
C (1) 
B (2) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
C (11) 
B (12) 
C (106) 
C (105) 
C (104) 
C (103) 
C (102) 
C (101) 

 
 

C(204) 
 
 

C(201) 
C(212) 

 
 
 
 

C (211) 
C(221) 
C(231) 

 
 
 
 
 

C (111) 
C (121) 
C (131)  

-0.36575( 2) 
-0.22556(13) 
-0.20080(12) 
-0.5439( 4) 
-0.5165( 5) 
-0.5372( 5) 
-0.6902( 5) 
-0.6769( 5) 
-0.5385( 5) 
-0.5508( 6) 
-0.6945( 6) 
-0.7790( 5) 
-0.6714( 4) 
-0.6977( 5) 
-0.4358( 4) 
-0.3794( 4) 
-0.3684( 4) 
-0.4138( 4) 
-0.4702( 4) 
-0.4812( 4) 
-0.64031(22) 
-0.69027(22) 
-0.82725(22) 
-0.91426(22) 
-0.86430(22) 
-0.72732 (22) 
0.0465( 4) 
0.1482( 4) 
0.1169( 4) 

-0.0161( 4) 
-0.1178( 4) 
-0.0865( 4) 
-0.1541( 6) 
-0.3020( 7) 
-0.2598( 4) 
-0.2952( 4) 
-0.3199( 4) 
-0.3092( 4) 
-0.2738( 4) 
-0.2491( 4) 
-0.1487( 7) 
-0.0407( 6)  

-0.14206( 1) 
-0.05912(11) 
-0.31001(11) 
-0.1714( 3) 
-0.2180( 4) 
-0.0411( 4) 
-0.0600( 5) 
-0.1762( 4) 
-0.1030( 4) 
0.0162( 4) 
0.0522( 4) 

-0.0367( 4) 
-0.1353( 4) 
0.0076( 4) 

-0.21859(22) 
-0.29484 (22) 
-0.40711(22) 
-0 .44314 (22) 
-0.36689(22) 
-0.25462(22) 
-0.2678( 3) 
-0.3183( 3) 
-0.2925( 3) 
-0.2163( 3) 
-0.1658( 3) 
-0.1916( 3) 
-0.1637( 4) 
-0.2293( 4) 
-0.2747( 4) 
-0.2544( 4) 
-0.1889( 4) 
-0.1435( 4) 
-0.0118( 5) 
0.0735( 5) 

-0.32197(24) 
-0.36853(24) 
-0.46698(24) 
-0.51887(24) 
-0.47231 (24) 
-0.37386(24) 
-0.4197( 5) 
-0.3135( 6)  

-0.19978( 1) 
-0.28504 (10) 
-0.13976(10) 
-0.2841( 3) 
-0.1587( 6) 
-0.3009( 4) 
-0.3030( 4) 
-0.2096( 4) 
-0.0816( 4) 
-0.1780( 4) 
-0.2408( 5) 
-0.1818( 4) 
-0.0956( 3) 
-0.1070( 5) 
-0.46199(23) 
-0.53545 (23) 
-0 .51033 (23) 
-0.41173(23) 
-0.33827 (23) 
-0.36340(23) 

0.07047 (24) 
0.15961 (24) 
0.17864 (24) 
0.10853(24) 
0.01939(24) 
0.00036(24) 

-0.3637( 3) 
-0.4322( 3) 
-0.5067( 3) 
-0.5128( 3) 
-0.4444( 3) 
-0.3698( 3) 
-0.1978( 5) 
-0.3689( 5) 
0.07143(25)  
0.16889(25) 
0.18014 (25) 
0.09393(25)  

-0 .00353 (25) 
-0.01478(25) 
-0.2251( 5) 
-0.1172( 6)  

0.0333( 1) 
0.0469( 8) 
0.0427( 7) 
0.036( 3) 
0.033( 3) 
0.039( 3) 
0.043( 3) 
0.038( 3) 
0.039( 3) 
0.042( 3) 
0.044( 3) 
0.042( 3) 
0.036( 3) 
0.043( 3) 
0.055( 4) 
0.078( 5) 
0.082( 5) 
0.078( 5) 
0.056( 4) 
0.040( 3) 
0.050( 3) 
0.060( 4) 
0.060( 4) 
0.061( 4) 
0.050( 3) 
0.039( 3) 
0.071( 4) 
0.088( 6) 
0.109( 7) 
0.143 (10) 
0.096( 6) 
0.055( 4) 
0.071( 5) 
0.075( 5) 
0.059( 4) 
0.073( 5) 
0.067( 4) 
0.059( 4) 
0.053( 3) 
0.041( 3) 
0.071( 4) 
0.081( 5) 
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Table 5.5 Fractional Co-ordinates of Hydrogen Atoms. 

Atom x y z 

H(2) -0.476( 6) -0.301( 5) -0.129( 5) 
H(4) -0.494( 6) -0.008( 5) -0.377( 5) 
H (5) -0 .725 ( 6) -0.045 ( 5) -0.372 ( 5) 
H(6) -0.712( 6) -0.238 ( 5) -0.211( 5) 
H(7) -0.512( 6) -0.115( 5) 0.004( 5) 
H(8) -0.514( 6) 0.082( 5) -0.180( 5) 
H(9) -0.744( 6) 0.140( 5) -0.270( 5) 
H(10) -0.874( 7) 0.001( 5) -0.169( 5) 
H(12) -0.768( 7) 0.054( 5) -0.045( 5) 
H(106) -0.4442 -0.13167 -0.48144 
H(105) -0.3442 -0.26695 -0.61178 
H(104) -0.3247 -0.46614 -0.56720 
H(103) -0.4053 -0.53006 -0.39228 
H(102) -0.5053 -0.39478 -0.26194 

 -0.53426 -0.2877 0.05574 
 -0.62290 -0.3772 0.21389 
 -0.86593 -0.3316 0.24765 
 -1.02031 -0.1964 0.12326 
 -0.93166 -0.1069 -0.03489 
 0.0708 -0.1286 -0.3060 
 0.2511 -0.2449 -0.4274 
 0.1956 -0.3254 -0.5597 
 -0.0404 -0.2895 -0.5706 
 -0.2207 -0.1732 -0.4491 
 -0.1042 -0.0828 -0.1423 
 -0.2331 0.0552 -0.1583 

H(221) -0.0827 0.0203 -0.2411 
 -0.2421 0.1228 -0.3778 
 -0.4017 0.1223 -0.3352 
 -0.3074 0.0540 -0.4432 
 -0.2407 -0.24574 0.06273 
 -0.3035 -0.32835 0.23564 
 -0.3473 -0.50303 0.25559 
 -0.3283 -0.59510 0.10263 
 -0.2655 -0.51249 -0.07028 
 -0.2361 -0.4261 -0.2445 
 -0.0853 -0.5008 -0.1869 
 -0.0938 -0.3972 -0.2944 
 0.0018 -0.2775 -0.1861 
 0.0271 -0.4008 -0.0968 
 -0.0563 -0.2643 -0.0552 
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Table 5.6 Anisotropic Vibration Parameters of Non-H Atoms with Standard 
Deviations, A2 . 

Atom 	U11 	U22 	U33 	U23 	U13 	u12 

Pt(3) 	0.0307(1) 
P(2) 	0.0437(7) 
P(1) 	0.0313(6) 
C(1) 	0.040( 2) 
B(2) 	0.031( 2) 

0.038( 3) 
0.039( 3) 
0.034( 3) 
0.039( 3) 
0.043( 3) 
0.039( 3) 
0.035( 3) 

C(11) 	0.031( 2) 
B(12) 	0.038( 3) 
C(106) 	0.065( 3) 
C(105) 	0.107( 5) 
C(104) 	0.113( 6) 
C(103) 	0.111( 6) 
C(102) 	0.069( 4) 
C(101) 	0.042( 2) 

0.044( 3) 
0.062( 4) 
0.064( 4) 
0.051( 3) 
0.043( 3) 

C(201) 	0.037( 2) 
0.049( 3) 
0.061( 4) 
0.087( 6) 
0.114( 7) 
0.075( 5) 

C(211) 	0.049( 3) 
C(221) 	0.070( 4) 
C(231) 	0.074( 4) 

0.070( 4) 
0.085( 4) 
0.061( 4) 
0.056( 3) 
0.048( 3) 

C(111) 	0.033( 2) 
C(121) 	0.075( 4) 
C(131) 	0.038( 3) 

0.0307(1) 
0.0470(7) 
0.0396(6) 
0.031( 2) 
0.027( 2) 
0.033( 3) 
0.040( 3) 
0.034( 3) 
0.036( 3) 
0.029( 2) 
0.030( 3) 
0.033( 3) 
0.032( 2) 
0.030( 3) 
0.051( 3) 
0.071( 4) 
0.064( •4) 
0.047( 3) 
0.041( 3) 
0.038( 2) 
0.045( 3) 
0.055( 3) 
0.049( 3) 
0.054( 3) 
0.045( 3) 
0.031( 2) 
0.085( 4) 
0.099( 5) 
0.110( 7) 
0.180(10) 
0.129( 7) 
0.061( 3) 
0.073( 4) 
0.059( 4) 
0.046( 3) 
0.072( 4) 
0.067( 4) 
0.041( 3) 
0.035( 3) 
0.032( 2) 
0.049( 3) 
0.088( 5) 

0.0308(1) 
0.0421(7) 
0.0433(7) 
0.030( 2) 
0.034( 3) 
0.036( 3) 
0.042( 3) 
0.038( 3) 
0.032( 3) 
0.047( 3) 
0.050( 3) 
0.047( 3) 
0.036( 2) 
0.047( 3) 
0.036( 3) 
0.035( 3) 
0.049( 4) 
0.056( 4) 
0.046( 3) 

-0.030( 2) 
0.047( 3) 
0.043( 3) 
0.051( 3) 
0.066( 4) 
0.051( 3) 
0.037( 2) 
0.062( 4) 
0.075( 5) 
0.097( 6) 
0.110( 7) 
0.068( 4) 
0.045( 3) 
0.065( 4) 
0.075( 4) 
0.048( 3) 
0.045( 3) 
0.051( 3) 
0.064( 4) 
0.062( 3) 
0.045( 3) 
0.059( 4) 
0.093( 5) 

-0.0036(1) 
-0.0027 (5) 

0.0006(5) 
-0.005( 2) 
-0.006( 2) 
-0.003( 2) 
0.003( 2) 

-0.005( 2). 
-0.010( 2) 
-0.009( 2) 
0.000( 2) 

-0.003( 2) 
-0.006( 2) 
-0.014( 2) 
-0.007( 2) 
-0.018( 3) 
-0.029( 3) 
-0.017( 3) 
-0.012( 2) 
-0.005( 2) 
-0.001( 2) 
0.002( 2) 

-0.016( 3) 
-0.024( 3) 
-0.014( 2) 
-0.010( 2) 
-0.005( 3) 
-0.003( 4) 
-0.044( 5) 
-0.099( 7) 
-0.041( 4) 
-0.007( 2) 
-0.021( 3) 
0.023( 3) 

-0.007( 2) 
-0.011( 3) 
0.009( 3) 
0.008( 3) 

-0.002( 2) 
0.000( 2) 

-0.012( 3) 
0.030( 4) 

-0.0038(1) 
-0.0051(6) 
-0 .0029 (5) 
-0.006( 2) 
-0.004( 2) 
-0.010( 2) 
-0.015( 2) 
-0.004( 2) 
-0.005( 2) 
-0.005( 2) 
-0.009( 2) 
-0.010( 2) 
-0.004( 2) 
-0.002( 2) 
-0.006( 2) 
0.010( 3) 
0.007( 4) 
0.005( 4) 
0.006( 3) 

-0.009( 2) 
0.002( 2) 
0.001( 3) 
0.015( 3) 
0.021( 3) 
0.007( 2) 
0.001( 2) 
0.003( 3) 
0.014( 4) 
0.033( 5) 
0.039( 6) 
0.004( 4) 
0.000( 2) 

-0.007( 3) 
-0.018( 3) 
-0.009( 3) 
-0.006( 3) 
-0.001( 3) 
-0.009( 3) 
-0.013( 3) 
-0.010( 2) 
0.007( 3) 

-0.020( 3) 

-0.0120(1) 
-0.0254 (6) 
-0.0075 (5) 
-0.016( 2) 
-0.012( 2) 
-0.013( 2) 
-0.017( 2) 
-0.013( 2) 
-0.014( 2) 
-0.014( 2) 
-O.009( 2) 
-0.007( 2) 
-0.009( 2) 
-0.005( 2) 
-0.025( 3) 
-0.038( 4) 
-0.034( 4) 
-0.031( 3) 
-0.025( 3) 
-0.017( 2) 
-0.015( 2) 
-0.018( 3) 
-0.026( 3) 
-0.027( 3) 
-0.019( 2) 
-0.011( 2) 
-0.032( 3) 
-0.026( 4) 
-0.028( 5) 
-0.070( 7) 
-0.051( 5) 
-0.031( 3) 
-0.044( 3) 
-0.034( 3) 
-0.026( 3) 
-0.035( 4) 
-0.023( 3) 
-0.018( 2) 
-0.012( 2) 
-0.003( 2) 
-0.004( 3) 
-0.026( 3) 
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1Ph3,3(PMe2Ph)2-3,1,2-PdC2B9H,o, 16. 

Crystal Data. 

• C24H37B9P2Pd, M= 591.20, monoclinic, space group P2 1/c, a= 10.339(3), b= 

25.813(5), 	c= 	10.879(1)A, 	3= 104.161(22)0 7 	V= 2815.2A, from least-squares 

refinements of 25 centred reflections (12<0<14 0), Z= 4, D1=  1 .395gcm 3 , I.LMOKa= 

7.76cm 1 , F(000)= 1208. 

Data Collection and Processing. 

o- 20 scans in 96 steps with 0) scan width 0.8 = 0.34tan0. Variable scan speeds 

between 0.55 and 2.350min.. 5220 reflections measured in the range 1<0<22° (h 

0-15, k 0-29,1±18), of which 3882 retained for structure elucidation (F>2a(F)). 

Structure Elucidation. 

Atomic co-ordinates from 1 were used as the starting point for refinement, with 

individual thermal parameters for all atoms (no H-atoms included). The 11 non-M 

cage atoms were refined as boron atoms. After 4 full-matrix least-squares refinement 

cycles R= 0.0854. From the refined thermal parameters and interatomic distances, 

the cage carbon atoms were unambiguously assigned to sites 1 and 2, confirming 16 

as isostructural to 1. Further refinement was not undertaken. 

Crystallographic Numbering Scheme. 

As for 1. 
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Table 5.7 Selected Bond Lengths, A, with Standard Deviations. 

Pd(3) - 	C(1) 2.530(11) 3(9) 	-B(12) 1.803(20) 

Pd(3) - C (2) 2.308(12) B(10) 	-3(11) 1.812(20) 

Pd(3) - B(4) 2.282 (13) 3(10) 	-B(12) 1.779(20) 

Pd(3) - B(7) 2.269(13) 3(11) 	-B(12) 1.778(20) 

Pd(3) - 3(8) 2.276(14) C(101) -C(102) 1.408(18) 

Pd(3) - 	P (1) 2.318( 	3) C(101) -c (106) 1.419(17) 

Pd(3) - P (2) 2.272( 	3) C (102)-C (103) 1.424(20) 

C(1) - C(2) 1.574 (16) C(103)-C(104) 1.396 (22) 

C(1) - 	3(4) 1.717(17) C(104) -C(105) 1.342(22) 

C (1) - 3(5) 1.699(18) C (105)-C (106) 1.418(20) 

C(1) - 8(6) 1.694(18) P (1) 	-C(111) 1.802(12) 

C(1) -C(101) 1.490(16) P(1) 	-C(121) 1.812(13) 

C (2) - B (6) 1.773(18) P (1) 	-C (131) 1.825(13) 

C (2) - 3(7) 1.757(17) C (111)-C (112) 1.380(18) 

C(2) -B(11) 1.765(18) C(111)-C(116) 1.414 (17) 

3(4) - 3(5) 1.837 (19) C(112)-C (113) 1.421 (22) 

3(4) - 8(8) 1.822(20) -C(114) 1.443(23) 

3(4) - 3(9) 1.780(20) -C(115) 1.368(21) 

3(5) - 	B(6) 1.731(20) C(115)-C(116) 1.390(20) 

B(5) - 3(9) 1.809(20) P(2) 	-C(211) 1.804 (13) 

B(5) -B(10) 1.775(20) P (2) 	-C (221) 1.820(14) 

B (6) -3(10) 1.762(20) P (2) 	-C (231) 1.861(17) 

B (6) -B(11) 1.835(20) C (211)-C (216) 1.411(20) 

3(7) - 	3(8) 1.788(19) C (211)-C (212) 1.399(18) 

3(7) -B(11) 1.744(19) C(216) -C (215) 1.43( 	3) 

B(7) -B(12) 1.785(19) C(215) -C (214) 1.41( 	3) 

3(8) - 3(9) 1.768(20) C(214) -C(213) 1.378(24) 

B(8) -3(12) 1.782(20) C (213)-C (212) 1.417(21) 

B (9) -3(10) 1.799(21) 
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Table 5.8 Selected Angles, 0, with Standard Deviations. 

C (1) -Pd (3) - 	C (2) 37.6( 4) B (5) 	-B (10) 	- 	B (6) 58.6( 	8) 

0(1) -Pd(3) - 	3(4) 41.4( 4) 3(5) 	-B(10) 	- 	B(9) 60.8( 	8) 

C (2) -Pd(3) - 	B(7) 45.1( 4) B (6) 	-B (10) 	-B (11) 61.8( 	8) 

B(4) -Pd(3) - 	3(8) 47.1( 5) B(9) 	-B(10) 	-B(12) 60.5( 	8) 

B(7) -Pd(3) - 	B (8) 46.3(  B(11) 	-B (10) 	-3(12) 59.4( 	8) 

P(1) -Pd(3) - 	P(2) 95.95(11) C(2) 	-B(11) 	- 	B(6) 59.0( 	7) 

Pd(3) - 	C(1) - 	C(2) 63.5(  C(2) 	-3(11) 	- 	B(7) 60.1( 	7) 

Pd(3) - 	C(1) - 	B(4) 61.5( 6) 3(6) 	-B(11) 	-3(10) 57.8( 	8) 

Pd(3) - 	C (1) -c (101) 106.1( 7) B (7) 	-3(11) 	-3(12) 60.9( 	8) 

0(2) - 	C(1) - 	B(6) 65.6(  3(10) 	-B(11) 	-B(12) 59.4( 	8) 

C (2) - 	C (1) -c (101) 119.7(  B (7) 	-3(12) 	- 	3(8) 60.2( 	8) 

3(4) - 	C(1) - B(5) 65.1( 8) B(7) 	-B(12) 	-3(11) 58.6( 	7) 

3(4) - 	0(1) -0(101) 122.8( 9) B(8) 	-B(12) 	- 	3(9) 59.1( 	8) 

B(5) - 	C(1) - 	B(6) 61.4(  3(9) 	-3(12) 	-B(10) 60.3( 	8) 

3(5) - 	C(1) -c (101) 120.6(10) 3(10) 	-3(12) 	-3(11) 61.2( 	8) 

3(6) - 	C(1) -0(101) 117.1(  C(1) 	-0(101) -0(102) 119.8 (10) 

Pd(3) - C (2) - 	0(1) 78.9( 6) C (1) 	-C (101)-C (106) 120.3 (10) 

Pd(3) - C (2) - 3(7) 66.3( 6) C (102)-C (101)-C (106) 119.9(11) 
C (1) - 	C (2) - B (6) 60.5( 7) C (101)-C (102)-C (103) 119.2 (12) 

B (6) - 	C (2) -3(11) 62.5( 7) C (102)-C (103) -C (104) 119.9(13) 

B(7) - 0(2) -3(11) 59.4( 7) C(103)-C(104)-C(105) 120.7(15) 

Pd(3) - B (4) - 	C(1) 77.1( 6) C (104) -C(105) -C (106) 122.2 (14) 

Pd(3) - B(4) - 	3(8) 66.3(  C (101)-C (106)-C (105) 118.2 (12) 

C(1) - 3(4) - 3(5) 57.0(  Pd(3) 	- 	2(1) 	-0(111) 117.1( 	4) 
3(5) - 	B(4) - 3(9) 60.0(  Pd(3) 	- 	2(1) 	-C(121) 112.8( 	4) 

B(8) - 3(4) - 	B(9) 58.8( 8) Pd(3) 	- 	2(1) 	-C(131) 114.9( 	4) 

C (1) - B (5) - 3(4) 57.9( 7) C (111)- P (1) 	-C (121) 102.4( 	6) 
C (1) - B (5) - 3(6) 59.2( 8) 0 (.111) - 	2(1) 	-C(131) 106.4( 	6) 
B(4) - 3(5) - B(9) 58.4( 8) C (121)- P(1) 	-0(131) 101.4( 	6) 
3(6) - 3(5) -3(10) 60.3( 8) P (1) 	-0(111)-C (112) 118.2( 	9) 
3(9) - 3(5) -B (10) 60.3( 8) P (1) 	-0(111)-C (116) 122.4( 	9) 
0(1) - B(6) - 0(2) 54.0(  0(112)-C (111)-C (116) 119.4(11) 

0(1) - 3(6) - 3(5) 59.5(  0(111)-C (112) -0(113) 121.6(13) 

0(2) - B (6) -B (11) 58.5(  0(112) -0(113)-C (114) 117.8(14) 

3(5) - 3(6) -3(10) 61.0(  0(113) -C (114) -C (115) 119.1 (14) 
3(10) - 	3(6) -3(11) 60.5( 8) 0(114)-C (115) -0(116) 122.5(13) 

Pd(3) - B(7) - 0(2) 68.6( 6) C(111)-C(116)-C(115) 119.4 (12) 

Pd(3) - B (7) - 3(8) 67.1( 6) Pd(3) 	- P (2) 	-0(211) 119.1( 	4) 
0(2) - 3(7) -B(11) 60.5( 7) Pd(3) 	- P (2) 	-0(221) 111.7( 	5) 
3(8) - 3(7) -B(12) 59.8( 8) Pd(3) 	- P (2) 	-0(231) 116.1( 	5) 

3(11) - 3(7) -B(12) 60.5( 8) 0(211) - P (2) 	-0(221) 106.6( 	6) 
Pd(3) - 3(8) - 3(4) 66.6( 6) C(211) - P (2) 	-0(231) 101.9( 	7) 

Pd(3) - B(8) - B(7) 66.6( 6) 0(221)- P (2) 	-0(231) 99.1( 	7) 
B(4) - 3(8) - 3(9) 59.4( 8) P (2) 	-C(211)-C(216) 117.9(10) 
3(7) - 	3(8) -3(12) 60.0( 8) P (2) 	-C(211) -0(212) 121.3(10) 

3(9) - 3(8) -3(12) 61.0( 8) 0(216)-C (211) -0(212) 120.6(12) 
3(4) - 3(9) - B(5) 61.6( 8) C(211)-C(216)-C(215) 118.8 (15) 

3(4) - B(9) - B(8) 61.8( 8) C(216)-C(215)-C(214) 118.1(17) 

B(S) - B(9) -3(10) 58.9( 8) C(215)-C(214)--C(213) 123.8 (17) 

3(8) - 3(9) -B(12) 59.8( 8) 0(214) -0(213) -0(212) 117.2(15) 
3(10) - B (9) -3(12) 59.2( 8) 0(211)-C (212) -0(213) 121.4(13) 
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Table 5.9 Fractional Coordinates of Non-H Atoms with Standard Deviations. 

Atom x y z Ueq 

Pd(3) 0.17872( 	8) 0.15094( 3) 0.03220( 	8) 0.0247( 2) 
C(1) -0.0459(11) 0.1362( 4) 0.0799(11) 0.0211(23) 
C(2) -0.0065(11) 0.1941( 4) 0.0625(11) 0.0249(24) 
B(4) -0.0113(13) 0.1045( 5) -0.0470(13) 0.033( 3) 
B(5) -0.1820(14) 0.1175( 5) -0.0336(14) 0.037( 3) 
B(6) -0.1770 (13) 0.1774(  0.0391 (13) 0.036( 3) 
B(7) 0.0361(12) 0.2107( 5) -0.0793(12) 0.029( 3) 
8(8) 0.0292(13) 0.1500( 6) -0.1601(13) 0.040( 3) 

 -0.1348(14) 0.1258( 5) -0.1820(14) 0.039( 3) 
 -0.2343(14) 0.1735( 6) -0.1271(14) 0.041( 3) 

B(11) -0.1223(13) 0.2259( 5) -0.0605(13) 0.036( 3) 
B(12) -0.1075(13) 0.1940( 5) -0.2013(13) 0.035( 3) 
C(101) -0.0179(11) 0.1133( 4) 0.2094(11) 0.0337(25 
C(102) -0.0311(12) 0.1439( 5) 0.3127(12) 0.047( 3) 
C(103) 0.0002(14) 0.1220( 6) 0.4366(14) 0.058( 4) 
C(104) 0.0413(15) 0.0704( 6) 0.4539(15) 0.061( 4) 
C(105) 0.0545(15) 0.0415( 6) 0.3552(15) 0.063( 4) 
C(106) 0.0247(12) 0.0610( 5) 0.2296(12) 0.042( 3) 
P(1) 0.3407( 	3) 0.20114(11) 0.1644( 	3) 0.0305( 6) 
C(111) 0.4188(11) 0.1748( 4) 0.3180(11) 0.0335(25) 
C(112) 0.3417(12) 0.1456( 5) 0.3791(12) 0.048( 3) 
C(113) 0.3945(16) 0.1251( 7) 0.5025(16) 0.071( 5) 
C(114) 0.5329(14) 0.1352( 6) 0.5622(14) 0.057( 4) 
C(115) 0.6082(14) 0.1625( 6) 0.4971(14) 0.056( 4) 
C(116) 0.5545(12) 0.1838( 5) 0.3781(12) 0.045( 3) 
C(121) 0.2766(12) 0.2625( 5) 0.2044(12) 0.043( 3) 
C(131) 0.4756(12) 0.2225( 5) 0.0951(12) 0.045( 3) 
P(2) 0.3191( 	3) 0.08681 (12) 0.0036( 	3) 0.0346( 7) 
C(211) 0.4349(12) 0.0598( 5) 0.1400(12) 0.040( 3) 
C(216) 0.3861(15) 0.0231( 6) 0.2135(15) 0.063( 4) 
C(215) 0.4752(19) 0.0023( 8) 0.3241(19) 0.086( 6) 
C(214) 0.6072(18) 0.0213( 7) 0.3576(18) 0.078( 5) 
C(213) 0.6558(15) 0.0581( 6) 0.2888(15) 0.061( 4) 
C(212) 0.5667(13) 0.0774( 5) 0.1779(13) 0.049( 3) 
C(221) 0.4166(14) 0.1059( 5) -0.1073(13) 0.052( 3) 
C(231) 0.2387(16) 0.0276( 6) -0.0786(16) 0.066(  
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1,2-Ph2..3-(1,5-COD)-3,1,2-PdC2B9H9, 19. 

Crystal Data. 

2H31 B9Pd, M= 499.18, monoclinic, P2 1/n, a= 10.946(2), b= 12.077(3), c= 

17.680(3)A, P= 91.2340(14)°, V= 2336.6A, from least squares refinement of 25 

centred reflections (11<0<12°), Z= 4, D1=  1.419gcm 1 , LMOKa= 7.92cm 1 . 

Data Collection and Processing. 

Cu- 20 scans in 96 steps with Cu scan width 0.8+ 0.34tan0. Variable scan speeds 

between 0.82 and 2.35°min: 1 . 6778 independent reflections of which 5412 retained 

with F>2cy(F) (1<0<30, h: ±15, k:0 to 17 and 1: 0 to 24). 

Structure Solution and Refinement. 

Pd atom position from Patterson map; B, C, cage H-atoms and COD C-H atoms 

from full matrix least-squares refinement/i\F syntheses. Phenyl H-atoms set in fixed 

positions with C-H= 1 .08A. COD CH2  H-atoms set in idealised positions with C-H= 

1.08A. H atoms refined with a common thermal parameter (U q= 0.0684(21) at 

convergence). R= 0.0422, R= 0.0478, S= 0.914, g= 0.00815. Max. and mm. 

residues in final AF map +0.47 and -0.72eA 3 . 

Crystallographic numbering scheme. 

C(n1-6) refer to the phenyl carbon atoms in the ring attached to Cn. C101-108 

refer to the COD carbon atoms. All H-atoms are numbered according to their bound 

carbon atom except for the COD-CF! 2  protons. These are labelled H(nOm) and 

H(n9m) when bound to C(nOm). 
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Table 5.10 Fractional Coordinates of Non-H Atoms with Standard Deviations. 

Atom 

 
 

Pd (3) 
B (4) 
B(5) 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

C (12) 
 
 
 
 

C (11) 
C(22) 

 
 
 
 

C(21) 
 
 

C(103) 
C (104) 

 
 

C (107) 
C(108) 

x 

0.50568 (25) 
0.56589 (25) 
0.33036( 2) 
0.3581( 3) 
0.4953( 4) 
0.6292( 4) 
0.4734( 3) 
0.3477( 4) 
0.4082( 4) 
0.5690( 4) 
0.6127( 3) 
0.4842( 4) 
0.5552( 3) 
0.5549( 3) 
0.5056( 3) 
0.4581( 3) 
0.4605( 3) 
0.50729 (23) 
0.7290( 3) 
0.8071( 3) 
0.8022( 3) 
0.7191( 3) 
0.6407( 3) 
0.64443(23) 
0.1741( 3) 
0.1643( 4) 
0.2670( 4) 
0.3273( 3) 
0.2697( 4) 
0.1328( 4) 
0.0716( 4) 
0.1296( 3) 

0.25437 (21) 
0.17889(20) 
0.18371( 2) 
0.1898( 3) 
0.1958( 3) 
0.1834( 3) 
0.05612(25) 
0.0497( 3) 
0.0697( 3) 
0.0657( 3) 
0.0588( 3) 

-0.0164( 3) 
0.44550(24) 
0.5603( 3) 
0.6082( 3) 
0.5410( 3) 
0.42674(24) 
0.37709(21) 
0 .30909 (23) 
0.3440( 3) 
0.2962( 3) 
0.2139( 3) 
0 .17723 (23) 
0.22464 (21) 
0.3109( 3) 
0.3651( 3) 
0.3387( 4) .  
0.2269( 3) 
0.1285( 3) 
0.1156( 4) 
0.1268( 3) 
0.2097( 3) 

z 

0.20781 (14) 
0.15069(15) 
0.10855( 1) 
0.23075(19) 
0.29163 (19) 
0.24246(19) 
0.13230(18) 
0.19486(20) 
0.28563 (21) 
0.28612 (22) 
0.18834 (20) 
0.22252 (22) 
0.25581 (17) 
0.24665 (21) 
0.18220(24) 
0.12558(22) 
0.13379(18) 
0.19936(15) 
0.10309(18) 
0.04776(20) 

-0.02338 (21) 
-0.03885(18) 

0.01718(16) 
0.08899(15) 
0.09941(22) 
0.0229( 3) 

-0.03019(22) 
-0.01905(18) 
-0 .01066 (19) 
-0.0117( 3) 
0.0635( 3) 
0.11717 (24) 

tieq 

0.0329(13) 
0.0343(12) 
0.0330( 1) 
0.0430(17) 
0.0466(18) 
0.0440(17) 
0.0387 (16) 
0.0450(18) 
0.0562 (22) 
0.0571 (22) 
0.0453(18) 
0.0518 (21) 
0.0429(15) 
0.0534 (18) 
0.0608 (21) 
0.0561 (20) 
0.0443(16) 
0.0333(13) 
0.0427 (15) 
0.0504 (18) 
0.0551 (19) 
0.0509(17) 
0.0414 (14) 
0.0336(12) 
0.0494 (17) 
0.0646(23) 
0.0629(22) 
0.0532(19) 
0.0592 (21 
0.077( 3) 
0.072( 3) 
0 .0554 (20 
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Table 5.11 Fractional Coordinates of Hydrogen Atoms. 

Atom 	 x 	 y 
	 z 

3) 
 
 

3) 
 
 
 
 

3) 
3) 
3) 
3) 
3) 
3) 
3) 
3) 
3) 
3) 
3) 

4) 
4) 
4) 
4) 
4) 

4) 
4) 

4) 
4) 
4) 
4) 

4) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

H(114) 
 
 
 
 

H(214) 
 
 

H(101) 
H(102) 
H(192) 
H(103) 
H(193) 
H(104) 
H(105) 
H(106) 
H(196) 
H(107) 
H(197) 
H(108)  

0.290 
0.488 
0.710 
0.490 
0.268 
0.353(  
0.630(  
0.692(  
0.490 
0.5929(  
0.5938 
0.5041 
0.4190 
0.4253(  
0.7333 
0.8724 
0.8635(  
0.7142 
0.5765 
0.197( 
0.0814 
0.1578 
0.3380(  
0.2340 
0.421( 
0.320( 
0.0977 I 
0.1248 

-0 .0254 
0.0904 
0.118(  

0.250( 3) 
0.254( 4) 
0.224( 3) 
0.011( 3) 

-0.006( 3) 
0.046( 3) 
0.029( 3) 
0.018( 3) 

-0.105( 3) 
0.40959(24) 
0.6122( 3) 
0.6971( 3) 
0.5775( 3) 
0.37522 (24) 
0.34769(23) 
0.4089( 3) 
0.3237( 3) 
0.1772( 3) 
0.11146(23) 
0.347( 4) 
0.3380( 3) 
0.4525( 3) 
0.4002( 4) 
0.3388( 4) 
0.234( 3) 
0.057( 3) 
0.1771( 4) 
0.0345( 4) 
0.1348( 3) 
0.0468( 3) 
0.201( 3) 

0.2548(21) 
0.3372 (21) 
0.2470 (22) 
0.0785(20) 
0.1895(20) 
0.3297 (21) 
0.3344 (21) 
0.1642(20) 
0.2224 (21) 
0.30716(17) 
0.29067 (21) 
0.17601 (24) 
0.07481 (22) 
0.08838 (18) 
0.15818 (18) 
0.06001 (20) 

-0.06656(21) 
-0 .09455 (18) 

0.00469(16) 
0.1391(24) 

-0.0056( 3) 
0.0354( 3) 

-0.02319(22) 
-0.08820 (22) 
-0.0283(22) 
-0.0135(21) 
-0.0508( 3) 
-0.0370( 3) 
0.0523( 3) 
0.0885( 3) 
0.1694 (24) 
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Table 5.12 Anisotropic Vibration Parameters of Non-H Atoms with Standard 
Deviations, A2 . 

Atom 	Ull 	U22 	U33 	U23 	U13 	U12 

0.040( 1) 
0.038( 1) 

Pd(3) 	0.0333(1) 
3(4) 	0.055( 2) 
B(5) 	0.072( 2) 
3(6) 	0.055( 2) 

0.049( 2) 
0.059( 2) 
0.088( 3) 

B(lO) 	0.089( 3) 
0.056( 2) 
0.077( 3) 
0.044( 2) 
0.050( 2) 
0.055( 2) 
0.050( 2) 
0.040( 2) 

C(11) 	0.029( 1) 
0.038( 1) 
0.041( 2) 
0.049( 2) 
0.053( 2) 
0.044( 2) 

C(21) 	0.031( 1) 
0.040( 2) 
0.059( 2) 
0.059( 2) 
0.044( 2) 
0.071( 2) 
0.083( 3) 
0.051( 2) 
0.035( 2)  

0.034( 1) 
0.033( 1) 
0.0333(1) 
0.042( 2) 
0.039( 2) 
0.040( 2) 
0.030( 1) 
0.036( 1) 
0.043( 2) 
0.041( 2) 
0.035( 1) 
0.033( 1) 
0.043( 1) 
0.043( 2) 
0.031( 1) 
0.043( 2) 
0.040( 1) 
0.034( 1) 
0.044( 1) 
0.049( 2) 
0.061( 2) 
0.060( 2) 
0.044( 1) 
0.034( 1) 
0.047( 2) 
0.057( 2) 
0.078( 2) 
0.080( 2) 
0.065( 2) 
0.072( 3) 
0.068( 2) 
0.066( 2) 

0.025( 1) 
0.032( 1) 
0.0324(1) 
0.032( 1) 
0.029( 1) 
0.037( 2) 
0.037( 2) 
0.041( 2) 
0.037( 2) 
0.041( 2) 
0.045( 2) 
0.045( 2) 
0.042( 2) 
0.068( 2) 
0.096( 3) 
0.075( 2) 
0.053( 2) 
0.037( 1) 
0.046( 2) 
0.062( 2) 
0.056( 2) 
0.040( 2) 
0.036( 1) 
0.036( 1) 
0.062( 2) 
0.078( 3) 
0.051( 2) 
0.035( 2) 
0.041( 2) 
0.077( 3) 
0.097( 3) 
0.065( 2) 

-0.002( 1) 
-0.003( 1) 
-0.0034(1) 
-0.004( 1) 
0.001( 1) 

-0.001( 1) 
-0.003( 1) 
0.000( 1) 
0.007( 1) 
0.010( 1) 

-0.001( 1) 
0.008( 1) 

-0.013( 1) 
-0.021( 2) 
-0.002( 2) 
0.015( 2) 
0.005( 1) 

-0.003( 1) 
-0.007( 1) 
0.000( 1) 
0.007( 2) 

-0.004( 1) 
-0.005( 1) 
-0.002( 1) 
-0.006( 1) 
0.012( 2) 
0.019( 2) 
0.001( 2) 

-0.016( 2) 
-0.013( 2) 
0.002( 2) 

-0.002( 2) 

-0.002( 1) 
-0.004( 1) 

0.0008(1) 
0.009( 1) 

-0.005( 1) 
-0.018( 1) 
-0.006( 1) 
0.005( 2) 
0.004( 2) 

-0.019( 2) 
-0.019( 2) 
-0.013( 2) 
0.007( 1) 
0.015( 2) 
0.019( 2) 
0.001( 2) 

-0.003( 1) 
0.006( 1) 
0.004( 1) 
0.013( 1) 
0.018( 2) 
0.006( 1) 

-0.001( 1) 
-0.001( 1) 
0.012( 1) 
0.001( 2) 

-0.002( 2) 
0.000( 1) 

-0.016( 2) 
-0.029( 2) 
-0.019( 2) 
0.009( 2) 

-0.004( 1) 
0.002( 1) 

-0.0021(1) 
-0 .013 (2) 
-0.012( 2) 
-0.002( 2) 
-0.001( 1) 
-0.015( 1) 
-0.019( 2) 
-0.003( 2) 
0.005( 1) 

-0.005( 2) 
-0.007( 1) 
-0.008( 1) 
0.002( 1) 

-0.001( 1) 
-0.006( 1) 
-0.004( 1) 
0.000( 1) 
0.000( 1) 
0.012( 2) 
0.011( 2) 
0.009( 1) 
0.007( 1) 
0.004( 1) 
0.014( 2) 
0.004( 2) 
0.012( 2) 
0.016( 2) 

-0.020( 2) 
-0.019( 2) 
-0.007( 1) 
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Section C Extended Huckel Molecular Orbital Calculations. 

E.H.M.O. calculations 137 ' 391 
 have been widely used for probing structural 

problems in organometallic chemistry. The molecular orbital energies obtained from 

these calculations are often inaccurate, but are found to be of use qualitatively in 

predicting preferred conformations and rotational barriers. In order to carry out such a 

calculation a model of the molecule of interest, with co-ordinates in orthogonalised 

Angstrom space, as well as a basis set of atomic orbital parameters for all the atoms 

in the molecule, are required. 

Molecular orbitals (MO's) are derived by the linear combination of atomic orbitals 

(LCAO) method. The mathematical function for an MO ('I') is obtained from the 

functions for the corresponding atomic orbitals (AO's), 'I' and Wil according to the 

following equation. 

1= c 1'f' 1  + cI' 

where c 1  and c are AO coefficients. 

In practice' 40 ' 421
, the AO wave functions are represented by normalised 

Slater-type orbitals (STO's) of the form 

'P= 1expY(9,4) 

n= effective quantum number (related to the principal quantum number) 

Y(O, 4) are spherical harmonics 

is the orbital exponent which defines the diffuseness of the STO's in physical 

terms and is related to the effective nuclear charge. 
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(Z- (Y)/n 

where Z is the nuclear charge and a is a screening constant. 

To calculate orbital energies, a secular determinant is set up from equations of the 

type shown below, using evaluated 1-electron Hamiltonian operators (H 11  and H)  and 

overlap integrals (S 1). 

S JE) =0 

where Hjj = fWiHxyi = JWH1VJ = fxyjHxVi and Sij = 'Vi'Vj 

The H1 's used are valence shell ionisation energies (VSIE's). 

The I-I's are calculated using the modified Wolfsberg-Helmholtz formula 1431 : 

H= 

where K'= K + 	A4(1-K) 

and E= (H11- H)/(H+ H) 

The AO parameters used in the calculations discussed in this thesis are the 

following. 

AC H 1 (eV) C I g 

His —13.60 1.30 
B2s —15.20 1.30 
B2p —8.50 1.30 
C2s —21.40 1.625 
C2p —11.40 1.625 

g= exponents 

The calculations described in this work involved two idealised models. The first 

was the {C2B9H11 ) 2  fragment and the second the (C 2B9H10Ph)) 2  fragment. These 
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determined the characteristics of the frontier molecular orbitals which were 

concentrated on the nido-C2B3  face. The bond distances used in the construction of 

the models were: B-B= 1.85A, B-C= 1.7575A, CcageCce=  1.65A,  Ccage C enyi= 

1.50A= CphenylCphenyl= 1.395A, B-H= CHce=  1.15A,  C-HPhYI=  1.08A. The 

co-ordinates for the (C2B9H11 )2  fragment are given below, followed by the 

co-ordinates of the phenyl ring, which was substituted for H12 in the second model. 

Co-ordinates for the Idealised Icosahedral Fragment, {C2B9H11 }2• 

Hi -2.1054 1.5296 -1.3012 
H2 -2.1054 -1.5296 -1.3012 
H3 -2.6023 0.0000 1.3012 
H4 -0.8041 2.4750 1.3012 
H5 0.8041 2.4750 -1.3012 
H6 0.0000 0.0000 -2.9095 
H7 -0.8041 -2.4750 1.3012 
H9 1.9678 1.4297 1.2162 
H10 2.6023 0.0000 -1.3012 
Hil 0.8041 -2.4750 -1.3012 
H12 1.9678 -1.4297 1.2162 
Bi -1.2732 0.9250 -0.7868 
B2 -1.2732 -0.9250 -0.7868 
33 -1.5737 0.0000 0.7869 
B4 -0.4863 1.4967 0.7868 
B5 0.4863 1.4967 -0.7868 
B6 0.0000 0.0000 -1.7595 
B7 -0.4863 -1.4967 0.7868 
C9 1.1355 0.8250 0.7018 
310 1.5737 0.0000 -0.7869 
311 0.4863 -1.4967 -0.7868 
C12 1.1355 -0.8250 0.7018 

Co-ordinates for the Phenyl Substituent, Replacing H12, in the 
Above Model. 

H22 3.5949 0.0374 1.4429 
H23 5.3858 -1.2639 2.5497 
1124 5.0212 -3.6485 3.1032 
H25 2.8657 -4.7318 2.5499 
H26 1.0748 -3.4305 1.4431 
C21 2.2209 -1.6137 1.3726 
C22 3.4358 -1.0031 1.6845 
C23 4.4452 -1.7366 2.3083 
C24 4.2397 -3.0806 2.6203 
C25 3.0248 -3.6912 2.3084 
C26 2.0154 -2.9578 1.6846 
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Section D Electrochemical Techniques. 

This section describes the basic electrochemical techniques employed [1441  during 

this work. All the results discussed were obtained using cyclic voltammetry and 

therefore only this method is discussed. However, it should be noted that there are a 

number of other electrochemical techniques e.g. stirred voltammetry and a.c. 

voltammetry 1451 . 

Cyclic voltammetry is carried out using a standard 3-electrode system consisting 

of a working electrode (w.e.), a counter electrode (c.e.) and a reference electrode 

(r.e.). To be suitable for use as working and counter electrodes a material must be 

chemically inert and stable over a wide potential range. In practise, a Pt 

micro-electrode is used as the w.e. and a Pt rod as the c.e. The reference electrode is 

a half cell of known potential against which all other potentials can be measured. The 

reference reaction must be reversible and obey the Nernst equation as well as having 

a stable potential with time and a low temperature dependence. In this work a 

Ag/AgCl cell in dichioromethane provides the reference. The electrode is housed in a 

salt bridge and in contact with the bulk solution via a porous glass fit. The salt 

bridge contains some of the electrolyte solution. The reference electrode has a high 

internal resistance so virtually no current flows through it. The current flow in a three 

electrode system is between the w.e. and the c.e. and hence, the r.e. is stable 

and non-polarized. 

The three electrodes are immersed in a solvent 111  containing a high concentration 

of an inert electrolyte. In this work 0.5M [Bu4N]'iBF4] in CH 2C12  is the 

electrolyte/solvent system. The role of the electrolyte is to decrease the contribution 

of migration to mass transport of the electroactive species and hence to ensure that 

the current limiting step is diffusion controlled. Further, the presence of a high 



concentration of electrolyte lowers the cell resistance. The electrolyte ions must be 

non-electroactive in the potential range of interest and must be suitably soluble in the 

solvent being used. The criteria for a suitable solvent are as follows: it must possess a 

high dielectric constant, have a low vapour pressure and be liquid over the required 

temperature range, it must be non-electroactive over the required potential range and 

finally be unlikely to co-ordinate to the species of interest. Obviously, it is crucial 

that the solvent does not contain any impurities which may interfere with the 

experiment. For this reason, dichioromethane was allowed to stand over KOH pellets 

for approx. 1 week then freshly distilled, from Cal-I 21  immediately prior to use. 

The cell is such as to optimise electrode geometry to achieve a symmetric 

electrical field around the w.e. and is shown diagrammatically in figure 5.1. It must 

also include an inlet to allow purging of the system of oxygen. This is achieved by 

bubbling argon through the solution (for approx. 10 mins.) before the test species is 

added and maintaining an atmosphere of Ar throughout the experiment. The presence 

of oxygen in the system must be avoided as this may cause oxidation of the species of 

interest. The redox chemistry of 02  is also avoided. The final component present in 

the cell is a magnetic stirrer bar. As well as assisting in the dissolution of the test 

species, the solution must be stirred frequently between the recording of 

voltammograms to ensure there is no build up of undesired species in the vicinity of 

the w.e. Typically circa 10-20mg of the test species is added to the de-gassed 

solution. After stirring to aid dissolution, the voltammograms are recorded, on quiet 

solutions. All the results discussed in this thesis were obtained at 298K. 

The electrodes are connected to a potentiostat and waveform generator (Hi-Tek 

Instruments, England, Potentiostat Type DT2 101 and Waveform Generator PPRI) 

and the output recorded on an x-y recorder with current being recorded in the 

y-direction and potential in the x-direction. 
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In cyclic voltammetry the potential is ramped linearly from an initial potential to a 

switching potential and back to the initial potential again. The rate at which the 

potential is altered can be varied. Typically scan rates (v) are set between 50mVs 

and 500mVs 1 . The solution is unstirred and hence the only means of mass transport 

of the test species is thermal diffusion. 

The nature of the trace obtained depends on the type of processes occurring. The 

electron transfer involving an electroactive species is described in terms of the 

reversibility of the process as reversible, irreversible or quasi-reversible. For a 

reversible process the electron transfer is faster than the rate of diffusion to the 

electrode. In this work, the transfer is defined as being quasi-reversible if either the 

rate is similar to that of diffusion or a chemical reaction follows the electron transfer. 

An irreversible process is one for which the rate of electron transfer is similar to that 

of diffusion. The reversibility of a process is determined using the criteria outlined 

overleaf. 

Figure 5.1 

Experimental Set-up for Conventional Electrochemistry. 

Key 

C. Counter eteci 
W: Wotkng etc 
R: Reference cli 
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Reversible process: 

Quasi-reversible process: 

Irreversible process: 

E is independent of V 

E r'- ET= 59/n mV at 298K 

E is independent of C 

is independent of V 

f/1r= 1 and is independent of V 

E varies with V 

E- E 	varies with V 

j/v1 varies with V 

approx.= 1 

E varies with V 

i/v1t2 varies with V 

There is no peak jT  

A typical cyclic voltammogram for a reversible process is shown in figure 5.2 in 

which the variables used in determining the reversibility of an electron transfer step 

are defined. As the potential approaches that at which the redox process occurs the 

current begins to increase. The rate of increase rises rapidly as the material in the 

vicinity of the w.e. is consumed until it reaches a maximum. At this point the rate of 

diffusion of fresh material to the w.e. is equal to the rate of electron transfer. Beyond 

this potential the rate of diffusion becomes the limiting factor and the current drops to 

a diffusion controlled limit. When the potential is switched the same processes occur 

giving an inversion of the initial scan. 

The nature of the return wave is used to determine the reversibility of the electron 

transfer reaction. For the ideal case which gives rise to the type of scan shown, there 
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Ey2 	-06 00 

is no gross chemical change occurring during the timescale of the experiment and the 

process is said to be chemically reversible. If there is no return wave this implies that 

a structural or chemical change follows the initial electron transfer step. If the return 

wave is asymmetric then there may be some degree of chemical reversibility and the 

process can be described as quasi-reversible. 

Figure 5.2 

Cyclic Voltammogram for a Fully Reversible Process. 

E(volts) 
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Appendix B 

Certain of the results presented in this thesis have been published. The reference 

for the relevant paper is: 

D.R. Baghurst, R.C.B. Copley, H. Fleischer, D.M.P. Mingos, G.O. Kyd, 

L.J.Yellowlees, A.J. Welch, T.R. Spalding and D.J. O'Connell; J.Organometal. 

Chem., 1993, 447, C14. 

A reprint follows. 
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polyhedral rearrangements of 
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structures of 1 -Ph-3,3-( PMe 2  Ph) 2-s' 1,2-

PtC 2 B9 H 10 , 1Ph3,3(PMe 2 Ph) 2-3,1,11 

PtC 2 B9H 10 , 1 1Ph3,3(PMe 2 Ph) 2-3,1,ll 

PtC 2 B9 H 10  and 1,11Ph 2-3,3-(PMe 2 Ph)2 
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The 1.2 - 1,7 - 1,12 isomerisation of closo-

C,B 10 H 12  and its C-substituted analogues at elevated 
temperatures (ca. 470°C and 700°C. respectively, for 
the parent compound) has been known for many years 

[1], but the precise mechanism(s) of such rearrange-
ment processes continue to be the subject of specula-
tion [2]. With very few exceptions, [3], polyhedral rear-
rangements in carbametallaborafles also involve a high 
activation barrier [4]. Recently [51, we have found that 
severe molecular deformation in essentially icosahedral 
carbametallaboraneS can be induced by the presence of 
bulky (phenyl) substituents at the cage carbon atoms, 
implying that transition metal derivatives of phenyl-
carbaboraneS might undergo relatively facile rear-
rangement processes. 

Reaction of cis-Pt(PMe 2 Ph)2Cl2 with T1 2[7-Ph-7,8-

nido -C 2 B 9 H 10 ] [6] in CH 2 Cl 2  at room temperature 

affords the expected product 1-Ph-3,3-(PMe 2  Ph)--

3,1,2-PtC 2 B 9 H, 0  (1), characterised by microanalysis 
and multinuclear ('H, "B, "B('H}, 31 P) NMR spec-

trosopy. An X-ray diffraction study 
* reveals the 

molecular structure shown in Fig. 1. Pt(3) is between 
2.24 and 2.33 A from atoms C(2), B(7), B(8) and B(4), 
but 2.596(10) A from C(1). The PtP 2  plane lies essen-
tially orthogonal to the best plane through C(2)—B(4), 

Abstract 

Reaction of cis-Pt(PMe 2 Ph) 2C12 with Tl 2(7Ph*7,8-nidO-C2B9H101 

affords 1-Ph-3,3-(PMe 2  Ph) 2-3,1 ,2-PtC 2 B 9H,0 , mild thermolysis 

(55°C) of which yields lPh3,3(PMe 2 Ph) 2 3,1,11PtC2B9HIo and 

IIPh3,3(PMe2Ph)23,1,11-PtC2B9H,o. Both of the latter com-
pounds are produced by the microwave irradiation of a mixture of 

cis-Pt(PMe 2 Ph) 2C12 and (HNMe3I7-Ph-7,8nid02 B9H,1 . When 

cis.Pt(PMe 2 Ph) 2Cl2 is allowed to react with TI 2[7,8-Ph ,-7,8-nido-

C 2 B9 H 9 1 at room temperature the only isolable species is 1,11-Ph 2-

3,3(PMe 2 Ph)2-3,1,11-PtC2139H9. The generation of rearranged 

products with 3,1,11-PtC 2 B9  architectures is inconsistent with a 

diamond-square-diamond mechanism for the isomerisation of icosa- 
hedral heteroboranes. 

Correspondence to: Dr. A.J. Welch or Professor D.M.P. Mingos. 
Present address: Department of Chemistry, Imperial College of 
Science, Technology and Medicine, South Kensington, London 

SW7 2AY. 

0022-328X/93/$6.00  

Crystal data: All measurements were made at room temperature 
on CAD4 diffractometers (Edinburgh, compounds I and 4: Ox-
ford, compounds 2 and 3) operating with graphitemOflOChrOn1ated 
Mo Ka X-radiation, Abar = 0.71069 A. 

Compound I, C 24 H 37 B9 P2 Pt, M = 679.89,monoclinic, space group 

P2, /c, a = 10.381(3), b = 25.706(4), c = 10.880(7) A, p = 104.57(4)° . 

V = 2810.0 A3 , Z = 4, = 1.607 g cm 3 , p(Mo Ka)= 51.71 cm 
l, 

F(000)=1336. R=0.048 for 3310 reflections (F;->2.0o(F)1 mea-

sured in the range 1 :5 0 :5 23 ° . 

Compound 2, C 24 H 37 B 9 P2 Pt1 M = 679.89, monoclinic, space group 

P2, /c, a = 10.408(3), b = 25.847(5), c = 10.993(3) A, p = 105.95(2)°, 

V = 2843.4 A3 , Z = 4, = 1.588 g cm 3, (Mo Ka)= 5 1. 10 cm', 

F(000)=° 1336. R=0.045 for 3772 reflections [F;->6.Oa(F)1 mea-
sured in the range 0 _< 0 5 25 ° . 

Compound 3, C 24 H 37 B9 P2 Pt. M = 679.89, triclinic, space group p1. 

a = 10.082(3), b = 12.785(3), c = 13.830(2) A, a = 122.19(2), 9 = 

96.07(2), y = 94.23(2)°, V = 1479.0 A3 , Z = 2, 	= 1.526 g cm 3 , 

,i(Mo Ka) = 49.12 cm', F(000) = 668. R=O.018 for 4264 reflec-

tions IF 2! 6.0u(F)1 measured in the range 0 :5 0 :5 24.5°. 

Compound 4, C 30 H 41 B9 P2 Pt1 M = 755.99, triclinic, space group P1, 

a = 11.060(4), b = 12.997(4), c = 13.293(3) A, a = 79.703(24), p = 

80.314(24), y = 65.14(3)° , V = 1696.5 A3 , Z = 2, D. 1, = 1.480 g cm 

M(Mo Ka) = 42.90 cm', F(000) = 748. R = 0.030 for 5482 reflec-

tions (F 2~ 2.0tr(F)l measured in the range 1 :5 0 :5: 25 ° . 

© 1993 - Elsevier Sequoia S.A. All rights reserved 
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but is orientated in such a way that it is almost perpen-
dicular to a plane through CO), B(10) and 13(12), i.e. is 

twisted through Ca. 360  from its idealised position in 
the analogous compound 3,3-(PEt 1 ) 2-3 1 ,2-PtC, B 9 , 

[7]. 
The 31 P NMR spectrum of 1 in CDCI 3  at room 

temperature (singlet at - 12.08 ppm with double satel-
lites, J(PtP) 3227 Hz) is consistent with essentially free 
rotation of the (Pt(PMe,Ph) 2) fragment about the 
metal-cage axis. Increasing the temperature to 55°C 
(sealed tube) causes the colour of the solution to 
change slowly from orange to yellow, with the concom-
mitant disappearance of the signal due to 1 and the 

growth of two new signals (-15.37 ppm J(PtP) 3258 

Hz, compound 2; - 14.53 ppm, J(PtP) 3327 Hz, com-
pound 3), in the approximate ratio 1:4, respectively. 

Compounds 2 and 3 are also formed, this time in 
approximately equal amounts, by the microwave irradi-
ation (2450 MHz, 500w) [8] for 30 min of a mixture of 
cis-Pt(PMe 2 Ph) 2Cl 2  and [HNMe 3 ][7-Ph-7,8-flidO-

C 2 B9 H,,] in EtOH at 10 atm. Following separation by 
TLC each compound was characterized by "B, "B(' H) 
and 31 P NMR spectroscopies, mass spectrometry, and 

Fig. 1. Molecular structure of 1.Ph.3,3;(PMe 2 Ph) 2-3,1,2-PtC2B9H10 
(1). Important molecular parameters (A and °) Pt(3)-C(1) 2.596(10), 
Pt(3)-C(2) 2.326(10), Pt(3)-B(7) 2.257(12), Pt(3)-B(8) 2.239(12), 
Pt(3)-B(4) 2.313(12), Pt(3)-P(1) 2.288(3), Pt(3)-P(2) 2.250(3), (Xl)-
C(2) 1.594(14), P0 )-Pt(3)-P(2) 95.05(9). 

Fig. 2. Molecular structure of 1-Ph-33-(PMe 2  Ph).-3. 1.11 -FtC. B 9  H 11)  
(2). Important molecular parameters (A and 

0)  1`03)-0I) 2.622(8). 
Pt(3)-B(2) 2.237(8), Pt(3)-B(7) 2.211(9), Pt(3)-B(8) 2.212(9). N(3)-
B(4) 2.275(8), Pt(3)-P(1) 2.2988(21), Pt(3)-P(2) 2.2963(22). F(1)-
Pt(3)-P(2) 95.82(8). 

by X-ray crystallographic studies '. Compound 1 was 

not observed in the product mixture. 
The structure of 2 is shown in Fig. 2. It is isomor-

phous with 1 but it does not have the same structure. 
In fact, the compound is 1-Ph-3,3-(PMe-,Ph) 2-3,1,ll -

PtC 2 B9 H 10 , i.e. an isomer oft in which C(2) and 13(11) 
of 1 are interchanged. This apart, the molecular ge-
ometries of I and 2 are practically superimposable, 
even down to fine details such as the slight twist of the 
phenyl ring attached to CO) and the disposition of the 
PMe 2 Ph ligands; indeed, an idealization calculation [9] 
on the entire molecules of 1 and 2 (excluding H atoms) 

o 

yields an "r.m.s. misfit" of only 0.09 A. In 2 Pt(3) to 
cage atom distances span 2.21-2.28 A [B(2)—B(7)], with 
Pt(3)—C(1) again long at 2.622(8) A. Thus compounds 1 
and 2 represent a rare example of geometrical isomers 
cf a compound that are isomorphous. Presumably this 
reflects the fact that the crystal packing of 1 and 2 is 
dictated by hydrocarbon contacts and is independent of 
the change in molecular dipole. 

The molecular structure of compound 3, 11-Ph-3,3-
(PMe 2 Ph) 2-3,1,11-PtC 2 B 9 H,o , is shown in Fig. 3. Thus 
3 is yet another isomer of 1, but now the (CPh) 
fragment is located in the lower pentagonal belt (cage 
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atoms 5, 6, 11, 12 and 9) with (CH) in the upper belt. 
Pt(3)—B distances again span the range 2.21-2.28 A. 
and Pt(3)—C(1) is 2.581(4) A. In both 2 and 3 the PtP 
plane adopts an essentially perpendicular orientation 
to the 01)13(10012) plane. as is observed in the 
related species 1NMe 1-3,3-( t BuNC)3.1PdCB 10 H 10  

[10]. 
The isomerisatiOns of 1 to 2 and 3 represent the two 

possible ways in which the cage carbon atoms can 
separate as they do in the 1,2 - 1,7 isomerization of 
closo-C 2 13 10 H 12 , with the proviso that the ultimate 
metallabonded polyhedral face is B 4C. and Pt is antipo-

dal to boron. 
As previously noted, the conformation of the PtP 2  

plane in 1 is significantly distorted from that predicted 
to be of minimum energy for an (ML.,) fragment above 
a B 3C 2(C-adjacent) face [7], presumably because of the 
steric influence of the phenyl substituent bound to 
CO). The relatively low temperature at which 1 under-
goes isomerisation is fully consistent with such ground 
state destabilisation of the 3,1,2-MC,13 9  polyhedron. In 
both isomerised products the observed conformation of 
the (ML 2 ) fragment is the predicted minimum energy 
one. 

Fig. 3. Molecular structure of 11-Ph-3.3-(PMe 2 Ph)2-3.1.11 -

PtC 2 13 9 11 10  (3). Important molecular parameters (A and 
0) Pt(3)—C(1) 

2.581(4), Pt(3)—B(2) 2.233(5). Pt(3)—B(7) 2.211(4). 't(3)—B(8) 2.246(5), 

Pt(3)—B(4) 2.281(5), Pt(3)—P(1) 2.2901(11), Pt(3)—P(2) 2.3037(11). 

P(1)—Pt(3)—P(2) 97.70(4). 

Fig. 4. Molecular structure of 1.1 l-Ph,-3.3-(PMe 2 Ph) 2-3.l.l I-

PtC,B 9 H 9  (4). Important molecular parameters (A and 
0)  PU3)—C( I) 

2.610(5), Pt(3)—B(2) 2.222(6). Pt(3)—B(7) 2.199(6), Pt(3)—B(8) 2.231(6). 

Pt(3)—B(4) 2.293(6), Pt(3)—P( 1) 2.2864(14). Pt(3)—P(2) 2.2909(14). 

P( I )—Pt(3)—P(2) 96.23(5). 

A striking further example of sterically-induced low 
temperature polyhedral rearrangement is afforded by 
the fact that the only isolable product of the room 
temperature reaction between cis-Pt(PMe,Ph).,Cl, and 
the diphenylcarbaborane ligand [7,8-Ph,-7,8-nido-
C,B 9 H 9 ] 2  [5] is the C-separated species 1,11-Ph.,-3,3-
(PMe 2 Ph) 2-3,1,11-PtC 2 B 9 H 9  (4), the structure of 
which * is shown in Fig. 4. In this case we assume that 
intramolecular crowding in the intermediate compound 

,2-Ph 2-3,3-(PMe 2  Ph) 2-3, 1,2-PtC 2  B 9 H 9  is so severe 
that it isomerizes to 4 without the need for even mild 
heating. 

The isomerization of icosahedral heteroboranes with 
an initial 3,1,2-MC 2 B 9  architecture by a diamond-
square-diamond mechanism in which the C(1)—C(2) 
connectivity is broken in the transition state would 
initially afford a species with a 1,2,4-MC 2 B 9  het-
eroatom pattern. Although it remains to be tested by 
experimentation, it is likely that the predicted confor-
mation [7,11] of such species, in which one or even two 
phenyl groups are bound to cage carbon atoms, would 
be such that intramolecular crowding would not be 
critical, and therefore the non-observation of products 
of this type in the thermolysis reactions described 
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above argues against a diamond-square-diamond 
mechanism. Studies designed to probe further the pre-
cise mechanisms of these important reactions are being 
undertaken. 
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